
General Editors’ Introduction

SUSAN STRYKER and PAISLEY CURRAH

S ince the 1990s, many academic disciplines and areas of interdisciplinary

scholarship have experienced what’s come to be known as the “archival turn.”

As visual resources documentarian Cheryl Simon noted as early as 2002, this turn

represents, in part, “the emergence of an evidentiary aesthetic in the information

age” (Simon 2002: 101), a period within which, she contends, vastly expanded

digital data storage and communication networks have seemingly flattened time

and collapsed space in the direction of an eternal here and now. Under such

conditions, archive can become a fetish for the perhaps nostalgic notion of a

specific and locatable past. As Martin Heidegger had remarked decades earlier, in

surveying the immediate post–World War II technocultural landscape of Europe:

All distances in time and space are shrinking. Man . . . now receives instant

information, by radio, of events which he formerly learned about only years later,

if at all. . . . Distant sites of the most ancient cultures are shown on film as if they

stood this very moment amidst today’s street traffic. . . . Man puts the longest

distances behind him in the shortest time. He puts the greatest distances behind

himself and thus puts everything before himself at the shortest range.” (Heidegger

1971: 165)

Now more than half a century later, smartphone in hand, all the world becomes

for “Man,” that privileged subject of Eurocentric modernity, an ever-expanding

and increasingly accessible archive of all that has come before or happens now. In

theory, at least, and in fantasy.

Within cultural theory, the “archival turn” has drawn on the expansive,

critically powerful conceptualizations of “archive” in the works of such canonical

thinkers as Michel Foucault (1977) and Jacques Derrida (1996) that gained pur-

chase within the academy as part of a broader uptake of poststructuralist thought

in many different fields over the last few decades of the twentieth century.Archive,
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in this context, became a kind of code word cultural scholars could use to signal a

certain attention to the politics of knowledge production. Itmeant one was asking

meta-level questions pertaining not only to what we can know of the recoverable

past but also to how we know it and who can know it, what gaps and elisions the

archive might contain, whose lives are deemed worthy of remembrance, and what

counts as knowing in the first place. Queer archival works such as Ann Cvetko-

vich’s An Archive of Feelings (2003) and Anjali Arondekar’s For the Record: On

Sexuality and the Colonial Archive in India (2009), in deep if sometimes indirect

dialog with such roughly contemporaneous works of the “archival turn” as Diana

Taylor’s The Archive and the Repertoire (2003), Carolyn Steedman’s Dust: The

Archive and Cultural History (2002), and Antoinette Burton’s Dwelling in the

Archive (2003), brought an archival perspective into the heart of many vital

conversations that have informed transgender studies as an interdisciplinary field.

Perhaps it’s no coincidence that “transgender” as a concept, as an orga-

nizing rubric for an emergent social movement, and as an incipient field of study

rose to prominence at the samemoment as the archival turn in the early 1990s and

signaled similar premillennial and postmodern anxieties regarding the collapse of

time and place as did the archival imaginary (Felski 2006; Stryker 2000). Trans-

gender was press-ganged into service as an avatar of its age: an elastic, recate-

gorizable body for an era of flexible accumulation; a border-crossing body with a

globalizable identity; a fluid universal medium with the capacity to absorb and

dissolve other categories of personhood, thereby configuring as it flowed new

zones of contact that conflicted with more established modes of embodied sub-

jectivization; and a dematerializable and reconstitutable embodiment simulta-

neously everywhere and nowhere at once, like the Internet. That was in theory, of

course, or perhaps in fantasy, though never in actual practice.

Practically speaking, transgender bodies are always somewhere. They are

never “the body,” always particular bodies. Knowledges of them are likewise

partial, situated, and concrete. They have particular physical addresses, metadata

descriptors, storage media, search terms, indexing strategies, and collection

guides. Even the cloud, after all, is made of silicon and wire. However much “the

archive” can be made to metaphorize certain conditions or qualities of the pro-

duction, consumption, and distribution of contemporary knowledge, archives

nevertheless also remain tangible places. In bringing together this first-ever col-

lection of essays on “transgender archives and archiving,” drawn in part from

“Moving Trans* History Forward,” the first-ever international conference on

transgender archives held at the University of Victoria, March 21–23, 2014, guest

editors K. J. Rawson and Aaron Devor have largely sidestepped work on “the

archive” as that phrase gets tossed about in cultural studies, and have prioritized

instead work about literal archives—tangible repositories of records of events.
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Even more specifically, Rawson and Devor have selected scholarship

focused on literal archives and records that document the lives of people self-

identified or readily understood as transgender in contemporary terms, primarily

in North America: police arrest records of public cross-dressers, special collec-

tions at university research libraries that carry runs of periodical publications

from transgender organizations, community-based archives that document club

and bar scenes catering to sexual and gender minorities, found objects and

ephemera attesting to the presence of trans people in times and places where one

might not have suspected or detected them otherwise, digital media collabora-

tions linking diverse institutions interested in collecting and disseminating

transgender histories, and oral history projects that offer a different kind of

evidence of lives that unsettle the naturalized gender binary. In doing so, the

editors call our attention not only to pragmatic problems encountered by archival

practitioners when they try to collect, preserve, describe, and render accessible the

material traces of transgender actions in the world but also to equally vexing

taxonomic, evidentiary, and semiotic questions about what counts as “trans,”

what counts as evidence, and how we make sense and meaning of what we

encounter through transgender archiving and archives. They grapple with the

fragmentary nature of surviving documentation, the conscious and unconscious

biases and selection criteria that determine what records are saved, and the

unequal accessibility of those records that are available for study and inspiration.

Several of our recurring sections extend the discussion of archives beyond

the articles curated by the guest editors. “New Media” editor Tobias Raun

examines how trans men archive their transitions on YouTube. Also in the “New

Media” section, Ariel B. Handy and ThomasW. Johnson argue for the importance

of preserving the ephemeral digital collections of subaltern communities in their

contribution, “Eunuchs Online.” In the “Research Note” section, Elspeth H.

Brown writes about trans oral history, elaborating her interest in developing

radical democratic research methods for doing so, and briefly describing several

exciting trans/feminist oral history archives projects. The “Arts & Culture” sec-

tion includes three perspectives—from Kelly Besser, Zowie Davy, and Jessica Lee

Mathiason—on Katie Herzog’s 2013 art installation, Transtextuality (Senate Bill

48), consisting of paintings of forty-eight transgender “people of letters” (a riff of

Gerhard Richter’s 1972 series of forty-eight portraits of “men of letters”), which, as

Mathiason suggests, “not only rewrit[es] the archive” but also “foreground[s] the

constructedness of art and the archive.”

For those of us whose work in transgender studies relies on archival

materials, the articles assembled herein are nothing short of a prospector’s map to

the data mine. The wealth of resources now available, or soon to become available,

for investigating a deep though narrow sliver of the transgender past truly boggles
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the mind of anyone who grew up starved for information about others like

themselves, and who is fortunate enough to find one’s particular kind of trans-

gender kin and affines among those whose stories have found their way into the

historical record. The “transgender archive” as it now exists, imperfect as it is,

powerfully attests to the persistent, long-term presence of transgender people

within society. Some kinds of trans people, at least.

As we’ve noted repeatedly in our general editors’ introductions to each

themed issue of TSQ, the mix of subject matter, viewpoints, methodologies,

biases, prejudices, preferences, and areas of expertise included in any particular

issue of the journal should be viewed as a point of departure for further con-

versation, rather than a definitive summation of current thinking on that par-

ticular topic. When we think of radical trans-of-color archival projects like those

of Reina Gossett, who is documenting the lives and activist legacies of trans

legends Sylvia Rivera and Marsha P. Johnson, or when we look in TSQ’s Google

Drive to see the submissions the guest editors felt fell outside their curatorial

visions—phenomenological work on embodiment as an archive of affect and

experience, trans inclusion in Guatemalan archives, indigenous archives of

Hawaiian mahu, work on archiving as a liberatory practice, even work that

challenges the very viability of trans* archival projects themselves—we are more

convinced than ever that the work collected between the covers of this volume,

substantive and intriguing as they are, barely scratches the surface of what

“transgender archives and archiving” can encompass, and what, in fact, these

practices already are.

Susan Stryker is associate professor of gender and women’s studies and director of the

Institute for LGBT Studies at the University of Arizona, and general coeditor of TSQ: Transgender

Studies Quarterly.

Paisley Currah is professor of political science and women’s and gender studies at Brooklyn

College and the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, and general coeditor of

TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly.
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Introduction
“An Inevitably Political Craft”

K. J . RAWSON

A ddressing a gathering of archival professionals in 1970, Howard Zinn asserted

that “[archives are] biased towards the important and powerful people of the

society, tending to ignore the impotent and obscure: we learnmost about the rich,

not the poor; the successful, not the failures; the old, not the young; the politically

active, not the politically alienated; men, not women; white, not black; free people

rather than prisoners; civilians rather than soldiers; officers rather than enlisted

men” (Zinn 1977: 21). While these observations may have been received as an

indictment when he delivered this speech, our growing awareness of archival

biases has catalyzed a great deal of archival activism. Indeed, those of us who

champion archives of oppressed communities can rightfully claim that things

have certainly improved in the decades since Zinn’s address. Yet his overarching

point remains no less profound: leveraging the power of archives is not “the

politicization of a neutral craft, but the humanizing of an inevitably political

craft” (20).

The humanization of the archival craft is particularly compelling for

transgender-related archives and archiving. As attention to transgender phe-

nomena continues to increase, the need for thoughtfully conceived and ethically

executed trans archival practices becomes all the more pressing. Yet the very basis

of this undertaking relies on a daunting definitional and epistemological chal-

lenge: in the context of archives, what counts as transgender?

The crux of this challenge resides in the complexity of the word trans-

gender itself. While transgender is now widely used in contemporary US and

Canadian culture, the term is only several decades old, coming into widespread

usage in the late 1980s and early 1990s.1 In the context of historical research, this

very recent and geographically specific emergence of transgender means that we

must always be mindful of howwe are imposing an identity category onto pasts in
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which that identity is anachronistic and onto places where that identity is foreign.

We can certainly employ other terminology that is more historically and culturally

specific, such as eonist, hijra, invert, travesti, and so forth. But, problematic as it

may be, transgender appears to be the most efficient and effective mechanism

available for us to cohere these transhistorical and transcultural practices under

the same banner. Transgender archiving therefore requires a constant balance of

bringing together trans-related materials while also staying attuned to the con-

texts of their production and to the ways that archives have a tremendous power

to shape understandings of those materials.

Readers will quickly notice that the contributors to this issue use a range of

constructions of the term, predominantly transgender, trans, and trans*, which we

haven’t made any attempts to standardize. As coeditors, Aaron Devor and I used

trans* extensively in the call for papers, following the logic that Avery Brooks

Tompkins explains in the first issue of TSQ: “In relation to transgender phe-

nomena, the asterisk is used . . . to open up transgender or trans to a greater range

of meanings” (2014: 26). The use of the asterisk as a wildcard operator for a search

seems to have inspired this construction, but it is only logical in a textual and

theoretical sense—not only is trans* difficult to convey in speech, but in an

archival context it is also impractical, since search results for trans* would cast far

too wide of a net (e.g., translation, transformer) and would also fail to include

many of the identities (e.g., genderqueer, gender fluid) that it was meant to

include. Interestingly, some of the initial supporters of trans* are now critical of

the term because they believe that the asterisk has been “applied in inaccessible,

binarist, and transmisogynist ways” (Trans Student Educational Resources 2015),

whereas others have suggested that since “trans (or transgender) is the umbrella

term” (Gabriel 2014), no additional broadening term is necessary. Beyond the

specific arguments about which term is preferable, what this debate illustrates is

the ongoing instability of terminology, which will continue to vex archives. This

debate also hints at the challenges of archival praxis—just as trans* is not a

practically useful search term, archives often need to reconcile what is theoreti-

cally ideal with what is practically possible.

A similar challenge presents itself with another tension of terminology in

this issue—the use of archive versus archives. Archival professionals have pas-

sionately argued that the only viable use of archives is in the plural, referring to an

established professionalized practice (Theimer 2012). Such defenses of archives

seem to have been precipitated by the archival turn in the academy, which

inspired scholars to use archives to loosely refer to any collection of materials, and

even more concerning for some, scholars simultaneously started to use archive

in the singular as a theoretical construct. The use of archive has been critiqued

for homogenizing archives and distancing scholars from the actual places where
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historical materials are maintained and accessed (Hawhee and Olson 2013). While

I understand the desire to keep archives professionalized and to guard against the

abstraction of archive, several articles in this issue show how archive as a theo-

retical concept can be tremendously helpful when broadly referring to the his-

torical record (beyond any particular archives) and the mechanisms for recording

and accessing that record.

As the eleven articles in this issue help to demonstrate, the archiving of

transgender materials is happening in a range of contexts—from major univer-

sity collections, to grassroots community archives, to personal collections. At

times, transgender is used as the central collection principle for an archive, as is

the case for the Transgender Archives at the University of Victoria, directed

by coeditor Aaron Devor, and the online repository that I am in the process of

developing, the Digital Transgender Archive.2 More commonly, transgender

materials find their way into archives with broader collection scopes, often with

varying degrees of intentionality on the part of archivists. Even more commonly,

and quite troublingly, the majority of transgender materials never find their way

into archives at all.

When transgender materials are archived, there are a number of challenges

that these materials present: What types of materials should be archived to doc-

ument transgender experiences, people, and communities? What terminology

should be used to describe these materials, particularly when the term transgender

isn’t fitting? When there are too many materials, how do we decide what to

prioritize and who gets to decide? When there are gaps in particular areas, what

strategies can we use to address those gaps? What are the privacy concerns that are

specific to transgender materials, and how should archivists navigate those con-

cerns? What interpretive frameworks would provide researchers with a richer

context for transgender materials? Do transgender materials elicit different sorts

of researcher engagement and affective responses?

This special issue offers the first collective attempt to think through some

of these questions and some of the specific considerations that energize trans-

gender archives and archiving. While I have solo-authored this introduction, it is

important to note that the editing of this special issue has been a thoroughly

collaborative venture between me and Aaron Devor. The finished product of this

volume demonstrates not only the success of our particular editorial collaboration

but also the incredible benefits of bringing together practical and theoretical

treatments of archives.

Emerging Archives

How do we confront archival gaps? Many archival efforts are initiated by this very

question as they attempt to respond to what Harrison Apple demonstrates is a
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politics of absence. In some cases, absence is a result of misreadings of existing

materials, while in other cases, there is a complete vacancy in the historical record.

The four articles that begin this special issue seek to address archival gaps with a

variety of different strategies—using narrative to correct misinterpretations,

animating historical memory through dance, and, in two cases, building grass-

roots collections from the ground up. Three out of the four articles discuss oral

history as a strategy for confronting archival absences, which makes sense—it

involves dynamic participation by both interviewers and interviewees, it provides

an on-the-ground way to create historical record(ing)s (especially when other

types of records are not available), and it can be made accessible fairly easily.

The issue opens with Harrison Apple’s “The $10,000 Woman: Trans

Artifacts in the Pittsburgh Queer History Project Archive,” which touches upon

several critical challenges of determining what constitutes transgender history. In

2014, when the Pittsburgh Queer History Project hosted an exhibit of photo-

graphs and ephemera from working-class after-hours gay clubs, the exhibit

incited additional historical contextualization that shifted the entire framework

for understanding those materials. In effect, the visitors “reanimate[d]” and

“remap[ped]” the images, ultimately revealing “trans history previously illegible

in the photographs.” Apple explains that the donor, who had initially categorized

these materials as “drag show,” “flattened a rich history of transsexuality, [by]

situating TS representation as a product of gay entertainment.” Apple uses this

specific case to show that archival materials should be a starting point, arguing

that “the archive must continue to be narrated beyond the visible record.”

Throughout his career, choreographer and dancer Sean Dorsey has

developed a range of archival practices that similarly push beyond traditional

forms of the historical record. In “Moving Transgender Histories: Sean Dorsey’s

Trans Archival Practice,” Maxe Crandall and Selby Wynn Schwartz show how the

stage becomes a “place [for Dorsey] to reveal what has been hidden from his-

tory,” in terms of absent materials and the absence of the body. Crandall and

Schwartz describe Dorsey’s project as “an embodied public practice of danced

historiography,” which relies upon Dorsey’s body “as an active site for historical

transmission” through various methodologies such as handwritten transcrip-

tion and conducting oral histories. Ultimately, “[Dorsey’s] archival practice . . .

emerges from questions about how the body encounters the archive, how the

body moves in the archive, and how the archive moves the body.” This emphasis

on the body is particularly salient for transgender archives, which revolve around

deeply embodied experiences.

As with the alternative archival historiographies that are detailed in the

first two articles, Liesl Theron and Tshepo Ricki Kgositau stake out new archival

territory in their article “The Emergence of a Grassroots African Trans Archive.”
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As part of their work with Gender DynamiX, Theron and Kgositau have helped to

facilitate the archivization of important transmaterials in Africa. Meant to be read

in conjunction with the African Trans Timeline posted on the Digital Transgender

Archive (www.digitaltransarchive.net), the authors position this article as “a first

contribution from the African continent.” Their purpose is to provide some

critical contextualization of the trans-related archival efforts in English-speaking

countries of sub-Saharan Africa, particularly by discussing the common confla-

tion of gender identity and sexual orientation, and the depiction of “homosex-

uality and (by default in [the] implication) transgender people [as] ‘un-African,’

‘an abomination,’ ‘sinful,’ ‘against nature,’ ‘against culture,’ and a ‘Western

import.’” Such contextual information shows that emerging archives can have

truly revolutionary power.

Joshua Trey Barnett and Brandon J. Hill are engaging in similar work of

building a collection from the ground up in order to instigate social change, as

they describe in “Covert Operation: Archiving the Experiences of Transgender

Service Members in the US Military.” Barnett and Hill mobilize oral histories

alongside statistical information and visual images to come as close as they can

to a complete picture of transgender military experiences. They pursue three

questions: “First, why create a transgender military archive? Second, what con-

stitutes an archive of transgender military experience? And, third, what are the

political stakes of developing this archive?” The function of the collection they are

developing is unapologetically activist in aim; they explain, “we have constructed

our archive in order to . . . disrupt or have a direct effect on . . . exclusionary

military policies.” Because it is not possible to serve openly as transgender in the

US military, their collection faces a different sort of absence and erasure, which

also provides political exigency for the project. Such archives can be transfor-

mative, not just for the political change that is catalyzed by their recording of

history but for the transformative power they offer participants who are col-

lectively creating emerging archives.

Established Archives

While the first four articles of this issue showcase the purpose and process of

creating new and alternative archives, the three articles that follow illustrate that

established archives face their own series of challenges as well. In all three articles,

the authors consider archival collections that include transgender materials as one

portion of a broader collecting scope. Such contexts for trans materials incite

questions of visibility, ethics, and accessibility—how do you effectively direct

researcher attention to trans materials, particularly when transgender isn’t used to

describe those materials? In what ways can collections solicit or create more trans
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materials? What concerns of privacy, confidentiality, and access are involved with

archiving trans materials?

Nicholas Matte’s “Without a Minority/Identity Framework: Highlighting

Trans Archival Materials at the University of Toronto’s Sexual Representation

Collection” opens this section by exploring an archival collection that doesn’t use

identity as its organizing logic. As he explains, “One of the advantages of the fact

that the Sexual Representation Collection is not explicitly trans-centric is that it

facilitates connections with issues, materials, and communities that relate directly

to its core theme of sexual representation without excluding materials that are

neither trans nor LGBTQ.” The trade-off is that trans materials are often not easily

found, and researchers may need to rely on archivists to direct them to those

materials. Despite this risk of invisibility, Matte argues that “it isn’t always nec-

essary to adopt a trans-centric or trans identity framework to show that trans

people have played significant roles in niche and minority communities as well as

mainstream sexual cultures.” Indeed, it can be quite powerful to have trans

materials dispersed throughout many different types of collections.

The two articles that round out this section—“The Tretter Collection:

What We Have, What’s Missing, and the Challenges of Trans History” by Lisa

Vecoli and “Trans* Collecting at the Schlesinger Library: Privacy Protection and

the Challenges of Description and Access” by Laura Peimer—both grapple with

the “challenges” that trans materials present for their collections. Vecoli’s article

offers a critical reflection on why the Tretter Collection at the University of

Minnesota Libraries has large gaps in transgender materials, which she explains is

a result of not only the specific focus of the original collectors but also the smaller

amount of materials produced by trans communities. To counteract this dearth,

Vecoli works hard to develop the transgender collections—she has purchased

materials, solicited donations from other archives, built relationships with local

contacts to secure future donations, highlighted trans materials in other Uni-

versity of Minnesota library collections, and started creating new materials with

a multiyear oral history project. Resonating with Matte’s position, Vecoli sug-

gests that “it is important to balance centralization and dispersal of trans mate-

rials in specialized archives, general GLBT archives, and even into mainstream

collections.”

Peimer’s article on the trans* holdings at the Schlesinger Library takes a

more specific approach. As she describes key trans collections, Peimer explains

how the library responded to issues of privacy, access, and description that these

materials presented. With the Mark Ethan Smith Papers, for example, they had to

carefully select subject headings appropriate for a person who self-identified not

as transgender but as a “biological female who lives as a person without regard to

sex.” Ultimately, as Peimer shows, “balancing access to collections with privacy
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concerns and applying appropriate description to a collection involves navigating

the rights of donors, third parties, and the needs of users.” This perpetual

negotiation is perhaps the central challenge facing established archives that collect

transgender materials.

Engaging Archives

How are researchers drawn into archives to work with transgender materials, and

what do we do when we are there? While the first two sections of this special issue

focus on emerging and established archives, the final section delves into the

archives and shows how researchers engage with specific archival materials. These

four articles offer discussions of specific archival objects that provided the authors

with research challenges, opportunities for affective engagements, or points of

departure for theorizing trans archiving and notions of the archive more broadly.

The authors are particularly engaged by elusive historical subjects, figures around

whom archival materials are amassed, yet somehow they remain mysterious, just

out of reach.

Ms. Bob Davis opens this section with the article, “Using Archives to

Identify the Trans* Women of Casa Susanna.” Offering an archival research

method for photographic identification, Davis explains how codes in early trans*

publications, which were initially used for anonymity, can now be used to connect

archival materials. In discussing the circulation and collection of photographs

during the Casa Susanna era (roughly the late 1950s through the mid-1970s), Davis

suggests that these images not only facilitated community formation but also

functioned to affirm and preserve female identities. Davis explains how it was

that, throughout this thriving photographic exchange, many individuals used

multiple names to navigate their lives as cross-dressers and to protect themselves

from discrimination. Davis prompts us to consider “what is ethical to reveal about

these people who may have literally led two lives.” This article offers advice on not

only how to gather helpful identifying information but also what we should do

with it once we have it.

The archival materials of Robert J. Stoller, an influential researcher, some

of whose trans-related work overlapped with the last few years of the Casa Sus-

anna era, serve as the catalyst for the dialogue between Chase Joynt and Kristen

Schilt in their article “Anxiety at the Archive.” The authors offer a series of

thoughtful reflections on particular historical objects, which they present as if we

are in the archives alongside them. By foregrounding their own responses to these

materials, the authors pursue the question: “How can we engage historical objects

while accounting for our contemporary vantage points, structural locations,

professional investments, and affective attachments?” Their dialogue serves as a
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partial answer to that question, as they reflect on their positions, contexts, and

emotional responses to the materials they find.

Similarly animated by a deeply personal and emotional archival encoun-

ter, Marika Cifor’s article, “Presence, Absence, and Victoria’s Hair: Examining

Affect and Embodiment in Trans Archives,” focuses on a strange archival object: a

piece of hair stuck in Victoria Schneider’s lipstick. This becomes an “identifica-

tory object” for Cifor and inspires a thoughtful meditation on the location of the

trans body in the archival record. “Victoria’s hair is detritus matter that matters,”

Cifor argues, because it “challenges the notion that the body can be seen only in its

necessary absence.” By taking seriously her own embodied and affective response

to this object, Cifor also quietly invites us to indulge in the theoretical possibilities

of our own identificatory objects.

For Rebekah Edwards, one such object seems to be the 1917 image of

Geraldine Portica, a mysterious figure who we only know through a single image.

This image was included in the personal scrapbook of San Francisco police chief

Jesse Brown Cook, with a detailed inscription asserting, “This is not a girl,” which

Edwards also uses for the title of this article, “‘This Is Not a Girl’: A Trans*

Archival Reading.” Edwards explores what it means to include such an image in a

trans* archive and how such a process might conjure trans* archival praxis.

Edwards works through the multiple significations of Portica’s body from an

intersectional perspective; “noting that Portica was a ‘native of Mexico,’ someone

whose English and, by extension, masculinity were marked by a foreign accent,

allowed Cook to situate Portica’s gender presentation as ‘foreign.’” Using negation

as a point of entry into trans* archival praxis, Edwards explores how “trans*

archival methodologies that seek to recuperate or resignify documents produced

in the service of regulatory/judicial/medical archives are engaged with reading the

negation animating these artifacts as the very sign of their (now) trans* signifi-

cation.” The challenge of this approach is that the subject of this image, Portica

herself, remains utterly elusive. To navigate such a significant limitation, Edwards

suggests that we “turn our analysis to the structures that produced the Portica/

Cook document, the historic moment of its production, and the epistemic lim-

itations through which this current project has formulated her.”

With Apple’s opening article and Edwards’s concluding one, we have

bookended this special issue with two pieces that make similar moves—they use

images to explore far-reaching questions about archival erasures, historical sub-

jectivity, and the political power of archiving. Unlike Apple’s fortuitous oppor-

tunity to bring to light narratives from transgender people by teasing their stories

out of a history that was misrepresenting them, Edwards’s subject, Portica, is

completely silent, which is far too often the case with those few transgender

historical figures about whom we even have records. With Portica, and with so
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many like her who populate our trans archives, we are entrusted with scant

remnants of their lives, yet also with plentiful practical and theoretical challenges.

We hope this issue will mark the beginning of a sustained and energetic explo-

ration of these challenges.

K. J. Rawson is an assistant professor of English at the College of the Holy Cross. His schol-

arship has appeared in Archivaria, Enculturation, Present Tense, QED, and several edited col-

lections. He recently began work on the Digital Transgender Archive, an online digital

repository of transgender-related historical materials.

Notes

1. For a more detailed discussion of this term’s emergence, see Rawson and Williams 2014

and the corresponding time line posted on my homepage (Rawson 2015).

2. Formore information, please see transgenderarchives.uvic.ca and www.digitaltransarchive

.net.
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E M E R G I N G A R C H I V E S

The $10,000 Woman
Trans Artifacts in the Pittsburgh Queer History Project

Archive

HARRISON APPLE

Abstract The Pittsburgh Queer History Project (PQHP) began as an urban archaeological dig of an

abandoned after-hours social club. The detritus collected helped construct a history of working-class

Pittsburgh, including the lives and labor of trans bodies in the Steel City. A recent exhibition by the

PQHP, Lucky after Dark, presented a cross-section of this archive, including a newly acquired slide

collection from social clubs between 1967 and 1990. Amounting to several thousand photographs

taken at three clubs owned by Robert “Lucky” Johns, as well as hundreds of hours of video, it is a

uniquely rich documentation of a subcultural community spanning over thirty years. The author

discusses a critical shift in my handling of these archival materials, beginning with a slide show

entitled “The $10,000Woman.” The incorporation of oral histories by trans women in the photograph

archive turned what was originally indexed as a record of gay entertainment into a nuanced narration

of transsexual history in 1970s Pittsburgh.

Keywords sex work, oral history, drag, social clubs, Pittsburgh

Lucky after Dark

T he House of Tilden was the crown jewel in a series of private social clubs that

doubled as after-hours gay bars for twilight citizens in Pittsburgh proper and

the rest of southwestern Pennsylvania. With a membership list of seven thousand

people, the House of Tilden’s clientele drew from beyond Allegheny County to

parts of West Virginia, Ohio, and New York.

One night in 1976, this sign appeared in the stairwell: “We are proud to

announce the coming of one of the most EXTRAORDINARY EVENTS of this

spring!!! Brenda Dott (formerly known as ‘Bobby’) is the $10,000.00 Dollar

Woman with her ‘Sister’ Barry (WonderWoman) Dott.” In a burlesque ecdysis,

Brenda shed outfit after outfit until only a G-string remained (see fig. 1).

Moments like these were documented in the photographs taken by Robert

“Lucky” Johns, a popular gay proprietor of three social clubs: the Transportation
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Club (1967–70), the House of Tilden (1970–81), and Travelers (1980–90). From

2012 to 2014, Lucky generously offered me his time, friendship, and personal

collection of several thousand photographs that he had kept for over fifty years. In

June of 2014, the Pittsburgh Queer History Project held its inaugural exhibit,

Lucky after Dark, at the Carnegie Mellon Future Tenant Gallery, featuring pho-

tographs and ephemera that made up the world of working-class after-hours gay

clubs. The response to our exhibition was overwhelming, attracting over one

thousand visitors and favorable press notice, but most striking was the ability of

visitors to reanimate the slide shows and contribute to the archive from a variety

of perspectives. This article is driven by the responses of trans women, whose

contributions to our oral history collection help remap hundreds of images. In

particular, their narration reveals an archive of trans history previously illegible in

the photographs.

Background

The Pittsburgh Queer History Project (PQHP) is an oral history and media

archive collection that I began in 2012 and now codirect with Dr. Tim Haggerty at

Carnegie Mellon University. The inspiration for the PQHP was an archeological

dig of an abandoned Pittsburgh nightclub at 6119 Penn Avenue, last known as

“Cabarets.” After shutting its doors in 2003, the club remained untouched until

the space was slotted for renovation amidst an uptick of urban redevelopment.

During the remodeling, I was allowed to take anything and everything from the

heaps of trash couched between layers of plywood and carpet.

This collection of club ephemera (a six-hundred-item collection including

used cigarette packs, bingo tickets, and police reports) told a largely unknown

history of the building and its role in after-hours queer nightlife. In a windowless

second-floor unit, a series of after-hours bars, chartered as fraternal organiza-

tions, offered a place to go when the lights went out in all the local taverns. For

over fifty years, 6119 Penn Avenue had many names, including “The Perry Social

Club,” the “Republican Club,” the “American Legions Club,” “Upscale Private

Night Club,” “La Familia,” and “Cabarets”; these were the licensed organizations

whose membership cards opened the door to a smoky den, inconspicuously

perched above Isaly’s, a local dairy and deli franchise. This long-forgotten urban

detritus hinted at the role of social clubs in Pittsburgh’s working-class commu-

nities and, in particular, the development of queer and trans lives in 1970s

Pittsburgh. The materials found in this space led us to Lucky, his photographs,

and—eventually—the story of Brenda Dott. Thousands of slides labeled as “drag

shows” in Lucky’s collection first appear to be documents of gay entertainment

history; but through a process of photo identifications and oral history interviews,

transgender participants used the archive to reanimate a nuanced history of
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Figure 1. Brenda Dott, House of Tilden,

1976. Still from video, 720 · 576. Robert

“Lucky” Johns archive, Pittsburgh Queer

History Project

Figure 3. Hazel Van Horn, House of Tilden, 1977. Still from video, 720 · 576. Robert

“Lucky” Johns archive, Pittsburgh Queer History Project

Figure 2. Dana Brown. House of Tilden,

1975. Still from video, 720 · 576. Robert

“Lucky” Johns archive, Pittsburgh Queer

History Project
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becoming a woman in the working-class world of Pittsburgh. Their journeys were

affected by the city’s redevelopment, the politics of gay nightlife, and one’s ability

to negotiate the shifting circumstances of surviving as a trans woman in the Steel

City.

Indexing the House of Tilden

The House of Tilden photo archive was donated by Lucky as a shoebox of forty

DVDs with up to five hours of video slide shows on each. As audio-visual tech-

nology advanced, the slides that were once projected on the walls and ceilings of

his clubs were transferred to VHS tapes and later onto DVDs. The transfer from

VHS to DVD was particularly detrimental to the film’s original quality, squeezing

multiple tapes onto single discs. Nonetheless, faces are still recognizable, and the

occasional title card, a thick plastic Dymo label adhered to manila board, pro-

vided organization to an enormous collection. I spent nearly a year ripping the

mpeg2 footage, dissecting chapters, and, frame by frame, exporting what turned

out to be over twelve thousand individual photographs and hundreds of video-

taped performances for a comprehensive catalog of Lucky’s clientele.

To form a methodology for analyzing the photographs, Dr. Haggerty and

I consulted with Louise Lippincott, a curator at the Carnegie Museum of Art,

whose remarkable work with the Teenie Harris Archive helped to revive price-

less documentation of the Pittsburgh Hill District before its demolition by the

city. She recommended we handle our materials through a process of photo-

identification sessions, a method that had helped to identify thousands of subjects

in the Teenie Harris Archive. Over several months, we organized small gatherings

of former bar owners and employees to scroll through slide shows and identify

people they recognized on corresponding contact sheets. In groups of five or six at

a time, we managed to identify over two hundred individuals. These sessions

jump-started our indexing process, helped to narrow down the photo selections

for our exhibition, and engaged members of the bar community with their own

visual record.

The photo-identification process also made it possible to expand our

network of oral history narrators. By demonstrating for our volunteers the

importance of personal papers, photographs, and ephemera in constructing a rich

social history, we’ve worked to develop an archive of primary source materials,

often from personal collections kept in closets, basements, and dusty boxes. We

are particularly focused on these materials from the “archival closet,” ephemeral

archival materials that provide one-of-a-kind documentation from their day-to-

day lives. By focusing on these materials, I see the Pittsburgh Queer History

Project as part of a larger archival movement, functioning in a manner similar to

the Lesbian Herstory Archives (Brooklyn, New York), the Pop-Up Museum of
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Queer History (Brooklyn), and the Queer Newark Oral History Project (Newark,

New Jersey), all of which engage in these ephemeral archival materials to develop

nuanced historical records of LGBT lives. Accessing these primary source mate-

rials is a collaborative process that has encouraged our narrators to take an active

role in their own history making. As Douglas Rehrer, a former bartender at

Lucky’s House of Tilden, remarked after one of the first sessions, “I used to see

myself as living through history, but now I can see I was making it” (Rehrer 2013).

Our volunteers contributed names, anecdotes, and personal effects that connect

the House of Tilden and other clubs to the broader social history of Pittsburgh as

an industrial city experiencing both the sexual revolution and the out-migration

of a collapsing steel industry. However, the small numbers and similar careers of

our initial volunteers limited the kinds of stories they could tell. In particular, the

information provided in these early photo-identification sessions constructed a

narrative of “gay life” that, while sometimes populated by diverse characters,

centered on the experiences of gay white men, prompting reconsideration of the

diversity in our research participants and the flexibility of the archive’s typology.1

Rereading the $10,000 Woman

While postering the city, bar to bar, to advertise for Lucky after Dark, I met a trans

woman who was photographed at the House of Tilden. As a frequent performer

there, Dana Brown was one of the few people to have her name stamped out in

plastic, though the title card indicated only two things about her: “drag show” and

“1976” (see fig. 2). Thirty-eight years had passed since her stage days, but she

looked the same.When I explainedmy reason for approaching her, she was happy

to tell me more about herself than the photographs could manage on their own.

Hanging out at the Real Luck Cafe, Lucky’s last bar and namesake, we planned to

get together for a more impromptu photo-identification session at the gallery.

Dana came to see me the very next Sunday. With her trans sister Angela, we tore

through carousel after carousel, cackling and recounting memories from the

1970s. Slide shows that previously offered a predilection for Bette Midler,

bicentennial parties, and a nod to the Six Million Dollar Man, became rich his-

tories of gender, performance, and labor. While the former set of interpretations

are available to any viewer with a boilerplate knowledge of late twentieth-century

US pop culture, the latter are available only to the performers who lived out these

scenes. Much like our early photo-identification participants, Angela and Dana

retrieved memories and experiences to narrate beyond the title “drag show.”

We paused on the $10,000 Woman. Brenda Dott’s poster lit up the screen.

Dana explained that in the spring of 1976, Brenda traveled to New York City to

undergo the change, a slang term she and her friends used for sex-reassignment

surgery, and, upon returning to Pittsburgh, put on a show to rival the concurrent
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television premiere of Lindsay Wagner in The Bionic Woman (Johnson 1976).

With hundreds of club members for an audience, Brenda stripped bare to reveal

her $10,000 prize. Performing alongside Brenda that night, Dana witnessed the

crowd standing in fascination as Brenda signaled the finale by pulling off her

G-string. Whispering, “we have the technology,” Brenda played on the expecta-

tions of her audience and offered them an illusion of instant transformation to an

uproar of applause (Rae and Brown 2014).

The House of Tilden advertised her in the local gay paper as “Pittsburgh’s

only ‘sex-change,’” though this was an obvious exaggeration (House of Tilden

1976). While I can neither confirm nor deny that her surgeon rebuilt her “better,

faster, [and] stronger,” the success of her event does suggest that her audience had

some sophisticated knowledge of transsexuality, or TS, the oral abbreviation used

by Dana and Angela. The audience understood the procedure that Brenda had

undergone, could pin it to the physical rebuilding of their television action

heroes, and could even understand the financial punch line. Brenda paid a tan-

gible amount of money to become the person standing in front of them. Not quite

the Six Million Dollar Man, but close enough for applause. But it is another

question entirely whether they could distinguish between prime-time TV and

real-time TS.2

As Dana and Angela continued to talk about Brenda’s performance and TS

life, my lens on Lucky’s archive began to shift. As the archive’s creator, Lucky

stamped out titles for the surviving ephemera from this bygone era. Perhaps

unknowingly, his categorization of “drag show” flattened a rich history of

transsexuality, situating TS representation as a product of gay entertainment. We

are fortunate to have Angela and Dana become archivists of their own lives by

using Lucky’s images to narrate a transsexual history from the snapshots of a

nightclub performance.

In fact, there is no discrete record of transsexuality in Lucky’s archive. As

Anjali Arondekar described her search for criminalized sexuality in India’s

colonial archives in For the Record, it “circulate[s] without a trace, against the

consoling mystifications of ‘papers’ and the verifiable certainties of archival dis-

covery” (Arondekar 2009: 4). Records that suggest—but do not explicitly

state—the existence of transsexuality, like the $10,000 Woman, became the tool

by which we reindexed a photographic history of their youth. Juxtaposing their

narration against Lucky’s organizational system, we revealed the multitude of

processes by which Brenda and others became the women we see in the pictures.

We engage, in Arondekar’s terms, with the photographs as a “recalcitrant

event . . . mov[ing] beyond the territory of the contested fact, the unseen record,

from the history of evidence and into the realm of narration” (5).
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Those who knew Brenda as a “drag queen” were invited to enjoy an

illusion of transformation—an illusion that lasted only mere minutes in one dark

nightclub, but one that was predicated on a long negotiated process of self-

transformation that occurred in spaces Lucky’s camera could not see. Dana and

Angela emphasized that the beginning of one’s transformation took place

downtown, miles away from Lucky’s gay demimonde. This transformation was

inextricably linked to the city’s geography. Angela pointed out that the pizza shop

next to the gallery hosting Lucky after Dark was once a gay bar named the “El

Greco,” and she remembered standing on the opposite corner working as a

prostitute, alongside other TS women for whom sex work was an elemental part

of growing up. She points to the landscape of Pittsburgh’s downtown, simulta-

neously pointing back at herself as a product of this geography (Rae and Brown

2014).

Changing Shape Downtown

Dana and Angela—who enter our history in the mid-1970s as young self-iden-

tifying gay men—both visited downtown Pittsburgh as high school students,

where they found cruise areas and a network of gay individuals who led them to

clubs and bars, like the House of Tilden, as a guest. Those who began to exper-

iment with gender presentation, including makeup, bleached hair, and drag,

found social and labor opportunities in the vibrant network of sex work down-

town (Rae and Brown 2014).

Virtually every contributor to our oral history project who left their family

home between the ages of sixteen and twenty spent a period of their lives in sex

work. Hustling downtown provided financial and sexual independence. A variety

of pick-up spots, adult book stores, porn theaters, bathhouses, and twenty-four-

hour newsstands provided ample opportunities to make money turning tricks.

The ubiquity of sex work did not hamper the violence sustained by hustlers at the

hands of police, clients, and occasionally, the general public. Between the stories

of self-determination and financial independence, Dana and Angela recall

everyday physical attacks on hustlers, many of which were fatal. In this way,

Dana’s and Angela’s survival is anomalous to the fate of many of their peers,

whose lives were cut short. Dana emphasized how important it was to know how

to defend yourself, but even with her large stature and reputation as a vicious

street fighter, she could still be caught off guard (Rae and Brown 2014).3

Gay male contributors usually differentiate between hustling as a short-

term economic strategy (combined with entrée to the gay social world) and

hustling as a primary occupation. Working-class gay men have described their

time hustling as a means to an end, providing enough sustained income until

another job came around, at which time they would promptly drop their
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connection to prostitution. Other jobs still marked as “gay labor,” including retail

workers, decorators, hair dressers, and bar employees, offered a transformation to

a growing gay identity that continually distanced itself from sex work. However,

the accounts of TS women offer a nuanced description of the social world of

hustling and emphasize the ongoing overlap of “gay life” and sex work that was

part of the TS identity. In fact, for many TS women engaged in sex work, the

possibility of other sorts of “gay labor” was slim. The overlap, then, was more of a

long-term feature of the social landscape than a temporary one.

Downtown development provided new social centers that were essential to

learning how to live as a TS woman. One of these, Mellon Square, was a place

where gay youth came after leaving their homes, and where young hustlers were

likely to meet clients who might bring them to a bar, or perhaps one of Lucky’s

clubs. There, they would meet older TS women who could help them learn to

paint their face, pick the right drag, find work, and, sometimes, a place to live.

Dana described Mellon Square as “the great meeting place.” She arrived at the

open courtyard in the heart of downtown Pittsburgh, aged sixteen, after being

kicked out of her family home. It wasn’t long before she met Brian White, a

downtown regular and friend of Lucky’s, who promptly invited her to the House

of Tilden, where she would meet other women like her (Rae and Brown 2014).

One such woman was Hazel Van Horn, who was well remembered by

visitors to Lucky after Dark. A prostitute, renowned hair dresser, drag performer,

and (uponmeeting Dana at the club) drag mother, Hazel taught Dana not only to

pass but also to become a part of the lucrative sex trade that would afford her

pocket money and a place to live. She had years more experience than Dana,

equipping her to become a woman, and a working one at that. Hazel, and others

like her, shared their connections to doctors and retailers who provided amenities

for TS women such as clothing, wigs, and hormones. A sister of theirs, Frankie

DiRoss, eventually got a job at the Army Navy Surplus store and was known for

throwing free blue jeans out the back door to the younger girls. Dr. Fisher, a

pharmacologist sometimes known as “the original free clinic,” could take care of

access to hormones. Taking hormones to develop amore feminine physique in the

1970s was a nuanced decision in relationship to becoming a woman. Access to

hormones and the decision to take themwas part and parcel with certain niches of

the sex trade. Themore experienced TSwomenwho hustled were crucial guides to

their younger counterparts, who were adjusting themselves socially and physically

to their roles in sex work and gay life. Connie Dorsett, a former roommate and

friend of Hazel, recalls being coached through the process of hormone therapy

(Dorsett and Huey 2013).

Dana’s and Angela’s experiences in downtown changed along with their

bodies, and so did the johns who desired them. When Dana was “punking,” her
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place was among the mostly gay male Mellon Square cruisers. But as she began to

show interest in drag, makeup, and passing as a woman, her access to partners as a

“boobie queen” widened and revealed to her the demand for TS prostitutes. At

this point in her life, older women like Hazel guided her through the expectations

placed on TS bodies, including the use of hormones. Dana recalls one of these

older TS women quipping, “Here honey, take these pills. They’ll give you titties”

(Rae and Brown 2014). Levity aside, this step toward passing as a woman rather

than what Dana and Angela label a “drag queen” offered a wider clientele who

frequented downtown for female prostitutes. Passing also provided protection

from the physical violence that came with being read as a “man in a dress.” These

familial networks of information literally shaped bodies of TSwomen, assembling

an arsenal of skills to be shared with another generation.4

This overlap of the gay social life and sex trade, which developed in

downtown, was also fostered by Lucky’s clubs in the city’s eastern neighborhoods.

Lucky claimed his initial interest in opening clubs was to provide a place for “his

people,” under his paternalistic protection. After-hours clubs were the destination

for cruisers who would arrive downtown by 8:00 p.m. and head back east across

the city to the doors of the House of Tilden by 11:00 p.m. or later, often stopping

at bars in between. TSwomen of downtown were regular patrons of Lucky’s clubs,

and occasionally employees as well. This proximity to Lucky provided a steady job

in a social world that could appreciate and make space for the embodiment of gay

life and labor that Dana and Angela represented. Dana, Angela, and others said

the club was one of the most promising places to catch tricks in the wee morning

hours, as well as a meeting place. Angela and Dana fondly remember their family

breakfast with Lucky after the club closed, piling into his Cadillac and cruising to

the all-night Contis’s Diner. Lucky’s clubs were, for many, a family affair.

This kind of dense social networking meant that women like Hazel were

salient not only in the lives of the TS girls they mentored but also in the memories

of non-TS, nonsex-worker club members. Hazel herself appears several times in

Lucky’s photo archive. A personal favorite of mine is a portrait of Hazel posing

with a black-and-white cut-out from a gay porn magazine (see fig. 3). Hazel had

been a mother and sister to many, and her popularity as a nightlife character and

guide to the TS life is undeniable. When her picture came across the projection

screen at Lucky after Dark,” veterans of the House of Tilden shouted her motto:

“Bourbon and Squirt, Bitch”—“Squirt” being a popular grapefruit soda (Rae and

Brown 2014). As Brenda Dott is rendered down to a “drag show,” Hazel is ren-

dered down to a drink order. While these visitors could recognize Hazel, only

trans women like Connie, Angela, and Dana used her image to tell stories of

downtown, the sex trade, and the complex networks through which TS girls

became TS women.
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Articulating Absence

Lucky’s photo archive from the House of Tilden has obvious demographic gaps,

particularly, the absence of African American patrons. The overwhelming white

representation clashes with inclusive language that Lucky used to describe his

clubs as a product of cultural revolutions taking place in the 1970s—he consid-

ered himself among the first to racially integrate nightclubs in Pittsburgh (Johns

2012). Despite the oral history contributions of trans women of color who have

richly described themselves and their sisters as a part of the club’s social net-

work, few have been identified in the photographic archive. This archival absence

became conspicuous, calling attention to the politics of the club’s membership,

which translates to the archive.

While Lucky distanced himself from vocal racial prejudice, his clientele has

described the club as having a primarily white membership, despite their locations

in multiple African American neighborhoods. Some attributed aggression toward

customers of color to the public uprisings in the wake of Martin Luther King Jr.’s

assassination. His doorman at the Transportation Club explained that during the

height of riots in the predominantly African American Hill District, he kept a

shotgun at the club’s door, fearing antiwhite violence (Reddinger 2013). While the

riots would eventually end, the clubs would continue to be a hostile place to

people of color. Members of the Transportation Club recall having to ask Lucky’s

permission before bringing an African American guest, to avoid being denied

admission. The few members of color who are captured on film, there and at the

House of Tilden, were recognized by many as fixtures of the nightclub: in other

words, a select group who were exceptions to an unspoken rule.

In conversation with Connie Dorsett and Tonette Johnson, both TS

women of color, Tonette described her discomfort by saying, “You know howMiss

Lucky was. . . . She didn’t want black queens in her club” (Dorsett and Johnson

2013). Tonette recalled multiple occasions when she was asked for a higher cover,

or treated rudely by the doorman. Her memories suggest an unspoken door

policy that reflected a ubiquitous whiteness while it denied connections to

“racism,” much like the litany of excuses—capacity limits, ID requirements, and

so on—recorded in Marlon Riggs’s Tongues Untied (1989). Connie herself did not

recall feeling uncomfortable at the House of Tilden; however, her mapping of the

city’s nightclubs differed drastically from that of her white counterparts. She

continued to explain that the time she spent at the House of Tilden was as a

performer in a number of drag troupes. She carried social currency as an enter-

tainer, unlike Tonette, who might have been denied admission for lack of a

nightclub act (Dorsett and Johnson 2013). As is the case with Brenda, Dana, and

Angela, Lucky’s archive is incapable of demonstrating the process through which

Connie and Tonette come to identify as TS women, as their gender and race gave
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doormen pause. In fact, despite reporting that she performed in Lucky’s clubs and

frequented them as a patron, no photos of Connie can be found in the archive.

Connie’s narration of life at the House of Tilden renders her absence in the

photographs highly visible. As with the flattening title of “drag show,” the politics

of her absence insists that the archive must continue to be narrated beyond the

visible record.

Conclusion

The identities of transsexual working-class women are constructed through a

lifetime of grey areas—navigating multiple maps of the city’s sexual subcultures

for work and social life, and adapting their bodies to access those opportunities,

while struggling against systems of violence and incarceration that target TS

bodies. We used the contestable record of “drag slide shows” to juxtapose the

narratives of the archive’s creator and the trans women whose bodies are captured

on film. We consider the organization of the archive as an object with its own

politics. While Lucky did not create discrete records of transsexuality, the nar-

rations of these materials have reindexed a host of images as artifacts of trans

history. Cross-referenced with the original slide shows, these narrations dem-

onstrate the mutability of the archival lens by highlighting important vacancies in

the archive’s photographic record and allowing these vacancies to articulate their

own narration of the archive.

This critical shift in the handling of our archive’s collections would not be

possible without the exceptional support of the women mentioned in this article.

They are the ones who’ve done the work of archiving working-class TS lives.

Many of our TS contributors already know this, and they have begun to offer

copies of their personal collections, which intersect with the nightlife that Lucky

created, while also documenting their history of transitions as laborers, socialites,

and Pittsburghers. Some of these collections come in the form of wigs, clothing,

personal websites, scrapbooks, talk-show recordings, and of course, photo

albums. As Lucky’s former patrons grow older and pass on, their ephemeral

collections are split among friends or tossed away. And though storage limitations

won’t allow us to indulge in keeping every object, the PQHP will do its best to

preserve the narratives andmaps of Pittsburgh’s TSwomen, in order to bridge the

gap between Lucky’s camera and our archive’s visitors.

Harrison Apple is the 2013–15 artist in residence at Carnegie Mellon University’s Center for the

Arts in Society and the founding codirector of the Pittsburgh Queer History Project.
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Notes

1. See Robinson 2014 for an in-depth discussion of the “archival closet” as it pertains to

LGBT social history.

2. In the stories we have collected, the language for a given individual’s sexuality and gender

presentation may vary from narrator to narrator. In an effort to explore this ambiguity

with clarity, but not remove the agency of each contributor’s language, I would like to

highlight certain commonalities. Gay life is often used to refer to the gay and lesbian

social world emanating from bars, clubs, and cruise areas. Drag refers to the physical

materials for dressing as a woman (makeup, clothing, and wigs), while drag queen refers

to someone who dresses as a woman for social occasions but identifies as male. A

transsexual woman, or TS as abbreviated by our contributors, denotes an individual who

lives and works as a “passing” woman and has undergone hormone therapy in the form

of pills or shots but has not necessarily sought sex-reassignment surgery. The change

refers specifically to sex-reassignment surgery.

3. Although the term hustling evokes the image of the “male hustler,” the term is used by the

project’s contributors of all genders to refer their work as prostitutes, including TS

women.

4. Angela and Dana use the term punking to describe her presentation as a young gay man,

highlighting her hair and using light makeup. She was not yet dressing in drag or using

hormones. The term boobie queen describes another subtle transition toward passing as a

woman, developing a more feminine look and wearing “frocks rather than pants,” but

not taking hormones (Rae and Brown 2014).
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E M E R G I N G A R C H I V E S

Moving Transgender Histories
Sean Dorsey’s Trans Archival Practice

MAXE CRANDALL and SELBY WYNN SCHWARTZ

Abstract This article explores the performance practices of Sean Dorsey, modern dance’s first out

transgender choreographer, in order to consider one embodied strategy for staging transgender

histories. Utilizing extant LGBTQ archives, and then collecting oral histories himself, Dorsey develops

a trans archival practice founded in collaboration, an ethic of care, and grassroots activism that he

extends into live performance. Tracing the arc of Dorsey’s practice in generating choreography from

the archive, the authors ask how embodied artists move with history and consider his dance per-

formance as a site of historical production.

Keywords Sean Dorsey, transgender history, dance, oral history, choreography

“S ecrets were our greatest industry,” begins Sean Dorsey’s The Secret History of

Love (2011), a dance-theater piece developed during a two-year residency at

the LGBT Elders Oral History Project. Claiming the dance stage as one place to

reveal what has been hidden from history, Dorsey choreographs a dance of

interlocking histories based on his research. Interweaving movement, song, live

dialogue, and recorded interviews, Secret History chronicles trans and queer

historical feelings in order to connect audiences to a recognizable past. Since its

premiere at the Dance Mission Theater in San Francisco, Secret History has been

performed in twenty cities across the United States, a tour schedule that has

allowed Dorsey to continue to collect trans oral histories as part of a long-term

archival project (Sean Dorsey Dance 2015b). The Secret History of Love builds on

Dorsey’s earlier work, Uncovered: The Diary Project (2010), which included

archival research and drew on the personal journals of queer and transgender

people to restage private histories as celebratory concert dance for a broad

national audience.

As modern dance’s first out transgender choreographer—in January 2014,

he became the first trans artist to receive an “ArtWorks” National Endowment for

the Arts grant—Dorsey has created a body of work that is both a response to and
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an articulation of transgender history. His work in dance has necessitated his

development of a unique trans archival practice, which we have traced through

our interview with Dorsey and through viewing both live and recorded perfor-

mances. We have privileged Dorsey’s process over his productions in our argu-

ment, in order to highlight the labor of translating historical materials for the

stage. As Lauren Berlant andMichael Warner observe, queer experience is already

“difficult to entextualize as culture” (1998: 561). The rare queer archives that exist,

Ann Cvetkovich notes, “often display an exuberant utopianism about preserving

queer lives” but “are also informed by the haunting archival absences” (2011: 32).

Trans history is doubly subject to archival elision and omission, as the Transac-

tivation event at ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archives pointed out. In con-

junction with the Cruising the Archive exhibition in 2012, ONE invited four

performance artists to “explore trans content . . . [since it is] the ‘Ts’ and ‘Qs’ that

are often missing from historical records” (ONE 2011: 206). As Cvetkovich

astutely recognizes, artists have poignantly responded to the activist call to illu-

minate gaps and glossings over of trans experience in the archives; she notes that

their “creative practices and avowedly personal investments lend themselves to

innovative exhibitions that bring the archive to life” (2011: 32).

Like the artists called upon to “transactivate” the ONE Archives, Dorsey

“brings the archive to life,” using dance to address the limitations he encountered

in the archive. Just as Dorsey finds the invisibility of trans artists in choreography

“painful,” as a movement artist he became frustrated with the flatness of materials

in the archive, the silences and absences where a trans history should be (Dorsey

quoted in Tikkun 2010: 27). Over the last decade, Dorsey has moved from relying

primarily on extant archival materials, as he did in Uncovered, toward a mode of

creatively confronting these gaps. Dorsey began to collect his own oral histories

from queer and trans elders with a range of historical experiences in order to

locate a more usable past for his art (Dorsey 2014). As archival work engineered

for dance performance, Dorsey’s oral histories preserve stories that otherwise

might be lost. Reformulating current logics of the LGBTQ archives through a

focus onmemory and embodiment, Dorsey provides a model for a choreographic

archival practice inclusive of transgender history. Rooted as it is in the body and

an ethics of care, Dorsey’s practice inserts trans stories and bodies into familiar

queer historical narratives that have often excluded trans people.

As a dance artist conducting interviews with elders in the LGBTQ com-

munity, Dorsey follows in the footsteps of gay choreographer and dance oral

historian Jeff Friedman. Spurred by the devastation of the San Francisco dance

community by AIDS, Friedman created the Legacy Oral History project for dance

in 1988. “Oral history,” Friedman explains, is “an especially effective documentary

form for the dance community whose members already link many embodied
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identities: ‘always already’ gendered, raced, and classed individuals working in an

art form that foregrounds embodied expression” (2006: 161). Friedman’s own

choreographic project, a solo dance calledMuscle Memory (1994), performed two

oral histories of dancers—one in her eighties, another dying of AIDS at twenty-

eight—to lead audiences toward “the processes of memory and ‘re-membering’

themselves through embodied knowledge” (157). Like Friedman, Dorsey is com-

mitted to translating silenced histories into embodied memories as a political

project (Dorsey 2014). This political practice of “re-membering” is an embodied

form of what video artist Alexandra Juhasz has called “queer archive activism”

(2006: 320). As Cvetkovich explains, “‘queer archive activism’ insists that the

archive serve not just as a repository for safeguarding objects, but also as a

resource that ‘comes out’ into the world to perform public interventions” (2011:

32). Dance is Dorsey’s mode of making the archives “come out” into a public

sphere of live performance.

In an interview, Dorsey explained to us that his intention with Secret

History was to tell “happy histories” of trans and queer love (Dorsey 2014). Yet,

beneath the romanticized motivations of the project lies a complex process of

synthesizing collective trauma, absorbing its effects, and recirculating it at the site

of historical production. Dorsey’s devotion to preserving “secret histories” dis-

plays a process rooted in the body and grassroots activism (2014). In confronting

the ways in which institutional repositories have omitted transgender history,

Dorsey positions his own body as an active site for historical transmission. With a

focus on justice, accountability, and inclusive historiography, works like The

Secret History of Love “transactivate” archival practices by exploring what artists,

and particularly artists with embodied practices, can do with the archive.

Archival Touch (Lou and Uncovered: The Diary Project)

In Diana Taylor’s model, the archive is a place one goes to visit; it houses

“enduring materials” that concretize certain historical moments (2003: 19).

However, some materials lie dormant in the archive awaiting discovery through

reanimation. As its title proclaims, Uncovered: The Diary Project (2010) translates

the diaries of trans and queer people from the archives into dance, figuring their

intimate pasts in the trans and queer present.Uncovered foregrounds the figure of

Lou Sullivan, a trans gay man who, like Dorsey, was an activist in San Francisco

drawn to the archive. Sullivan’s own historiographic project on nineteenth-

century bon vivant Jack Bee Garland reclaimed Garland for trans history,

rejecting former interpretations that denied his identity (Sullivan 1990). Dorsey

spent hours in the GLBT Historical Society Archive, poring over Sullivan’s

fascinating confessional diaries and the archival residue of other trans and queer
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lives, drawingmaterial that could provide a soundtrack for Dorsey’s dance-theater

piece (Dorsey 2014).

Dorsey’s first encounter with a traditional archive connected him to a local

lineage of trans historiography in San Francisco. Sullivan was a founding member

of the GLBT Historical Society, the site of Dorsey’s first foray into archival work

and one of the largest queer archives in the world. Sullivan’s detailed, daily journal

entries range across thirty years, starting in 1961. As Susan Stryker affirms,

“Sullivan’s journals constitute one of the most complete, and one of the most

compelling, accounts of a transgender life ever set to page” (2008b: 116). Dorsey

spent a year and a half conducting research for the suite that would eventually

become Lou (2009), an ensemble performance that celebrates and chronicles

Sullivan’s life and activism (Luengsuraswat 2009: 13).

Dorsey’s investment in Sullivan’s diaries is replete with a sense of yearning

to touch, or to be touched by, a figure whose experiences brush the edges of his

own (Dorsey 2014). As Heather Love (2007) points out, groping toward a sense of

community with trans or queer figures from the past is relational work; it is nearly

impossible for historiographers to escape some sense of identification in this

process. But this desire to feel “like” others from the past can produce the

potential to do historiography differently. Longing, after all, is an embodied

feeling—a catch in the throat, an arm outstretched, a finger trailing down a diary

page. As a choreographer, Dorsey’s artistic mode is embodied movement; his

archival practice, therefore, emerges from questions about how the body

encounters the archive, how the body moves in the archive, and how the archive

moves the body.

Indeed, Dorsey began to develop his own “approach to the past”—a

practice of feeling his way through the archive of private narratives and “histories

of injury” (Love 2007: 30). In the process of turning Lou into Lou, in other words,

Dorsey experimented with an archival practice that would shape his future work.

Dorsey “meticulously hand-transcribed Sullivan’s journal entries from library

archives. For him, the process of writing Sullivan’s words was an important part

of embodying Sullivan’s experience” (Luengsuraswat 2009: 13). Dorsey’s repro-

duction of Sullivan’s words—the act of writing as well as his movements in

language—is a way of meditating through movement in order to eventually

produce choreography. These time-consuming gestures of connection and rep-

lication allowed him to absorb the archive and embody it. This act of tran-

scription, in which Dorsey must touch, hold, and carry the text, became a defining

feature of his archival practice.

Through a mirrored movement across time, Dorsey brought Sullivan’s

words to life—first, in the archive, and later, onstage. Transactivating the archive

produces a “repertoire” that “enacts embodied memory” through “performances,
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gestures, orality,” and other forms of “ephemeral . . . knowledge” (Taylor 2003:

20). Working through his own body with written diaries, Dorsey positions his

body as a conduit for the archive. Just as dancers say that they must “get a phrase

into their bodies,” Dorsey steps into the archives with a dancer’s instinct: to learn

and then enliven a history outside his own, he must connect to it through his own

body. Throughout the process, Dorsey approaches historical texts by reenacting

them as gestures. These doubled movements link Dorsey’s choreographic and

archival practices, animating a lineage of transgender historiography.

The Archives Inside Us (The Secret History of Love)

After Uncovered, Dorsey began experimenting with other embodied modes of

relating to occluded trans and queer histories. Dorsey’s current production

process—the one used for The Secret History of Love and for The Missing Gen-

eration, his piece about AIDS that premiered in May 2015 during the company’s

tenth anniversary season—involves developing his own collection of oral his-

tories for each show long before the actual work of choreography begins (Dorsey

2014). Sitting with each subject, then transcribing interviews, and finally pulling

excerpts for the soundtrack, Dorsey absorbs gestures, feelings, and narratives

from his subjects, generating a diverse collective history that fills in absences in the

LGBTQ archive (2014). Just as he had transcribed each written word from Sul-

livan’s diary by hand, retracing the gesture of each letter, he now explores the

potential of using movement to reinscribe oral histories.

Dorsey’s elaborate trans archival practice is rooted in his meticulous pre-

cision: “I have a very long process . . . it’s extraordinarily time-consuming,” Dorsey

says (2014). For each show, Dorsey spends up to two years doing archival research

and collecting oral histories. As a self-taught archivist, Dorsey utilizes networks of

activists and community organizers to make contact with people willing to share

their life stories over the course of one conversation, or a series of interviews. Once

the oral histories have been transcribed, Dorsey begins collaborating with the

composer on the musical score “bar by bar.” Next, working alone on his computer

and then with a sound engineer in the studio, Dorsey layers excerpts from more

than thirty word documents of oral histories over the music, doing the editing

himself because he is “very attached to that exact . . . [materiality]” (2014).

Strikingly, Dorsey does not give this finished product to his dancers; instead, he

goes into the studio with the musical score alone, collaborating with his dancers to

create movement phrases that are set to the music but not to the text (2014).

Throughout this long process, Dorsey says, “I am carrying around the text

inside of me” (2014). In our interview, Dorsey emphasized his desire to bear these

histories alone in the early stages of the choreographic process. Bearing the

burden of the archive in his own body for months or even years before beginning
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to generate gestures, he absorbs the oral histories of trans and queer elders and

gives them time to gestate before releasing the text into the dance studio with his

dancers. Thus, for any given show, the archive created by Dorsey exists in his body

for much of the process. His conception of this work as both ethical burden and

emotional labor is central to his approach to historiography (2014). This gesta-

tional interplay between the body, dance, and history emphasizes the trajectory of

Dorsey’s trans archival practice: the archive is embodied and then recirculated as

the company’s repertoire.

“Storytelling, the most basic performative ingredient to oral history, is an

embodied practice,” Nan Alamilla Boyd and Horacio N. Roque Ramı́rez write in

Bodies of Evidence: The Practice of Queer Oral History. They explain, “As such, it is

a collaboration between at least two bodies seeking expression through voice and

gesture to create and document public meanings” (2012: 8). In Secret History, this

collaboration of bodies manifests as the dancers express spoken words through

their gestures. As voices recall feelings of despair, attraction, and tenderness, the

dancers bow their heads, slide their arms down each other’s ribcages, and lift one

another in slow arcs across the stage. In a scene of interwoven oral histories

describing how it feels to finally belong to a community, the four dancers move as

an ensemble, posing together with ankles crossed. To illustrate a voice describing

the “liberation” of being able to “swish around and . . . act effeminate,” the

“swish” of language and the campy “swish” of the dancer’s sashay animate the

storytelling through literal correspondence of linguistic and movement gestures.

Gesture in this scene transcribes the spoken words into live performance.

In its direct address to the archive, Dorsey’s process both celebrates and

critiques the legacy of trans and queer oral history. On the one hand, Dorsey joins a

long tradition of artists and scholars driven to the archive in order to “cre-

ate . . . public meanings” (Boyd and Ramı́rez 2012: 8). The drive of trans and queer

oral history—to create a “new vision (and version) of history”—is certainly

aligned with Dorsey’s projects (5). Notably, Dorsey’s approach to archive building is

focused on positioning transgender histories alongside queer histories. Dorsey’s

project, then, is not to enter trans history into the slot in existing archives where it

might fit, nor to construct a trans-only archive, but rather to expand the potential of

archives themselves through an embodied public practice of danced historiography.

Performance scholar Julian Carter identifies a specific aesthetic of “tran-

sition” in Dorsey’s work: a movement in both dance and gender that has its own

temporal potential to “fold around” its subjects (2013: 140). By working on an

embodied plane—sitting with his subjects, listening to their voices, generating

movement phrases, and rehearsing with his dancers—Dorsey “pushes us to con-

sider through what gestures, and through what physical relationships, the time of

transition unfolds” (134). As Carter observes of Dorsey’s Lou, “the body is always
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in its present, which does not prevent it from both rubbing up against and

remaking its past in a way that utterly defies historical logic” (133). Dorsey’s

reiteration of movements across time, with temporal ruptures and intimate

bodily encounters, emphasizes that enclosing “secret” histories requires touch

between the body and trans time.

But how does a body open to history? Susan Stryker formulates bodies as

“mobile architectures” in order to narrate the way that history is felt on and in the

body:

I look back on my body as a psychically bounded space or container that becomes

energetically open through the break of its surface—a rupture experienced as

interior movement, a movement that becomes generative as it encloses and invests

in a new space, through a perpetually reiterative process of growing new bound-

aries and shedding abandoned materialities: a mobile, membranous, temporally

fleeting and provisional sense of enfolding and enclosure. This is the utopian space

of my ongoing poesis. (2008a: 45)

By using his own body as a “mobile architecture” that can shelter memories left

outside the archive, Dorsey also enacts a “perpetually reiterative process . . . of

enfolding and enclosure.” Locating the bodies of queer and trans elders as sites of

knowledge, Dorsey connects to them and absorbs their histories, initiating a

process of osmosis in which memories can pass through discrete bodies. There is

a fundamental intersubjectivity in embodiment, as Diana Taylor points out,

between I and you, between your voice speaking a memory and my body

absorbing my understanding of the content of that memory. “The reciprocity and

mutual constructedness that links the ‘I’ and the ‘you,’” Taylor states, “is not a

shared or negotiated identity politics—‘I’ am not ‘you,’ nor claiming to be you or

act for you” (2003: 191). The result is a mutual project of embodying and trans-

mitting history by queer and trans people who understand themselves to be, as

Taylor writes, “products of each other’s experiences and memories, of historical

trauma, of enacted space” (191).

Dorsey’s staging of “secret histories” approaches historical feelings as an

ethical project. As Boyd and Ramı́rez observe of recent work in queer oral history,

“those seeking justice sometimes have to create new methods” for historical

research (2012: 1). All performative engagements with oral history archives con-

tend with the tension between what is not heard or seen in an archive and the

responsibility of bringing that to life. When archivist-artists perform histories, the

process requires the development of a set of ethics regarding authenticity,

accountability, and representation. For performers pushing against the white/gay

imaginary, these ethics represent politicized strategies of representation. In an
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interview with scholar Jason Ruiz, artist and scholar E. Patrick Johnson speaks to

the ethics of his performative engagement with oral history, emphasizing that his

subjects are “entrusting me with their lives and I don’t take that lightly, because

for me, the work that I do through performance is a form of activism and

advocacy. I can’t carry them around with me, but what I can do is give voice to

their stories” (Ruiz and Johnson 2014: 167–68). In opening to the histories of other

queer Black southerners, Johnson enacts a generous and “generative” movement

of “enfolding” and honoring other life stories (Stryker 2008a: 45). As performing

artists with embodied practices, Dorsey and Johnson share a sense of the ethical

weight and political potential of the oral histories they carry onto the stage.

This impulse to carry histories necessarily involves a collaborative ensem-

ble approach that defies the dominant model of historical knowing by reframing

historical transmission as a bodily act. Artists working in the archive, like Dorsey,

offer new modes for historical becoming that challenge the culture of the indi-

vidual and the orderly stillness of the archive. Moving together demands aware-

ness of how we open to the precarious histories that surround us—whether

through touching the archive, creating new archives and performing them, or

receiving these historical transmissions as spectators. For Stryker, history touches

the body through a transformative, generative rupture that creates “new spaces.”

What happens in these new spaces is the slow, ongoing relational work of

embodying the histories that are most likely to be lost, unheard, or unrecognizable

as histories. Touching history to the body, Dorsey’s trans archival practice initiates

world making through movement. Dance, the practice of moving together in

public, manifests the risk and burden of bearing other fragile bodies.

The Trans-Activist Archive (Missing Generation)

In the course of a single project, Dorsey moves through different phases of what

Diana Taylor terms “acts of transfer”: his relations to archive and repertoire

change as a dance piece develops (2003: 1). While Taylor is careful to value the

archive’s function as witness and protector of memory, she emphasizes that

“recognizing performance as a valid focus of analysis contributes to our under-

standing of embodied practice as an episteme and a praxis, a way of knowing

as well as a way of storing and transmitting cultural knowledge and identity”

(278). In fact, to speak of the archive here is to reconceive expectations of sta-

bility and disembodied, impersonal authority. Even at his most archival, Dorsey

traces Sullivan’s gestures letter by letter, engaging with materials through move-

ment. The choreographic phase of the process (generating movement phrases,

rehearsing them with the dancers, performing the dance onstage) shifts the

emphasis from embodying the archive toward staging acts of repertoire.
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The process of embodying the archive through oral history and perfor-

mance relies on the emotional vulnerability that comes with the call to “carry”

unrecognized stories into a public space. Gathering and transmitting queer and

trans histories is necessarily a project fueled by feelings: exclusion, mourning,

caring, anxiety, a tentative hopefulness, and even rage can motivate the artist to

act. Dorsey’s meticulous practice of intimacy and restraint corresponds to

Cvetkovich’s concept of “an archive of feelings,” which she defines as “an

exploration of cultural texts as repositories of feelings and emotions, which are

encoded not only in the content of the texts themselves but in the practices that

surround their production and reception” (2003: 7). Interestingly, the overflow of

feeling in Dorsey’s practice leads to the performative suffering Dorsey takes on

when he absorbs these oral histories in order to make dance. On what Taylor

(2003: 192) calls “the continuum of ways of storing and transmitting memory that

spans from the archival to the embodied,” Dorsey stores trauma as “a repertoire of

embodied thought/memory,” kinesthetically enfolding past feelings in the reim-

agined archive.

Dorsey’s attempts to contain and control the feelings within and about this

archive are born of an ethical, protective instinct to “honor” people’s stories,

leading him to search for love stories that provide a recuperative counterpart to

melancholic and suppressed queer and trans histories (Dorsey 2014). Inevitably, in

his quest for a precise historical object, he finds an overwhelming cache of AIDS

narratives “of horrific grief and loss” that have yet to be archived. It is “painfully

apparent,” Dorsey says, that “awhole swath of voices are missing”: the explicit goal

of Missing Generation, therefore, is “bringing transgender AIDS history into the

narrative.” In the eighteen interviews for this piece that Dorsey had completed by

the fall of 2014, he reported that “so many people said, ‘Thank you. No one has

asked me, or let me talk this long, for twenty years’” (2014). This silence is the

index of an unrecognized right to memory that Dorsey is compelled to remedy.

Taylor asks, “How, then, do we think about trauma, antiarchival by nature?”

(2003: 193). What kind of body can hold the trauma of “secret” and “missing”

trans histories? As Dorsey’s repertoire enfolds these narratives, his trans archival

practice takes the body as a site open to change and willing to carry trauma. As

Cvetkovich points out, “in its unorthodox archives, trauma resembles gay and

lesbian cultures, which have had to struggle to preserve their histories” (2003: 8).

Performance-based trans archival practices, as “unorthodox archives,” demon-

strate how the body can carry the antiarchival traumas of transgender history.

Filmmaker Alexandra Juhasz has dubbed this urge to document trauma

“queer archive activism,” a “queer practice [that works] by commingling history

and politics with feelings, feelings of desire, love, hope, or despair” (2006: 320,

326). For both Juhasz and Dorsey, trauma is essential to the burden of witnessing:
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a trans and queer political response to loss, victimization, and violence that

transmits from body to body. But the difference between live and recordedmodes

of witnessing can alter the experience of remembering. The materiality of video

footage results in a work that can be spliced and replayed, digitally reproduced

and stored. A dance helps us to feel the embodied dimensions—vulnerable,

affective, and relational—of a collective history of trauma, especially when that

trauma entails an excess of feelings that cannot be contained in the archive.

Dorsey describes his complicated ethical efforts to enfold and activate this

collective of different histories as “rigor with heart” (Dorsey 2014). His vocabulary

for this practice reflects an ethics of caring, vulnerability, and interdependency

that comes from his long-time involvement in grassroots activism. He speaks of

“expressing, not interpreting” histories, of “connecting to and documenting and

sharing” memories, and above all of “honoring” and “doing justice” to the stories

that are entrusted to him (Dorsey 2014). This language of accountability is mir-

rored in his choreography: dancers encircle each other, cradle and lift one

another, and steady each other. As Carter notes, Dorsey uses the “embrace as a

gesture that transitions bodies to new sociotemporal contexts” in his choreog-

raphy “as inherently relational in a way that makes time fold around the subject”

(2013: 140). By embodying oral histories of queer and trans elders, Dorsey makes

the mainstream concert dance stage a place where “doing justice” is like the

tenderness of partnering (Dorsey 2014): a mobile “reiterative process” of recog-

nition across time and space (Stryker 2008a: 45).

A crucial aspect of Dorsey’s queer archive activism hinges on a transfer of

feelings across generations through oral history and performance. Even the title

of the work-in-progress, Missing Generation, calls explicit attention to absences

in the archives, thematizing trans and queer historiographical concerns. What

is missing? Who remembers? Pascal Emmer writes, “Metagenerational work is

urgently important because it constitutes an active and archival process; it

interfaces past and present activist knowledges” (2012: 94). Even if the construct of

“generation” runs the risk of simplifying difference or idealizing one form of

memory, it offers a way to feel across time. In Dorsey’s practice, the acts of transfer

across generations take place once at the site of oral history, again during the

performance, and finally when the narratives are housed in “living LGBT and

HIV/AIDS archives across the US” (Sean Dorsey Dance 2015a). He intends his

performances to transmit lost histories, through feelings held in the body, to an

audience open to these stories (Dorsey 2014).

Futures for the Trans Archive

The twenty-first century has witnessed a proliferation of trans and queer archives

alongside the archival turn, in academic as well as artistic disciplines. Many
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contemporary artists are not only drawn to archives but also moved to reinvent or

recurate archival collections. Zackary Drucker and Rhys Ernst’s Flawless Sabrina

Archive (ongoing), Emmett Ramstad’s Intimately Preserved (2013), altars of

mourning byWu Tsang and R. J. Messineo, and L. J. Roberts’s The Queer Houses of

Brooklyn and the Three Towns of Boswyck, Breukelen, and Midwout in the 41st Year

of the Stonewall Era (2011) highlight how several contemporary trans and gen-

derqueer artists seek to expose omissions in the archives through collaborative

practices. By challenging mythologies of the archive, artists make visible the

historical exclusions often embedded in institutional structures. In March–

August 2015, ONE Archives hosted a show titled Transgender Hirstory in 99

Objects: Legends and Mythologies. Intending to “speak to the possibility and

impossibility of building a cohesive transgender history from the archive,” this

exhibition calls upon artists to both critique and reenvision the collection (Chris

Vargas, pers. comm., January 16, 2015). Transgender Hirstory in 99 Objects was

curated by the Museum of Transgender Hirstory and Art (MOTHA), a concep-

tual art project and “imaginary museum” run by executive director Chris E.

Vargas (Vargas 2015). In fall 2015, the Cooper Union hosted an exhibition called

Bring Your Own Body: Transgender between Archives and Aesthetics. As curators

Jeanne Vaccaro and Stamatina Gregory write, “the exhibition foregrounds the

work of contemporary artists that contests and resists existing archival narratives

of gender,” exploring transgender as an aesthetic and addressing the archive “as

medium, as monument, as chronology, and as public memory” (Jeanne Vaccaro,

pers. comm., July 16, 2015). These staged interventions in transgender history

address the gaps in the archive—or the utter lack of an archive—through artistic

collaboration. K. J. Rawson argues that the “cumulative effect” of collective trans

archives “exceeds the potential of any single narrative because together they create

a collective archive with a seemingly unquantifiable amount of transgender

experiences that testify to the possibility of a world where transgender people

thrive” (2014: 56).

MOTHA remixes notions of the archive, transactivating historical knowl-

edge on a conceptual, imaginary level: Vargas asks artists to take impossibility as

a generative artistic principle. In the process of imagining what a “world where

transgender people thrive would look like” (Rawson 2014: 56), Dorsey has also

grappled with institutional impossibilities, especially for trans artists (Beete 2014).

In 2002, Dorsey founded Fresh Meat Productions, home to the Fresh Meat

Festival and year-round programming that supports trans artists. In its efforts to

“empower voices, stories, and bodies that have historically been excluded,” Fresh

Meat responds to transphobia in the performing arts, ranging from “limited

organizational infrastructure serving the transgender community” to censorship

and outright discrimination (Fresh Meat 2015). When the Fresh Meat Festival
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debuted, San Francisco’s Bay Area Reporter declared it “history in the making”

(Szymanski 2002). The Fresh Meat Festival is an extension of Dorsey’s trans

archival practice, his own annual site in which transgender history gets made—

and archived—through a curated series of multidisciplinary performances.

If Dorsey’s draw to Sullivan’s diaries represents a direct engagement with

existing archives, and if his “acts of transfer” from oral history to the dance stage

explore a hybrid space between archive and repertoire, then the Fresh Meat

Festival reconceives what is possible—or impossible—for a single artist working

on this continuum. Fresh Meat holds space for the trans community to perform

and present history for itself collaboratively, envisioning a form of embodied

archive that cyclically renews its own sense of history through live performance.

As Rawson writes of his own initiative, the Digital Transgender Archive, it is

essential for these activist projects to develop “mechanisms . . . for collective

activity that incite sustained participation, and . . . to enact a grassroots spirit of

collaborative history making that affirms that everyone can make history” (2014:

57). Twenty-first-century trans archival practices call for “mobile architectures,”

open to history. Indeed, future trans archives—especially those engaged with

repertoire and performative art practices—will continue to remind us of the

potential of the impossible for political remembering, refusing to forget what

cannot be archived.
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E M E R G I N G A R C H I V E S

Covert Operation
Archiving the Experiences of

Transgender Service Members in the US Military

JOSHUA TREY BARNETT and BRANDON J. HILL

Abstract In this essay, the authors pose and respond to three questions about their process of

generating and contributing to an archive of transgender military experiences: First, why create an

archive of transgender military experiences? Second, what constitutes such an archive? And, third,

what are the political stakes of doing this work? By tracing their experiences, the authors offer

insights, chart challenges, and lay bare their hopes for an archive of transgendermilitary experiences.

Along the way, the authors reflect on the political, legal, and ethical dimensions of this project as a

way to demonstrate its broader theoretical and practical implications for the field of transgender

studies.

Keywords archive, transgender, military, research

I n eighteen countries—including theUnited Kingdom, Sweden, and Canada—

transgender people are able to serve openly in the military (Bendery 2014).

Military policies in these countries either explicitly enable or implicitly allow

transgender-identified individuals to take part in a range of military activities. In

the United States, however, transgender people remain excluded from open

military service. Though the September 2011 repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”

made possible open service for gay, lesbian, and bisexual men and women, current

military policies still exclude transgender people from enlisting and/or disclosing

their transgender identity while serving in the US armed forces. And yet, the

Williams Institute estimated that nearly 150,000 transgender individuals either

have served, or are currently serving, in some capacity in the US military (Gates

and Herman 2014). Thus, although transgender people continue to serve their

country in secrecy, policies in the US Department of Defense have been slow to

change regarding the issue of open transgender service.

Because strict military policies forbid even alleged transgender identity

during service (see Kerrigan 2012; Elders et al. 2014), very little is known about
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transgender service members and veterans—particularly what their experiences

have been while serving actively, or while serving in the National Guard or

Reserve. While some transgender service members, such as Kristin Beck and

Chelsea Manning, have received national media attention (e.g., Pengelly 2014;

Schultz 2014), the lived experiences and attitudes of most transgender service

members and veterans remain obscure.

Responding to this, we have been engaged in a multiyear data collection

project. In this essay, we trace our ongoing efforts to contribute to a multimedia

archive of transgender military experiences. Three questions animate our dis-

cussion: First, why create a transgender military archive? Second, what constitutes

an archive of transgender military experience? And, third, what are the political

stakes of developing this archive? To answer these questions, we draw on our own

experiences as cultural and behavioral scholars who have been collecting quali-

tative and quantitative data about transgender military experiences. Along the

way, we explore the political, legal, and ethical dimensions of our project as a way

to demonstrate both the theoretical and practical implications of our endeavor.

Our collaboration began when, in the spring of 2013, the Palm Center

released its first call for proposals through their Transgender Military Service

Initiative (Palm Center 2013a). Specifically, the Palm Center requested proposals

for studies in eleven key areas: (1) cost and complexity of care, (2) discrimination

and readiness, (3) foreign militaries and transgender service, (4) institutional

privacy accommodations, (5) organizational effectiveness and transgender inclu-

sion, (6) physical standards and transgender service, (7) privacy in the US mili-

tary, (8) transgender sports, (9) transgender medical accommodation, (10) uni-

form regulations, and (11) US military accommodation of serious medical

conditions (Palm Center 2013b). The Palm Center’s efforts were aimed at filling

the gap in research on transgender military service in order to help lift the ban on

open transgender service.

We submitted a proposal to the Palm Center aimed at gathering the

experiences, challenges, and complexities of transgender veterans and active-duty

service members, which was funded. Our study engaged mixed methods,

including surveys and in-depth interviews, as well as archival and policy research.

By the end of our first year of collaboration, we had collected nearly one hundred

quantitative surveys from transgender veterans and active-duty service members;

twelve in-depth interviews; a dense literature onmilitary legal andmedical policy;

and six video-recorded interviews with transgender advocates, medical experts,

and veterans.

As we further developed our project, we realized that we were creating a

transgender military archive. Additionally, we became aware that given the US

military’s policies on transgender service, most of our participants had to take
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part covertly in military service. Thus, we felt ourselves slowly transform into

archivists working to make visible to broader public audiences the experiences of

a group who has been rendered invisible. Our project became a covert operation,

what the military describes as “an operation that is so planned and executed as to

conceal the identity of or permit plausible denial by the sponsor” (USDepartment

of Defense 2015: 55). Covert operations are intended to create a political effect that

can have implications in the military, intelligence, or law enforcement arenas

(Berkin et al. 2014). Like all archives, the one we are helping to construct is

“intentionally adapted to an audience for a particular persuasive purpose”

(Rawson 2014: 25). Indeed, we have constructed our archive in order to share the

stories of many service members who have served secretly under the ban and to

disrupt or have a direct effect on such exclusionary military policies.

Why Create a Transgender Military Archive?

There is a dearth of knowledge about transgender military service. When we

began developing our project, we could find only seven peer-reviewed publica-

tions on transgender military service, consisting primarily of secondary data

about transgender veterans (see Elders et al. 2014). As we put together our grant

proposal, it became clear how few researchers were gathering primary empirical

data on this population, despite the high prevalence of transgender men and

women with military status. Indeed, population-level data from the National

Transgender Discrimination Survey estimate that roughly 134,300 transgender

individuals hold veteran or retired National Guard or Reserve status in the US

military (Grant et al. 2011).

Yet, the construction of a transgender military archive is thwarted in at

least three ways: First, because transgender people cannot openly identify and

enlist or serve in the US military, those transgender individuals who are currently

serving are less likely to talk to both internal and external researchers about their

gender identity since they could be discharged from service (Harrison-Quintana

and Herman 2013; Kerrigan 2012). Second, when research is conducted on the

experiences of service members more generally (e.g., US Census), institutional

exclusion often renders sexual and gender minorities invisible. For example, the

Army Study to Assess Risk and Resilience in Servicemembers, one of the largest

military studies, does not address the particular mental health of any sexual or

gender minority, since it is based on data that were recorded before “Don’t Ask,

Don’t Tell” was repealed and under the current ban on transgender service (Hill

and Barnett 2014). By ignoring the needs of transgender people in such important

studies, the military reifies the misconception that there are no active transgender

service members and that their needs are therefore irrelevant. Third, gaining

access to transgender service members and veterans to conduct research is not an
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easy task. How does one locate individuals who have been rendered institutionally

invisible? Thus, even when researchers seek to address questions related to

transgender military experiences, they are likely to run into myriad logistical

challenges and institutional barriers.

Despite such challenges, we were determined to move forward with our

project. Brandon Hill has been attending the “Southern Comfort Conference,” an

annual gathering of transgender people as well as allies, health-care providers,

vendors, and scholars, for several years. During his yearly visits to the conference,

he has met numerous transgender veterans and heard stories about many others,

and so “Southern Comfort 2013” seemed like an apt place to begin. The sense of

safety produced by the conference, bolstered perhaps by our shared connection to

the Kinsey Institute for Research in Sex, Gender, and Reproduction, increased the

likelihood that people would drop by our booth and chat with us. Propped up on

a stack of books, a small sign on our table asked passersby, “Are you a veteran or

active duty servicemember?” That small sign, along with much casual conversa-

tion, drew people in, and we were quickly surprised at how many of the trans-

gender attendees were military veterans.

After explaining our study and our purposes, we invited self-identified

transgender veterans to complete a survey on one of several iPads. Once they

finished the survey, we asked them if they had any questions, concerns, or sug-

gestions about the questionnaire, and we told them about an opportunity to

participate in an in-depth interview with Joshua Barnett. Before participants

departed, we encouraged them to send our way other veterans and active-duty

service members whom they knew at the conference. By the second day of the

conference, nearly seventy-five people had taken our survey. As we met these

transgender veterans, we heard over and over again something like this: “I’m so

glad someone’s doing this. Our stories need to be told.”

Without a robust archive of transgender military experiences, researchers,

medical experts, and advocates are ill equipped to combat prejudiced and mis-

guided beliefs. For instance, Elaine Donnelly, who leads the right-wing Center for

Military Readiness, routinely circulates misinformation about transgender indi-

viduals. In warning against the perils of transgender service, Donnelly claimed,

“Now some people can see an incentive that would be created if young people

who, for whatever reason, are confused about their sexuality—why, who knows,

it baffles me—but if they decide, ‘well I know that my medical benefits are going

to be covered,’ and so you join the military and if you know themilitary has to pay

all of these medical benefits, then it becomes like a magnet” (qtd. in Tashman

2014). The Army’s Standards of Medical Fitness, the compendium of “medical

conditions and physical defects which may render a Soldier unfit for further

military service” (2011: 20), includes both “transsexual” and “gender identity
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disorder” in a list of disorders that “render an individual administratively unfit

rather than unfit because of physical illness or medical disability” (33). Like

Donnelly, the military expresses a deep anxiety about the potential administrative

challenges that they perceive open transgender service would pose.

The persuasive force of archives to provoke policy changes should not be

understated. The repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” in 2011 is a recent example of

how discriminatory military policy yielded under the weight of new data. As

Nathaniel Frank (2013) narrates in his history of the public information campaign

that helped end the ban, in the beginning “there was little actual research allowing

the national debate to trade in hard facts” (162). Without research (including

statistical data as well as powerful narratives), advocates for the repeal were unable

to convince policy makers that allowing gays and lesbians to serve openly would

not undermine the military’s efforts. In Frank’s telling of the story, research

played a key role in repealing the policy: “When the world did finally turn to this

issue because the political stars had aligned, a powerful record of research was

available to the powerbrokers who would be pulling key levers” (165). That

research archive served as a backdrop for political conversations, not only pro-

viding information but also shaping those discussions. A similarly robust trans-

gender military archive could provide invaluable rhetorical resources as political

debates about open transgender service in the US military continue to play out.

What Constitutes an Archive of Transgender Military Experience?

Given the exigencies to which we hoped to respond, we knew that our archive

needed to be eclectic enough to offer both quantitative and qualitative accounts

of transgender military experience, as well as visual imagery that humanized

the individuals with whom we were engaged. Not only were we interested in

transgender-identified service members’ and veterans’ knowledge and use of

existing forms of medical care and accommodation offered by the Veterans Health

Administration, but we also wanted to knowmore about their diverse experiences

as transgender people who have served, or are currently serving, in the US mili-

tary. We hoped to create an archive of transgender military experience that could

contribute to both public understanding, and to policy makers’ understanding, of

what it is like to participate in the US military as a transgender person.

We wanted to create archival records that would be useful for opponents of

the US military ban’s specific purposes. “Hard data” would be needed, we

thought, but so would compelling narratives, detailed stories about lived expe-

riences, and visual images. The more complete a picture of transgender military

experience we could provide, the more likely policy makers and public audiences

would be to see these individuals as worthy of open military service. In a vote of

confidence, both the Palm Center and Indiana University endorsed our methods
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and materials with the understanding that all information would be collected

confidentially and without any participant identifiers. Those who volunteered to

be in videotaped interviews were asked to sign only a photo/video release

agreement.

The impossibility of producing a complete archive is an inescapable fact

that all archivists confront in practice. As Diana Taylor (2003) argues, important

distinctions should be made between the archive and the repertoire, the latter

consisting of “all those acts usually thought of as ephemeral, nonreproducible

knowledge” (20). The kinds of knowledge contained in the repertoire, such as

“performances, gestures, orality, movement, dance, [and] singing” (20), were

inaccessible to us since we were meeting people at a temporal and spatial remove

from their lived experiences as transgender service members. Similarly, K. J.

Rawson (2014) argues that “transgender phenomena prove quite challenging to

the archive” (25) because of the extent to which they are experienced by and on

the fleshly body. Indeed, much of what constitutes “transgender military expe-

rience” remains lodged in the bodies of service members in the form of visceral

affects, emotions, and sensations that can be discussed after the fact but not

necessarily archived in any conventional sense. Moreover, as Rawson points out,

since transgender people may wish to forget some of their embodied memories,

there are bound to be gaps between the kinds of knowledge transferred by the

repertoire and the archive. The transfer of knowledge is an inescapably messy and

incomplete practice.

We chose to create three kinds of archival records that might be persuasive

to our different audiences. First, we created a questionnaire that asked about

military history, motivations for enlistment, mental and physical health histories,

and transgender “outness” and support. Survey data generated by the question-

naire have yielded several useful statistics that support advocacy for open trans-

gender service. In particular, of the 106 transgender service members who par-

ticipated in the survey (55 active duty, 51 veterans), transgender women made up

the majority. Similar to current military demographics, the majority (51.5%) of

transgender service members were serving or had served in the US Army, but all

branches of service were represented in our sample. Additionally, transgender

service members represented a wide range of military rank, ranging from entry-

level enlistment to high-ranking officers, with an average of 8.4 years of military

service (range 1–26 years).

Second, we conducted in-depth interviews with transgender veterans and

service members at the “Southern Comfort Conference.” Conducted by Barnett in

a private suite at the conference hotel, the interviews were audio recorded, saved

to a secure device, and later transcribed by a research assistant. While the survey

enabled us to ask questions about current and past health, in-depth stories that
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would better illuminate the richness of lived experience were solicited during the

interviews. Drawing on narrative research methods, Barnett asked guiding

questions but also encouraged participants to tell their own stories and to share

narratives that they deemed important (see Barnett and Johnson 2013; Costa and

Matzner 2007; Riessman 2008). Those with whom we talked shared stories about

why they joined the military, how their gender identity positively and negatively

impacted their experiences, how they navigated complex medical environments,

the joys and struggles of transitioning during or after service, and much more. By

inviting people to tell their stories, we followed Ann Cvetkovich’s injunction to

view archives as “repositories of feelings and emotions, which are encoded not

only in the content of the texts themselves but in the practices that surround their

production and reception” (2003: 7). The in-depth interviews became the scene of

highly charged emotional exchanges. Many feelings and emotions are thus cap-

tured in the audio recordings and, to a lesser extent, in the transcriptions of those

encounters.

Third, we invited a still-smaller subset of those we interviewed to par-

ticipate in a film project, independent of the qualitative and quantitative research,

in which they could appear not merely as voices transcribed in an academic article

but also as fleshly human beings with unique and important stories. Visualizing

transgender service members’ bodies does not resolve the complex challenges of

archiving transgender phenomena (cf. Barnett 2015), but it does help to lend a

human face to a population that has been rendered invisible by institutional

discrimination.

After making clear our intentions to share these video interviews online

and in future presentations, most participants declined to take part in the video

interviews for privacy reasons. However, three self-identified transgender veter-

ans did choose to sit for short video interviews. For these videos, veterans were

asked to discuss one or two topics from their in-depth interview that they felt were

particularly important or noteworthy. Additionally, a well-known transgender

surgeon, Marci Bowers, and one of the United States’ foremost transgender

advocates, Mara Keisling, sat for filmed interviews in which they shared their

professional opinions on transgender military service.

Our time at “Southern Comfort” in 2013 was a whirlwind of data collec-

tion, often necessitating eighteen-hour days overflowing with recruitment on the

bustling convention floor, quiet and emotional interviews upstairs in our suite,

attendance at relevant meetings and workshops, and the familiar social activities

that dominate the evenings of most conferences. We were overwhelmed by the

schedule, but also by the willingness of transgender servicemembers to share their

stories with us. Even as we disassembled our recruitment table on the convention
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floor, people came by to talk to us, asking about our research and how they might

get involved.

More than any of our other data collection activities, however, the video

project pushed us up against the limits of our capacities as research archivists.

Although we knew that videos might contribute to humanizing transgender

service members, lending human faces and first-person narratives to the store-

house of resources available to policy makers and advocates, we learned quickly

that even when people wanted to be in the video project they often could not for

complex reasons. It was in moments like these, when people who were otherwise

excited to tell their stories pulled away, that we felt the full force of the military’s

longstanding discrimination against transgender people.

What Are Some of the Political Stakes of

Creating an Archive of Transgender Military Experience?

An archive is not merely a repository of materials, a resting place for privileged

historical documents. An archive is also, as Charles Morris notes, “a dynamic site

of rhetorical power” (2006: 115). Archives make rhetoric—and thus poli-

tics—possible (see Biesecker 2006). Once collected, archival records can be given

new life within diverse discourses. Though commonly understood as repositories

of “the truth,” places where history goes to reside, archives are much messier and

more malleable. “Far from a neutral or objective record of the past,” Rawson

argues, “a transgender archive is . . . a rhetorical institution that is intentionally

adapted to an audience for a particular persuasive purpose” (2014: 25). Just as

advocates and policy makers drew on archives to repeal “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”

(see Frank 2013), so too will they rely on archives in their efforts to fully realize

open transgender service in the US military.

Thus, the question is not whether our archive of transgender military

experiences will be rhetorically mobilized, but by whom, how, and for what

purposes. The question is, rather, what sort of politics will our archive enable? The

forms that our archival records assume directly bear on issues related to trans-

gender citizenship and on the lives and livelihoods of those transgender people

who are currently serving secretly in the military, and the many others who hope

to do so openly in the future.

While we could only speculate as to the full range of uses to which our

archival records might be put, a number of concrete issues bear mentioning. The

production of these records is itself a political act. As Alana Kumbier (2014) avers,

archives can be scenes of community formation and thus of political force. For

one, people can gather around archival records or in the places where they are

stored. In the case of our research, people were also able to take part in creating the

archive. Sharing details about their experiences, narrating stories about their lives,
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and lending their images as rhetorical resources, transgender service members

invested much in this project. Their investments reside not only in the archive as

data to be considered by scholars, advocates, and policy makers but also as stories

within the written record that will come out of this project. Those written records

will articulate a shared community that most participants knew existed but had

never heard much about. Thus, the act of production, and most especially of

participation, is also an act of political resistance against forms of institutional

discrimination and silencing.

Although we hoped from the beginning that our project would play a role

in policy change, its potential political force was revealed to us in conversations

with many of our participants. When we returned to the “Southern Comfort

Conference” in 2014 to make a preliminary presentation about this work, we were

excited to hear how enthused others were about our research findings. People who

had completed our survey a year before were eager to hear what we learned, and

even more enthusiastic to know how we planned to distribute the data and

narratives to military officials, policy makers, and other transgender service

members and veterans. Our research results suggest that the US military would

not need to make radical transformations in its everyday operations. We were

pleased that these findings resonated with audience members, many who took

part in the research project. After hearing our report, transgender service mem-

bers and veterans at conference events and receptions repeatedly encouraged us to

share our findings with those who are in positions to effect policy changes, which

we intend to do.

Further, our materials will ultimately reside in the care of the Kinsey

Institute at Indiana University, which has a rich history of housing some of the

world’s most reputable archives in gender and sexuality studies, including a

significant collection of transgender records. Lastly, we move forward knowing

that our work does not stand alone but, rather, resonates with several other

studies sponsored by the Palm Center and being undertaken by other researchers

across the globe. In fact, twelve studies were commissioned by the Palm Center to

investigate different aspects of transgender service. As these studies conclude and

findings are put forth in the researchers’ respective disciplines, we expect to see

much more documentation and archival records where a vast void once existed.

Of course, we hope that we are not the only researchers to mobilize these

archival records as part of the ongoing effort to establish more inclusive forms of

trans citizenship (cf. Cram 2012; West 2014). The three kinds of records we have

generated lend rhetorical resources, in the form of data, stories, and visual images,

to claims that transgender individuals have played and continue to play impor-

tant roles in the US military. Moreover, our contributions make visible some of

the experiences of transgender service members that have heretofore been
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recorded mostly as ephemeral and anecdotal stories. A capacious definition of

citizenship, one in which transgender individuals are both allowed and empow-

ered to determine their own relationship to military service, depends in part on

our collective capacity to recognize already existing performances of citizenship.

This is, we hope, the kind of recognition our covert archival operation can help

to accomplish.
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E S T A B L I S H E D A R C H I V E S

Without a Minority/Identity
Framework
Highlighting Trans Archival Materials at the

University of Toronto’s Sexual Representation Collection

NICHOLAS MATTE

Abstract This article looks at the Sexual Representation Collection (SRC) at the University of Tor-

onto’s Mark S. Bonham Centre for Sexual Diversity Studies to demonstrate some of the ways that trans

materials can be archived andmade accessible without using a trans-centric, queer, LGBT, gay, or gay

and lesbian framework. The fact that the collection is part of an undergraduate and graduate research

and teaching center positions it to critically engage with elements of trans positivity, trans toke-

nization, trans marginalization, and outright transphobia or cis-sexism that appear in a varied

archival collection. This article looks at both materials in the collection and at its 2014 exhibition

Archiving Public Sex, which used SRC materials for public programming. It highlights critical

advantages to the SRC’s approach to trans materials but also showcases the limits of this approach,

particularly with regard to what can be achieved in terms of trans visibility and general awareness.

Keywords transgender, LGBT archives, sex-positive, pornography

F rom Magnus Hirchfeld’s Institute for Sexology in Berlin, tragically destroyed

in a public ransacking and burning by the Nazis in 1933, to more recent

projects surviving in the present, there have been many attempts to collect,

preserve, and share information and records that document trans people’s social

lives. Such collecting practices are more evidently political and emotional than the

classic archival example of a government preserving its bureaucratic records.

Records that convey a variety of trans expressions can now be found online, in

conversation, and in a variety of print and other media. Records of earlier times,

combined with living memory, are indispensable to historical research and to

understanding how trans people’s experiences and social roles have shifted over

time. What can and should be documented, and indeed in many cases has been,

includes not only records about individuals who identify or seem to be “trans”
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but also records about the broader systemic, institutionalized, and sociocultural

discourses related to notions of anything that currently falls within the broadest

understanding of “trans.” Such materials define and delineate “trans” in partic-

ular ways that can deepen, add complexity to, challenge, or reenforce particular

trans politics, frameworks, and sociocultural realities.

In recent years, there has been a great deal of growth in the number

of significant Transgender Archival Collections (Rawson 2012, 2014; Devor

2014). Trans-centric collections like the University of Victoria’s Transgender

Archives, led by Aaron Devor, as well as the Digital Transgender Archive, led by

K. J. Rawson, are two exciting initiatives.1 I refer to such collections as “trans-

centric,” in that their primary mandate and focus are transgender materials, and

they explicitly name their focus as such. Another important site of trans archival

collections has been community archives operating under the rubric of “gay and

lesbian” or “lesbian, gay, bisexual, and trans (LGBT)” activism and politics

(Rawson 2009; Morris and Rawson 2013). Examples of such collections include

the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Historical Society (in San Francisco),

the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives (in Toronto), and IHLIA (in Amster-

dam), among others (van der Wel 2011: 158–61). These collections each navigate

community politics and trans materials differently, and they collect trans mate-

rials in a framework that is not solely or primarily trans-centric. Finally, a number

of university-based archival collections incorporate trans materials. Examples of

such collections include the Jean-Nickolaus Tretter Collection in Gay, Lesbian,

Bisexual, and Transgender Studies at the University of Minnesota, the National

Transgender Library and Archives at the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, the

Human Sexuality Collection at Cornell University, and the Sexual Representation

Collection at the University of Toronto.

This article looks at the Sexual Representation Collection (SRC) at the

University of Toronto’s Mark S. Bonham Centre for Sexual Diversity Studies to

explore some of the benefits and disadvantages of not taking a trans-centric

approach. The approach outlined here is not meant as a critique of trans-centric

approaches, which are recognizably effective and productive, or of coalition

politics and community formations among sexual and gender minority groups.

Rather, the purpose is to suggest that the integration of trans materials into a

collection themed around sexual representations is able to accomplish different

things and also faces different challenges. The SRC operates as part of the well-

developed undergraduate and graduate Sexual Diversity Studies program at the

University of Toronto, and the author has been directing and curating the col-

lection for over five years.

One of the reasons for exploring the University of Toronto’s Sexual

Representation Collection here is to highlight some of the ways in which non-
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trans-centric collections may be trans-positive but not able to overcome the larger

cultural biases toward cis-centrism. The Sexual Representation Collection takes a

trans-positive approach to sexual media and activism. While trans materials may

be located or interpreted in a number of contexts, archivists and researchers

working with such collections should be aware of existing trans materials

within their collections and consider how to make those materials accessible to

researchers who may not realize the location of such materials. Explicitly trans-

centric collections are evidently engaged in a certain type of identity politics that

may be important for their missions and necessary for legibility. Such archives

may be considered inherently trans-positive, and they may also house important

evidence of transphobia and cis-centrism. By contrast, whether through the

administrative or cultural practices of the institution or the types of materials

collected, archives defined as gay, gay and lesbian, LGBT, or queer may combine a

mixture of trans-positivity, trans tokenization, trans marginalization, and out-

right transphobia or cis-sexism.

The contrast between materials by or for trans people and materials about

trans people is worth mention. The disability rights slogan “nothing about us

without us” both does and doesn’t quite apply to trans materials because many

pertinent records significantly “about” trans people were created either com-

pletely without trans people’s input, or under conditions in which trans people

have not been central to the production of suchmaterials. Fetishistic pornography

featuring trans people is one excellent example; the fetishization of trans people

for commercial exploitation, or for the pleasures of nontrans people, for example,

is part of trans history. Understanding such materials in a way that doesn’t

reproduce the marginalization or fetishization of trans people requires a politi-

cized interpretive analysis, however, which often requires highlighting the

politicized nature of such materials. The Sexual Representation Collection does

include pornographic materials that could be interpreted as transphobic. One way

to minimize the reproduction of transphobic representations has been to inter-

pretively contextualize and critically mediate them for researchers in ways that

avoid simply reproducing the power dynamics at play in their production and

consumption.

* * *

The SRC began with a donation of materials to the University of Toronto from

Max Allen, an anticensorship activist and former producer at the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation. Allen was actively involved with a number of legal

cases both as a producer and respondent, and he collected a huge archive of

documents and erotic or pornographic magazines and films, many of which had
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been used in censorship cases and activism. The donation was announced on the

front page of the Toronto Star. Collecting pornography, for any reason, was

controversial enough that it was unclear how and where Allen’s materials would

be housed. The contents fell well outside the bounds of materials usually collected

by libraries or archives, owing to the sexual explicitness (see Shuman and Tallman

1979: 27–46). For a number of years, faculty with expertise in sexuality worked to

secure institutional space for the collection at the University of Toronto, assuring

its safekeeping until it could be developed in greater depth (Bell 1997: 218; Bell

1995: 306).

In 2008, David Rayside, professor of political science and then director of

the Mark S. Bonham Centre for Sexual Diversity Studies, invitedMichelle Wilder,

then archivist at the University of TorontoMedia Commons, and I to consider the

collection and make recommendations for its future. Excited at the prospect and

eager to get to work, we spent the next several years organizing, listing, and

housing the collection. This was accomplished, in part, by integrating it as a

teaching and research resource for students in the Sexual Diversity Studies pro-

gram and in the graduate program at the School of Information Studies (now

called the iSchool). We created paid work-study positions and graduate intern-

ships in which students learned how to archive materials and develop finding aids,

research guides, and other resources, building their expertise and gaining (usually

paid) professional work experience. This work enabled us to better understand

the contents of the collection, and begin to grow it.

As the Sexual Representation Collection became more public, we began

receiving donations from individuals, groups, and organizations and developed a

broad collections mandate to accept materials related to sexual representation not

being collected elsewhere. The fact that the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives is

also located in Toronto and the fact that the Sexual Diversity Studies program is

both well-known and not framed solely in LGBT terms, meant that our collection

could develop in ways that it wouldn’t have if we had arranged it according to

sexual minority identity politics. It has become a broad collection of materials

focused on the representation of sexuality, particularly in relation to censorship,

media, pornography, kink, sex activism, and communities.

Donors to the collection have likewise usually engaged with sex politics

outside an identity framework. For example, SexTV, a television channel-turned-

program that provided mainstream media representations of sexuality on a wide

variety of topics, donated a wide range of books, including many on trans topics.2

We received a similar donation of over a thousand video tapes, DVDs, and

magazines from the owners of a now-defunct pornography rental and sales shop

in Scarborough, Ontario, just outside Toronto, who wished to remain anony-

mous. The materials donated from the anonymous porn shop in Scarborough,
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like those of the SexTV collection, reveal one of the ways in which archival

materials about trans people and issues can be importantly situated within

frameworks broader than sexual and gender minority identities and communi-

ties. Both the SexTV and Scarborough collections also speak to the value and

possibilities of considering collections more holistically. For example, the Scar-

borough collection is particularly rich in VHS pornography catering to East Asian

and Indian consumers, demonstrating, in part, the influence of population

demographics on the type of pornography that circulated in Scarborough before

the store closed. Being able to consider whether these cultural demographics

influenced the store’s collection of trans porn is one of the advantages of

approaching the collection as a whole.

Of the 1,833 total items in the Scarborough collection, only of a handful of

films represent trans porn, and then as a niche genre alongside other similarly

marketed genre formations, such as “all girl” or “bi” films. The eighteen trans films

in the Scarborough collection use one of three terms: TV (the abbreviation for

“transvestite”), transsexual (always in these cases referring to trans women), and

she-male (a common term in porn and sex work but otherwise usually considered

offensive). Almost all these films develop their plot or interest points around the

presence of a trans performer, with classic “porn versions” of mainstream film

titles: Single White SheMale (n.d.), Dude Look Like a Lady (1999), or the more

sinister Transsexual Treachery (1998). Films like Portrait of a TS (1998) and She-

Male and Kinky: GuessMy Sex (1999) somewhatmirrormore subduedmainstream

film titles about transsexuality, such as the widely circulated documentary What

Sex Am I? (1984). Only one film, TV Dildo Fantasy Part Two (1996), seems as

though it might prioritize the desires of the trans people represented, while

another, Bi-Sex Orgie 3 (2000), includes transsexual performer Carla Fael without

making her trans status the primary feature of the film. These films provide evi-

dence of the sexual representations of trans people (and transfeminine people in

particular) in mainstream commercial pornography (Kipnis 1998: 64–92).

In part because of its nonidentitarian approach to sexual representation,

the SRC has also amassed a large collection of specifically kink, fetish, and BDSM

materials. For example, one of our major donors, Morpheous (lordmorpheous

.com), an educator, artist, and the organizer of the now-international annual

Morpheous Bondage Extravaganza (MBE), has contributed numerous items

related to his role in kink and bondage communities. His collection includes

photographic prints, copies of books he’s authored, decommissioned ropes that

were used for bondage, original and promotional artwork for MBE events, var-

ious ephemeral items, and more. While the collection has very little explicit trans

content, some of the models and performers are trans people, and certainly, trans

people are part of the kink and bondage communities his materials document.
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Perhaps the bulk of trans content in the SRC originated from donors who

have been active in the fields of trans, queer, and feminist pornography (and

indeed in many cases founders of those genres). Annie Sprinkle and Tristan

Taormino, for example, have both been active promoters of sexual representa-

tions that move well beyond hetero- and cis-normative, mainstream commercial

pornography, producing and promoting trans, queer, and feminist pornography

as sex and gender activism. Annie Sprinkle’s collection includes a copy of Linda/

Les and Annie: The First Female-to-Male Transsexual Love Story (1990), which she

created with Les Nichols and Johnny Armstrong. The film was controversial at the

time of its production both for its explicitness and its graphic depiction of Les’s

phalloplasty surgery, but also because it sometimes referred to Les either by his

previous (female) name or as “she” (Sprinkle 2001: 11; Straayer 1993: 156–75).

Tristan Taormino’s collection also includes trans porn films such as Morty Dia-

mond’s Trannyfags (2004), Karen Everett’s Sweet Boy (2001), and The Adventures

of Buck Naked (2003), the latter featuring well-known and controversial porn

performer and self-styled “man with a pussy,” Buck Angel (Diamond 2004; Noble

2007; Angel 2013). Carey Gray’s donation is both rich in trans materials and,

ultimately, trans-centric, at least in the fact that Gray is himself a relatively famous

trans man, heavily active in kinky and queer communities. Gray is the founder

and owner of Aslan Leather (aslanleather.com), a kinky leather production

company, and Studio 10 (studiotentoronto.com), a brick-and-mortar venue for

kink events and film shoots. He has also been a financial supporter of numerous

feminist, queer, sex-positive, and kink events throughout North America. Gray’s

donation included items such as advertisements, catalogs, porn videos, and

posters that showcase sex-positive and kinky queer, trans, and genderqueer

people for Aslan and Studio 10 and for his regular Switch Queer Porn Play Parties,

often held in conjunction with events such as the Feminist Porn Awards and

Pride. Gray had also been selling his wares for many years at Michigan Womyn’s

Music Festival, andmaterials related to that activity illustrate an important part of

the history of trans people’s participation in the infamous festival. Taken together,

his materials also offer researchers the opportunity to trace some of the dynamics

of kink inclusion and trans inclusion in feminist, queer, and sex-positive spaces.

Another major donation with a great deal of trans content has been from

Carlyle Jansen, owner of Toronto sex shop Good for Her, which organizes and

sponsors the annual international Feminist Porn Awards, or “FPAs,” as they are

often called (feministpornawards.com). This collection is not trans-centric and

exemplifies feminist pornography’s commitment to positive sexual representa-

tions of trans people. As such, this collection can provide further valuable sources

for researchers interested in the history of trans people’s relationship to femi-

nisms. The collection documents trans people having been a part of all aspects of
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the FPAs over the years. In 2010, for example, Chase Joynt, a trans man and an

award-winning filmmaker in his own right, was the assistant director. In 2012, the

FPAs cosponsored an event called “Luscious: Celebrating Trans and Genderqueer

Pornography” as well as a documentary screening and talk by Buck Angel, in

conjunction with a number of other FPA affiliates such as Gray’s Queer Porn Play

Party. Trophies have been awarded in categories such as “Steamiest Trans Scene,”

“Hottest Trans Sex Scene,” “Most Tantalizing Trans Film,” and “Most Deliciously

Diverse Cast,” among others (Hill-Meyer 2013: 155–63).

Jansen has also donated numerous files regarding what is now known as

the “Toronto Women and Trans Bathhouse” to the SRC, a regularly recurring

event she has also been heavily involved in organizing. These materials provide

important documentation of the particular historical and cultural formation

of “women and trans” events, a conception of participation that has become

prevalent in certain sex cultures and self-proclaimed sex-positive, antioppressive

feminist circles. These archival materials document the event’s name change over

time, from The Pussy Palace: AWomen’s Bath House Night (1998–2006) to The

Pleasure Palace (2007–8) to The Pleasure Palace: A Queer Women and Trans

Bathhouse (2008). The organizing committee also underwent numerous changes

and hosted additional events, including Women and Trans Strip Night and

Women and Trans of Colour Strip Night. It also shifted and developed different

gender policies over time, from calling itself an “all-woman” event to promoting

the event as inviting “all cis and trans woman and trans men” to attend, before

ultimately settling on a simpler (albeit not necessarily trans-positive), bluntly

stated policy: “no cis men allowed” (Nash and Bain 2007a: 47–62; Nash and Bain

2007b: 17–24; Lamble 2009: 111–20).

In the summer of 2014, materials from the SRC were used to create

Archiving Public Sex, a major public exhibition at the University of Toronto Art

Centre. The exhibit drew large audiences from the general public, the university

community, and three major events: the Berkshire Conference for Women His-

torians, the Contact Photography Festival, and World Pride. The different

audiences came with different backgrounds, levels of knowledge, and desires. The

exhibit was reviewed favorably in a number of venues and named one of the top

twenty-five “must-see” shows of the Contact Festival by NOW, Toronto’s largest

weekly newsmagazine (Schechter and Jager 2014; see also Dupuis 2014; Reid 2014).

Archiving Public Sexwas a successful example of howmaterials about trans

people can be introduced without emphasizing or relying upon mainstream

identity politics, but the limits of this approach were also evident. Trans content

in the exhibit was neither isolated nor highlighted and may have been completely

invisible to many attendees, despite the fact that the proportion of trans content

was actually fairly high. There were pulp novels with trans themes, a section about
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the Women and Trans Bathhouse events, and another section featuring Carey

Gray’s work and events, all of which explicitly demonstrated a wide range of trans

content. Together, both the Bathhouse and Gray sections demonstrated many

variations of how trans people have been represented and framed at sex-positive

events and sex parties in Toronto.

Trans content was less explicit but also present in the Feminist Porno-

graphy section. For example, there were photographs of trans people attending as

participants and accepting Feminist Porn Awards, and a museum case contained

numerous award trophies, including one for Queerporn.tv (queerporn.tv/wp/),

Courtney Trouble’s porn production company specializing in trans, genderqueer,

and queer porn. Photographs of Tobi Hill-Meyer and Drew Deveaux were

accompanied by text identifying them as trans performers. Hill-Meyer was sin-

gled out for a more detailed description as the 2010 winner of the first “Emerging

Filmmaker Award,” an award that came with financial support to complete fur-

ther pornographic work with her company Handbasket Productions. Other pho-

tographs of trans people may not have rendered subjects immediately recogniz-

able as trans to the general public, such as a snapshot of Kinnon MacKinnon, a

trans man who has since gone on to win the gold medal in powerlifting at the 2014

Gay Games (Metro News 2014; Kellaway 2014). Similarly, most visitors probably

wouldn’t recognize as “trans content” the display of an Aslan Leather harness and

dildo alongside underwear worn by genderqueer performer Jiz Lee during the

filming of a Tristan Taormino porn video.

Another central component of Archiving Public Sex that featured trans

materials was a forty-five minute compilation of audio-visual footage by Lisa

Kadey, one of the show’s assistant curators. In a separate room that had been

transformed into a theatre space for the purposes of the exhibit, the final video

was screened on a continuous loop for the duration of the two-month show.

Kadey used text and voice-over techniques to explain what viewers were watching.

Trans content was most explicit through portions of Linda/Les and Annie: The

First Female-to-Male Transsexual Love Story and was a major subtext in Carey

Gray’s pornographic films Power at Play, Top Fuck, and Switch Life, all of which

featured Gray performing as Power Jones with other queer, trans, and gender-

queer performers.

One of the major factors in terms of trans legibility or visibility in

Archiving Public Sex, however, was that trans content was not made more explicit.

None of the show reviews, for example, made note of trans content in any depth.

The key image for the show, which was circulated widely online and in print

media, was of Carey Grey and a partner engaged in BDSM play at a Morpheous

Bondage Extravaganza. Gray was not singled out or tokenized as a trans person in

any of the show’s publicity, but as a result, the image may have been seen most
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often only as representing bondage and kink rather than as a depiction of trans

and queer people engaged in bondage and kink. Gray spoke openly about being a

transman, queer, person of color, and proud kinky pervert at public events and in

the video footage, and the materials on display demonstrated his historical

relationship to women’s communities explicitly in terms of the fact that prior to

his transition, he advertised his business in feminist terms as being owned and

operated by a woman. Relative media silence about trans content, then, might be

taken in a number of ways, and it certainly does speak to the advantages of more

explicitly naming trans content in identitarian terms when dealing with a

mainstream public. Evidently, curators and archivists must carefully weigh the

likely impact and potential effects of how trans materials are presented and

interpreted for specific audiences in particular sociocultural contexts.

One of the advantages of the fact that the Sexual Representation Collection

is not explicitly trans-centric is that it facilitates connections with issues, mate-

rials, and communities that relate directly to its core theme of sexual represen-

tation without excluding materials that are neither trans nor LGBTQ. One of the

perhaps most obvious disadvantages of the fact that the Sexual Representation

Collection is neither explicitly trans-centric nor framed in terms of trans/queer/

LGBT identity politics is that users interested in trans topics might not find it. In

our tours for classes and groups such as the Association of Canadian Archivists,

we highlight specific items that might be of interest and discuss how the SRC

contextualizes materials in terms of critical sexuality studies.

On a more pragmatic but nevertheless important note, the fact that the

SRC is not trans-centric also means that locating trans materials requires a keen

eye, specialized knowledge of the archive’s contents, and a certain familiarity with

trans people, issues, communities, cultures, terms, norms, and so forth. The

identification of trans content in the SRC would be challenging, if not superficial

or impossible, were such resources unavailable. That is a significant consideration

for collections with limited access to sufficient subject area expertise. Trans-

centric collections and collections that focus on trans status have the distinct

advantage of operating under the more explicit legibility of trans materials. The

problem of visibility and legibility may be especially significant for genderqueer

people in that researchers and archivists may misidentify genderqueer people or

opt for a broader “trans” classification that makes locating specifically gender-

queer materials difficult. Another version of that problem can also occur when

dealing with materials regarding “stealth transsexuals,” people who do not wish to

be known as having transitioned or changed sex (Roberto 2011: 56–64). The fact

that it is necessary to direct SRC users to trans materials may be somewhat of

an advantage in that it requires greater levels of interpretations on our part

as archivists. Finding aids, researcher guides, bibliographies, and cataloguing
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systems can be used to highlight and make trans content explicit. The production

of such research aids are also subject to limited resources, however, and the

process of successfully making trans materials visible in the SRC relies on the

expertise of those in interpretive roles. Making the trans archival materials in the

Sexual Representation Collection accessible as trans materials is somewhat more

challenging than it would be if the collection were trans-centric because it may

not be immediately evident to researchers that this collection of trans materials

exists. Plans are afoot to increase online accessibility of the collection and the

capacity for more easily locating trans materials. K. J. Rawson’s important Digital

Transgender Archive, currently under development, will be an excellent resource

and is addressing precisely the issue of trans archival materials often being

scattered in different locations and sometimes “buried” amidst other materials.

This article has used the Sexual Representation Collection at the University

of Toronto to demonstrate some of the ways that trans materials can be archived

and made accessible outside a trans-centric, queer, gay, gay and lesbian, or LGBT

framework. A non-trans-centric approach has it limits, particularly in risking

invisibility within cultures that do not focus primarily on, or are unfamiliar with,

“trans” people and issues. The Sexual Representation Collection is a great

example of how it isn’t always necessary to adopt a trans-centric or trans identity

framework to show that trans people have played significant roles in niche and

minority communities as well as mainstream sexual cultures.

Nicholas Matte curates the Sexual Representation Collection and teaches at the University of

Toronto’s Mark S. Bonham Centre for Sexual Diversity Studies. In 2014, he completed his

dissertation, “Historicizing Liberal American Transnormativities: Media, Medicine, Activism,

1960–1990.” His work has been published in GLQ, The Transgender Studies Reader, Trans

Activism in Canada the Canadian Bulletin of Medical History, and the International Journal of

Transgenderism.

Notes

1. The websites for the archives mentioned in this article are listed in the reference section.

2. See Canadian Radio-Television and Communications Commission 2009; Wikipedia, s.v.

“SexTV,” accessed November 4, 2015, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SexTV.
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E S T A B L I S H E D A R C H I V E S

The Tretter Collection
What We Have, What’s Missing,

and the Challenges of Trans History

LISA VECOLI

Abstract This essay examines the history of the Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies at theUniversity of

Minnesota Libraries. The Tretter Collection today has strong holdings about white gay men, lesser

holdings about lesbians, and large gaps in material about people of color, bisexuals, and the

transgender community. I argue that this is the result both of its history and of broader societal forces

that limit the production of material by and for these communities. While unique, many elements in

the Tretter story hold true for other GLBT archives and may help researchers contextualize what they

find (and do not find) as well as encourage more discussion about strategies for diversifying GLBT

voices in our collections. I explore the strategies I have used to begin filling gaps in the archive,

focusing on the inclusion of transgender voices.

Keywords Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies, archive, transgender, transgender inclusion, missing

voices

Iwas hired as the curator of the Tretter Collection in Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,

and Transgender Studies in 2012.1 As I dug into thousands of linear feet of

material in the archive, I was both astounded by what we had and dismayed by

what wasmissing. Ourmaterials about lesbians were noticeably weaker than those

for gay men; materials on people of color, transgender experiences, and the

bisexual community were even scarcer. Within each facet of the GLBT commu-

nity there are also gaps in documenting the lives of people young and old, with

disabilities, from differing economic statuses, and living outside urban centers. I

have spent much of the last three years trying to understand what we have, what is

missing, and why that might be. I have also made it a priority to identify and

implement new strategies to bring missing voices into the Tretter Collection. This

essay examines what I have learned, and what I am doing to diversify our hold-

ings. While each GLBTarchive has its own unique history, many elements in the
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Tretter story hold true for other GLBTarchives and communities. My hope is that

understanding the evolution of the Tretter Collection will help researchers con-

textualize what they find (and do not find) as well as encourage more discussion

about strategies for diversifying GLBT voices in our collections.

The Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies is the result of one man’s stub-

born insistence that GLBT experiences and history are worth preserving. Jean-

Nickolaus Tretter was born in Little Falls, Minnesota, and served as a decorated

Navy linguist in Vietnam before returning to the Twin Cities. In 1972 he applied to

pursue a degree in cultural anthropology, studying the gay community, but the

University of Minnesota rejected this idea, saying there was no such thing.

In the following decades, Tretter became a community activist and de facto

GLBT historian. He was involved in local political efforts, served on the board of

Twin Cities Pride (TC Pride) for many years, and was involved in many gay

community events and organizations. On the tenth anniversary of Stonewall, he

was inspired to create a history display for TC Pride. While working on the

exhibit, he realized how much local and national GLBT history was disappearing,

and he made it his personal mission to collect and preserve all he could find that

gave voice to the communities’ experiences. Tretter collected items from orga-

nizations with which he was involved and about topics that interested him. He

asked his friends for materials, scavenged for ephemera, and saved everything he

could find. His interests crossed the GLBT spectrum and were international in

scope. Tretter relished it when researchers, students, or community members

sought access to his collection.

After more than two decades of accumulation, Tretter’s apartment was

filled with material. The bed was covered, as was the sofa—passed on to him by a

gay activist—which he considered to be part of the collection; even his stove and

fridge held materials. A pending visit from the fire marshal raised concern that his

apartment would be inspected and deemed unlivable, forcing Tretter to assess the

short-term and long-term viability of his collection. Local activists helped to

negotiate an agreement to add his materials to the existing Archives and Special

Collections in the University of Minnesota Libraries. In 2000, he donated his

materials. He continued to serve as the curator until 2011. In his retirement, Tretter

continues to acquire, solicit, and scavenge items for the archive, and he remains

an invaluable resource for me.

The collection has always had a community advisory board, and I was one

of the original members of this group. (Tretter knew I had thousands of lesbian

books and hoped I would donate them to the archive.) Though I had been a

Tretter Collection board member for a decade, the transition to a staff role pro-

vided many surprises about the contents of the collection. The gaps in holdings
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about lesbians, the transgender community, bisexuals, and people of color were

shocking to me, and I have struggled to understand how this came to be.

To be clear, we owe a profound debt to our founding archivists—they had

the vision and dedication to begin collecting and preserving, often at great per-

sonal sacrifice at a time when there was little reason to believe anyone would want

to use this material. The limitations of their collections do not erase their tre-

mendous contributions. Indeed, Tretter made deliberate and conscious efforts to

diversify the collection. He worked hard to get materials from Jane Fee, who

became the first transgender delegate to a National Democratic Convention in

2000, and the records of the City of Lake Crossdressing Community (CLCC).

Tretter was able to secure materials from Minnesota Men of Color and local

Two Spirit leaders and build relationships with local bisexual activists, adding

small collections from them. He reached out to lesbians (including me) for

materials and worked hard to have diverse representation on the advisory

board. Yet, the result was an archive that remained vastly gay, white, and (cis)male

in focus.

I believe one reason for this is in the evolution of the Tretter Collection.

Like all collections, the contents are a direct result of the interests and connections

of the founder(s). As a cisgender gay white man, Tretter has been involved with

and connected to material, organizations, and networks mainly of interest to

cisgender gay white men. Every collector has a focus, but when they establish an

archive, those limits have a larger impact. Several exclusively GLBT archives in

North America share a similar evolution. All were started between thirty and sixty

years ago by individuals or small groups of mostly cisgender white gay men.2

Conversations, e-mails, articles, and published accounts point to other organi-

zations sharing the Tretter’s struggles to include experiences beyond those of gay

white men. While there are exceptions, I would argue that the dynamics creating

most GLBT archives have played a central role in the current preponderance of

material by and about cisgender gay white men.3

Yet it was not just who was involved that determined what was preserved,

but that there was simply less material produced by and for lesbians, people of

color, bisexuals, and the transgender community. The economics that supported

gay male publication—revenue from personal ads, bars, and sexually explicit

material—did not work the same way for other groups; racism, sexism, classism,

and lack of privilege on many levels show in the paucity of published records. No

amount of effort or good intent can collect what does not exist.

Obviously, there are other materials and other methods to capture and

preserve history. Published records are only one component of archival col-

lections, and the Tretter Collection also preserves organizational records and

the personal papers of community members. However, here again, what is
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available is impacted by community standards and privilege. These are just a few

examples:

� Anyone who is hiding may be reluctant to collect and preserve material that

would reveal their secret.

� Lesbian feminist organizations may focus more on consensus than taking

minutes.

� Organizations within communities of color may operate more informally and

rely on an oral tradition instead of a written record.

� Individuals struggling for economic viability may move more often and be

less likely to maintain boxes of journals, old letters, and photos.

� People who had to seek institutional permission for gender transition may be

unwilling to expose their experiences, especially if their lived narrative differs

from what they were required to describe to get institutional approval.

� Diverse voices within broad GLBT organizations may face oppression and

disengage or be silenced in the records in the group.

� Those fighting racism, classism, sexism, and other oppressions may be less

likely to believe their stories would be valued/respected by archives or scholars.

This is not an exhaustive list, but it illustrates that there is no single reason why

trans and other diverse voices are less present in GLBT archives, and there is no

single solution. Ultimately, people who are struggling are often more focused on

survival and less on preserving an archival record.

Since I cannot create content, I have instead prioritized efforts to promote

inclusion and create opportunities to add content from missing communities.

Knowing the gaps in the archive, I have implemented a number of strategies to

increase our holdings of transgender and gender queer material. I have also

created a number of partnerships to add material about people of color, the

bisexual community, and lesbians. My first step was to add missing material that

is currently available. I contacted dealers and got an inventory of transgender-

relatedmaterials available for purchase. To help stretch our limited funds, I traded

several boxes of duplicate materials to a dealer in exchange for needed acquisi-

tions. Then I reached out to our colleagues to see if they had duplicate material,

but thus far only the GLBT Historical Society has had trans items to spare.

My next strategy was to reach out to local organizations, artists, activists,

and community leaders to build the relationships needed to secure future

donations of transgender materials. I have established a partnership with the Twin

Cities branch of the transgender project Visible Bodies,4 and the recent decision

to close the Twin Cities–based Trans Youth Support Network has reenergized

efforts to archive their materials.5 A meeting about sponsoring the transgender
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film festival Gender Reel became an exciting discussion about archiving films to

ensure their preservation and availability in the future, even opening up the

possibility of archiving unedited footage.6 With every conversation, I am looking

for ways to expand our relationships and our holdings rather than passively

accepting what is offered.

Another strategy I have used has been to make hidden transgender

material from other collections at the University of Minnesota Libraries more

readily accessible through cataloging and finding aids. For example, the Uni-

versity of Minnesota Archives has materials on the University’s Transgender

Commission and the Transsexual Research Project.7

Finally, we have just been awarded a major grant to conduct a multiyear

oral history project with the transgender community in the upper Midwest.

Without newspapers, organizations, and other traditional records from which to

draw, I needed to identify other strategies to bring transgender experiences into

the archive. Oral histories provide one of the best ways to accomplish this. When

complete, the project will have gathered a broad and diverse pool of several

hundred oral histories that document lived experiences and the impacts of the

Program in Human Sexuality at the University of Minnesota Medical School.

All of this has been very energizing. The early steps of identifying gaps,

adding content, building relationships, and prioritizing opportunities for diverse

content all built the case for the need to record oral histories. The responses to the

oral history project have been stronger because community members have seen

and heard that the Tretter Collection has made transgender inclusion a priority.

In March 2014, I attended a three-day symposium titled “Moving Trans*

History Forward,” hosted by the Transgender Archive in Victoria, British

Columbia. Seeing hundreds of linear feet of content at the Transgender Archive

made me reassess the role of the Tretter Collection—given their exceptional

materials, what roles do Tretter and other geographically dispersed and more

broadly focused collections have to contribute? As new content is created or

uncovered, where does it belong? I would argue that it is important to balance

centralization and dispersal of trans materials in specialized archives, general

GLBT archives, and even into mainstream collections.

For those able reach them, specialization allows for a depth of knowledge

and access that more general archives cannot achieve. Having a critical mass of

material and focus may increase the potential to receive attention and make the

broader community more aware of issues and concerns. Specialized archives may

also be more likely to acquire duplicate materials and have the opportunity to

disperse content to other locations.

I believe that dispersal of content also has important benefits. Kept locally,

material remains in the context of the community where events took place. Even if
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more limited in scope, local access opens up use for middle/high school students,

college students, or community members whomight not be able to travel to larger

centralized archives. It reinforces the message that transgender history and people

are part of every community and the responsibility of every archive. Most of all, it

is essential that no single natural disaster, organization, or administration have

the ability to silence or limit access to trans history. The more archives with

content, the better our ability to fight back against any attempts to censor or

reduce access to trans and/or GLBTmaterials.

The results of prioritizing trans voices and experiences over the past three

years are making a real and profound difference in the current and future

holdings of the Tretter Collection. What I am able to offer researchers in the years

ahead will be profoundly more diverse and informative than what I have to offer

them now. Most of the strategies I have used are easily transferable to other

archives and collections, both GLBT and mainstream.

Some voices are harder to find than others, but those are the ones most in

need of preservation. I believe everyone (curators, researchers, organizers, and

community members) has a role to play in helping add depth, diversity, and

complexity to the historic record of GLBT communities. My colleagues and I have

a responsibility to ensure that we do all we can to ensure that our holdings reflect

the diversity of our communities. Researchers, students, and community orga-

nizers have the potential to play an invaluable role by archiving their material in

new or existing collections. Finally, we each have a responsibility to collect,

preserve, and make accessible our own history. Archive your own materials.

Demand a voice, and encourage others to demand that they be heard as well.

No one will do this for us. No one else knows the stories like we do. No one

else will miss them like we will. We owe this to the generations to come.

Lisa Vecoli was a founding advisory board member of the Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies at

the University of Minnesota Libraries and is now the curator. Her goals are to preserve GLBT

history, diversify the voices in the archive, and add to her personal collection of lesbian pulp

novels.
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Notes

1. Jean-Nickolaus Tretter Collection in Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Studies,

www.lib.umn.edu/scrbm/tretter.
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2. For example, ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archives at the USC Libraries (one.usc

.edu), the GLBT Historical Society (www.glbthistory.org), Lambda Archives (www

.lambdaarchives.us), the Canadian Lesbian + Gay Archives (clga.ca), and Stonewall

National Museum and Archives (www.stonewall-museum.org).

3. It is worth noting that contemporaneous efforts to balance archival records by including

lesbian experiences (June Mazer Lesbian Archives, www.mazerlesbianarchives.org; and

the Lesbian Herstory Archives, www.lesbianherstoryarchives.org) have similarly strug-

gled with including a diversity of voices within lesbian communities. Transgender

archives that have been founded more recently—such as the Transgender Archives at the

University of Victoria (transgenderarchives.uvic.ca) and the Transgender Archive at the

Transgender Foundation of America in Houston, Texas (tgarchive.org)—may well face

similar challenges.

4. Visible Bodies is a grassroots transgender community photo project. It was founded in

San Diego and has branches in Minneapolis and Portland (visiblebodies.org).

5. Trans Youth Support Network, www.transyouthsupportnetwork.org.

6. Gender Reel, genderreelfest.com.

7. Begun in 1967 at the University of Minnesota, this project was the second in the United

States to perform sex-reassignment surgeries.
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E S T A B L I S H E D A R C H I V E S

Trans* Collecting
at the Schlesinger Library
Privacy Protection and the

Challenges of Description and Access

LAURA PEIMER

Abstract This article discusses how the Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America has

addressed issues related to privacy, access, and description with three of its trans* collections: The

Ari Kane Papers, the International Foundation for Gender Education (IFGE) Records, and the Mark

Ethan Smith Papers. The Kane Papers and the IFGE Records contain extensive materials with

potentially sensitive third party content.While legally most personal third party content can bemade

available to users, librarians and archivists have an ethical responsibility to take personal privacy

into consideration when determining how open a collection should be to users. This article also

touches upon the limitations of the Library of Congress subject headings for the Smith Papers,

acknowledging the challenges of applying these subject headings to describe an individual whose

identity falls outside their limited scope.

Keywords privacy, access, description, identity, Library of Congress subject headings

T he mission of the Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America at

the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, Harvard University, is to docu-

ment women’s lives. The library accomplishes this by acquiring and providing

access to collections of personal papers and organizational records, audio-visual

collections, photographs, and published materials—from rare books to zines.

The library’s holdings contain collections that document sexuality and gender,

women’s rights and feminism, work and family life, education, activism of all

kinds, and culinary history, as well as the history of women’s health and repro-

ductive lives. Our collections include narratives of women whose primary rela-

tionships were, or are, with other women; the papers of people who identify

themselves as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or trans*; and documentation from indi-

viduals and organizations focused on lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and
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queer activism. Seeking to provide a more complete account of the many facets

and presentations of gender, the Schlesinger Library actively solicits collections

whose creators self-identify as trans* or whose lives and experiences fit within a

definition of transgender.

Currently, the Schlesinger Library holds four trans*-related manuscript

collections: papers of trans* activist and counselor Ari Kane; records of the

International Foundation for Gender Education, an organization dedicated to

promoting understanding and acceptance of transgender people through advo-

cacy and educational initiatives; papers of Mark Ethan Smith, a former Naval

aircraft electrician who does not identify as trans* but as a “biological female who

lives as a person without regard to sex”; and papers of Abraham Bartlett Smith, a

trans man who underwent sex reassignment surgery in the 1970s.1 These collec-

tions document one or more of the following issues: identity and personal free-

dom, trans* activism for political rights and social acceptance, and community

building within the trans* population. The papers of Ari Kane and the records

of the International Foundation for Gender Education also include materials

revealing the trans* identities of third-party individuals who have not participated

in, and are not aware of, the transfer of these archival collections to a research

library. Many of these individuals may not want their personal information made

available to researchers. With this in mind, the library, sometimes after consul-

tation with the donor, will instill safeguards to protect an individual’s personal

information. Generally, this involves closing sensitive materials for a period of

time, thereby limiting access to potentially historically significant content for

current researchers. Without a legal framework to dictate policy in this matter, the

archivist tries to balance the library’s concern for an individual’s privacy rights,

with its main objective to make archival collections available to researchers.

Making archival collections available for research also requires that the

collections are findable by researchers. This can sometimes be a challenge when

describing trans* collections using controlled vocabularies, such as the Library of

Congress (LC) subject headings, which we generally apply to all our bibliographic

catalog records at the library. The LC authority file’s vast popularity as a taxonomy

has been useful in streamlining and standardizing searching and cataloging, but it

can be insufficient when a person’s gender or sexual identity falls outside the

authority file’s lexicon, or when the subject terms are not sufficient to describe

that identity.

Below is a brief description of how the library has tried to balance access to

researchers, concerns about privacy, and donor preferences in the three trans*

collections that I have processed. Both the Ari Kane Papers and the International

Foundation for Gender Education Records are examples of collections that pre-

sented us with multiple privacy concerns. In the case of the Mark Ethan Smith
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Papers, LC’s limitations were apparent when I attempted to describe Smith

accurately and in the way he prefers.

Ari Kane Papers

In the early 2000s, transgender activist Ari Kane began a conversation with the

library’s head of collection services, and in 2003 the library signed an agreement

with him to acquire a collection of his papers. Kane has worked on behalf of the

transgender community since the early 1970s and founded the Outreach Institute

of Gender Studies in 1975. Activities and programs of the institute included

leadership in the founding of Fantasia Fair, an annual gathering in Provincetown,

Massachusetts, which started in 1975 through the efforts of Kane and other

members of the trans* community. Through social gatherings, seminars, and

other activities, the Fair, under a new management team since 2000, provides a

supportive environment for individuals expressing alternative gender identities

and roles. The Ari Kane collection includes Fantasia Fair program books, regis-

tration and general program information, evaluation forms, audio-visual mate-

rials, and numerous photographs, which document many of the activities and

programs of the fair.

Other materials in the Ari Kane Papers include printedmaterials and event

files for other programs sponsored by the institute; correspondence with board

members; Kane’s client files from Theseus Counseling and Consulting Service, the

social services agency he founded in 1985; and Kane’s writings and research,

including his 1998 dissertation, “Gender Attitude Reassessment: A Program for

Changing Attitudes and Ideas about Gender and Sexuality,” for his EdD in human

sexual science from the Institute for Advanced Study of Human Sexuality in San

Francisco, California.

Many individuals represented in the papers often used an alternative

name, but not all the time. In order to address potential privacy concerns, all

researchers who want to use the collection must sign a condition-of-use form in

which they agree that they will not divulge any individuals’ full names that I may

have overlooked for closure when screening the collection. We closed materials

containing personal identifying information of individuals who were not actively

engaged in the work of the Outreach Institute, and where it was apparent that they

were not community activists, until the likely deaths of the individuals involved.

We closed Kane’s Theseus Counseling and Consulting Service files, which include

session notes and correspondence with clients and doctors, because they contain

identifying information on clients who were dealing with their trans* identities.

These papers are rich in content but also highly sensitive. The Schlesinger Library

typically restricts access to health information about individuals until the indi-

vidual’s likely death, usually eighty years from the date of the most recent doc-

ument in the file. In the case of Kane’s client files, we have the birth years for the
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majority of these individuals. I sorted the client files by client birth year, and then

grouped them by decade. To reduce the number of multiple closure dates, files are

closed for one hundred years from the last year of the decade of the client’s birth

year; for example, for individuals born between 1950 and 1959, files are closed until

January 1, 2060.

Visual documentation provides another challenge for privacy. The Fan-

tasia Fair photographs of individuals participating in fashion shows, workshops,

and so forth are wonderful visual documentation and ones that we want to make

available on the web through Harvard’s online catalog for visual resources. The

catalog presents a digital copy of an image with an associated catalog record,

which contains usually extensive descriptive content, including names of indi-

viduals in the images when available. We were unsure of the wishes of most of the

individuals who appeared in the photographs in the Ari Kane Papers and wanted

to apply reasonable safeguards to protect any personal identifying information

when providing access to the photographs. Since the Schlesinger Library does not

have permission from the individuals who were photographed in these images, I

conferred with Kane about digitizing the materials. We agreed that we would

make the images digitally accessible only if the full names of individuals identified

in the photos would not be included in the associated catalog record. To ensure

sufficient privacy, we would make names available when there was just an

alias—or alternative gender name—such as Donna T.

In the Ari Kane Papers, I also redacted names and other personal identi-

fying information from some of the materials in the collection, closing the

originals and keeping the redacted copies open for research. Ideally, redaction is

preferred over closure since it allows information to be made available to users

much sooner. We were able to apply this redaction on a small scale, but it could be

applied on a larger scale to materials currently closed for an extensive period of

time—such as Kane’s client files—thereby allowing the redacted copies to be

open to researchers. Unfortunately, the time-consuming nature of redaction is

currently prohibitive without the resources, time, and staff to commit to it.

International Foundation for Gender Education Records

Issues of privacy and access appear again with the records of the International

Foundation for Gender Education (IFGE), the nonprofit membership organiza-

tion founded by Merissa Sherrill Lynn in November 1986. The mission was stated

in IFGE materials in our collection as promoting understanding and acceptance

of transgender people through advocacy and educational initiatives. For many

years they provided a speakers bureau, maintained a library of publications on

transgender issues, published the transgender magazine Tapestry, and held an

annual convention. In 2010, we learned of their impending move from offices in

Waltham,Massachusetts, toWashington, DC. At that time, we contacted the IFGE
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director Denise Leclair and completed a donor agreement for the library to

become a repository for the organization’s records then at the Waltham office.

The IFGE Records consist of administrative files for the organization,

including board of directors meeting minutes, correspondence, by-laws and

constitution drafts, as well as IFGE’s annual convention materials and audio tapes

of board of directors meetings. Also included are completed membership and

Tapestry subscription forms and letters from individuals sharing personal stories,

seeking relationships and connection, or requesting help or support. Due to the

identifying information in these materials, the IFGE director and library staff

agreed that the files would be closed until 2040 to protect the privacy of indi-

viduals. However, while processing the records, I found additional materials

dating from the 2000s and believed that the 2040 closure may be insufficient to

protect privacy. I was concerned that individuals may likely still be alive when the

records would be made available for use. I brought these concerns to the Schle-

singer Library’s access review board, who ultimately decided that library staff

would revisit the closure date in 2040 and probably extend the closure before

officially opening the records to researchers.

As with the Ari Kane Papers, I screened the unrestricted parts of the IFGE

Records for names and additional identifying information for those members,

donors, convention participants, and others who were not publicly identified

activists. And, as with the Kane collection, the library also requires researchers to

sign a condition-of-use form. By signing this form, the researcher agrees to

protect the privacy of any individuals whose names or other identifying infor-

mation may have been overlooked for closure. A condition-of-use form may not

be the ideal solution to ensure privacy, since it puts the obligation directly on the

researcher to be responsible to not divulge names and to adhere to library policy.

But our experience has been that most researchers understand the responsibility

they assume when working with archival collections and do recognize the

potential consequences of their own work.

Mark Ethan Smith Papers

The Mark Ethan Smith Papers present issues related less to privacy matters and

more to the complex nature of gender identity, self-naming, and descriptive

access. The library acquired Mark Smith’s papers after he sent a letter expressing

interest in donating his collection. Mark Smith was born Marcia Ellen Bazer in

1940. Smith lived an eclectic and nomadic life for many years, including traveling

to Mexico, Honduras, Thailand, and Afghanistan and founding a hippie com-

mune in California. Marcia Ellen married a man named Smith in 1960, a marriage

that ended in divorce one year later. In 1981, Smith legally changed his name from

Marcia Ellen Smith toMark Ethan Smith. He began work as an aircraft electrician

apprentice at a naval facility in California in 1982. Two years later, he was
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suspended without pay and discharged. He subsequently filed suit against the

Navy and with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, alleging

unlawful discrimination. The court briefs, transcripts, evidence and rulings,

psychiatric evaluations, and written testimonies related to Smith’s claims of

harassment and discrimination compose the bulk of the collection.

Importantly, Smith did not identify as a woman or a man. For the bio-

graphical note in the finding aid, Smith preferred that we use the pronoun he, and

he requested that we identify him as a “biological female who lives as a person

without regard to sex.” Smith did not characterize himself as trans*, and since

there is meaning for researchers in how Smith self-identifies, we did not add the

Library of Congress (LC) subject heading terms Transgenderism or Transgender

people—Identity to the collection’s catalog record. To be frank, I did want to add

these terms to Smith’s catalog record, although this may partly reflect my own

biases and limited understanding of his identity. As K. J. Rawson notes, the term

transgender can be used too liberally by archivists who may assume that it is

applicable even if the creator does not identify with it (2009). By imposing

transgender on all collections related to gender variance, the archivist may be

applying it inappropriately. If we added transgender as a subject heading knowing

that Smith himself would not have used it, we would be “disrespectfully and

oppressively re-naming an identity (from a more privileged perspective) that

already has a name” (Rawson 2009: 131). However, at the same time, not applying

the term has the potential to limit access for researchers who may miss the col-

lection because they are searching for trans* materials. This was a concern for me

when deciding not to add the term to the catalog record because I did think that

researchers interested in trans* content would want to see Smith’s papers.

In an attempt to apply some standard terminology to Smith’s catalog

record, I added the much broader LC subject term Gender identity. The LC

heading of Gender identity, however, is problematic for other reasons. As Ellen

Greenblatt notes, the heading is somewhat ambiguous since it includes the UF

(Use For—equivalency) Sex identity (Gender identity) and Sexual identity (Gender

identity), conflating the concepts of sex and gender (Greenblatt 2011: 221–22). In

short, the LC authority file does not work effectively for Mark Smith. There are no

applicable terms in the vocabulary that matches his self-description, and the

term Gender identity, being quite general, may not be particularly helpful to

researchers. K. R. Roberto clearly articulates the frustration with Library of

Congress–based cataloging practices by noting that schemas like LC are “lacking

in any sort of mechanism to acknowledge people’s sometimes amorphous and

often fluid identities” (Roberto 2011: 56). While it is true that finding the relevant

terminology in an authority file is not possible for Mark Smith, it is helpful that

the biographical description in the catalog record and the finding aid presents his

identity in the language he prefers.
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Conclusion

Balancing access to collections with privacy concerns and applying appropriate

description to a collection involves navigating the rights of donors, third parties,

and the needs of users. Since concerns about privacy and the limitations of subject

headings as they relate to identity are not specific to trans* materials, library staff

often discuss the challenges of privacy, access, and description. Closing materials

protects the privacy of individuals but also limits the availability of historically

significant information to current researchers who are in the process of shaping

the historical narrative. Discussion continues about relying more on a condition-

of-use form to protect privacy, which may be a satisfactory alternative to closure

for certain materials, and finding the resources to apply redaction on a larger scale

to highly sensitive material. As for description, the lack of dynamic and more

inclusive subject headings in widely used systems such as LC can be frustrating to

the creator, user, and the archivist. While the ongoing evolution and expansion of

LC subject headings is good, moving beyond controlled vocabularies through

practices such as the application of user-created metadata (i.e., tags) may be most

useful to researchers and creators. It would, for example, give Mark Smith the

opportunity to add his own tags to his collection’s bibliographic record.

Laura Peimer is an archivist at the Schlesinger Library, where her primary responsibilities

include processing and public services.

Notes

1. Finding aids for these four collections are available online.

Ari Kane Papers: nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.SCHL:sch01269; nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3

:RAD.SCHL:sch01279.

International Foundation for Gender Education Records: nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD

.SCHL:sch01444.

Mark Ethan Smith Papers: nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.SCHL:sch01407.

Abraham Bartlett Smith Papers: nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:RAD.SCHL:sch00043.
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E N G A G I N G A R C H I V E S

Using Archives to Identify
the Trans* Women of Casa Susanna

Ms. BOB DAVIS

Abstract The publication in 2005 of a book of found photographs focused attention on a rural cross-

dressers’ resort in New York’s Catskill Mountains named “Casa Susanna.” At the time of publication,

the editors knew very little about the people in the photographs, and no one was identified. Interest

in these anonymous trans* women intensified when playwright Harvey Fierstein’s play, Casa

Valentina, based on Casa Susanna, opened on Broadway nine years later. This article discusses how

magazines, photographs, newsletters, private correspondence, and personal ads in private and

institutional trans* archives can be used to identify these trans* women and other members of the

early MtF cross-dressing community. It proposes a research methodology that uses aliases and

identification codes, originally intended for protection and anonymity, to connect archival holdings

to individuals, deepening our understanding of the lived experience of early community members.

Keywords aliases, Casa Susanna, cross-dressing, ethical trans* research, Transvestia

M ichael Hurst and Robert Swope have, almost innocently, made a significant

contribution to our understanding of the formation of the MtF trans*

community in mid-twentieth-century United States. While shopping at a New

York flea market, they had the good fortune to discover hundreds of images of

men cross-dressed in conservative women’s clothes, and they had the foresight to

publish the images in a book, Casa Susanna (Hurst and Swope 2005). The book

takes its title from the Catskills resort, a cross-dressers’ hide-away, operated by

Susanna Valenti, whose male name was Tito, and her wife, Marie (fig. 1). It is both

a documentary and an art book. Hurst and Swope were fascinated by the images,

though at the time they knew very little about the people in them. Except for

Susanna, no one in the book is identified in any way.

Casa Susanna in turn inspired playwright/actor Harvey Fierstein’s most

recent Broadway success, Casa Valentina, which was produced at the Manhattan

Theater Club’s Samuel J. Friedman Theatre from April 23 to June 15, 2014. It takes

place on the weekend a cross-dresser named Charlotte visits from the West Coast
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to solicit members for her national cross-dressers’ support and advocacy group.

“The character Charlotte . . . is clearly based upon the late Virginia Prince,”

founder of the heterosexual cross-dressers’ organization Phi Pi Epsilon or

Foundation for Personal Expression (FPE; Denny 2014; fig. 2). In 1961, Virginia

Prince writes in her magazine, Transvestia, no. 12, December 1961, “I urge those of

you in the East who can get to the resort to GO TO IT. You don’t know what a

wonderful experience is in store for you. The cost is nominal; the value in

acceptance, sociability, freedom of expression, conviviality, and satisfaction is

tremendous” (Prince 1961: 17). Susanna is on the cover of this issue, and on page 18

there’s a photograph of six cross-dressers, including Virginia Prince, having

dinner at Casa Susanna. Hurst and Swope present the same photo as a two-page

spread in the book Casa Susanna.1

The book and Fierstein’s play have sparked considerable interest in Casa

Susanna’s mid-twentieth-century cross-dressers. Trans* activist and historian

Figure 2. Virginia Prince on a visit to Casa

Susanna, October 1962

Figure 1. Susanna Valenti performing onstage at

the Wigwam at Casa Susanna in a photo that appeared

in Transvestia, no. 11, October 1961. All photographs

are from the author’s personal archive.
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Dallas Denny has interviewed Andrea Susan, who, as a young attendee, photo-

graphed and developed many of the photographs in the book (Susan and Denny

2014). New York Times writer Penelope Green spoke with several other visitors to

Casa Susanna (Green 2006), including Katherine Cummings, author of the 1992

trans* memoir, Katherine’s Diary (Cummings 1993: 88).

This article explores how archival materials, such as photographs, letters,

community magazines, membership directories, and newsletters can be cross-

referenced and interconnected to constitute a research methodology that can be

applied to early community members’ trans* lives and the formation of their

trans* community. This article shows how archives may be used to identify trans*

people in collections of archival photographs, such as Casa Susanna, and place

them in the larger context of the developing trans* community. Though the focus

of this article is the Casa Susanna era, the late 1950s to the mid-1970s, the tech-

niques discussed here are useful when studying the identity formation of any

marginalized group. Archives, whether it’s the Transgender Archive at the Uni-

versity of Victoria (transgenderarchives.uvic.ca) or the Leather Archive in Chi-

cago (www.leatherarchives.org), contain evidence of ways in which communities

and individuals develop identities.

The Photos: Content and Context

The photographs in Casa Susanna can be better understood by comparing the

images to the personal archive of Bobbie Thompson, cover girl of Transvestia,

no. 22, August 1963 (fig. 3; Bobbie 1963: 2–13). She and sister cross-dresser Betty

Wharton rented a room in a Rochester, New York, boarding house as their safe,

trans* refuge, a place where they could store their femme wardrobes, cross-dress,

take photos, and entertain. I purchased the archive over twenty years ago from

Betty, who told me that the collection was originally Bobbie’s and that Bobbie was

deceased. A member of Virginia Prince’s FPE, Bobbie’s membership number was

32-T-3 (2).2

It seems clear that both Susanna and Bobbie were collectors. In the

introduction to Casa Susanna, Robert Swope writes that he purchased “about

four hundred images” from Susanna’s collection at that New York flea market

(Hurst and Swope 2005). Bobbie’s collection includes over eight hundred femme

photographs that also appear to have been taken during the 1960s and 1970s. The

majority are photos of Bobbie, but many are of other cross-dressers or of Bobbie

posing with other cross-dressers (fig. 4). Several images in Bobbie’s archive appear

in the book Casa Susanna. Also in her archive are other photographs of people

seen in the book taken at other times and in other places. From the photos it

appears that Bobbie was probably at Casa Susanna more than once.
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Both Bobbie’s archive and Casa Susanna are evidence that there was an

exchange of photos going on in this early MtF community. A significant number

of images from the book and Bobbie’s archive were not taken at their homes, but

at other locations. While it’s true that many images in Casa Susanna were shot at

the resort, the book also contains photos shot on city streets, in clubs, or at bars.

The book includes Christmas cards, each photographed in a different room.

Bobbie’s archive contains more. The photos, like the Christmas cards, were being

exchanged, leaving a trace of some of the interactions among community

members. These are more than snapshots of community members; they reveal

where they went, their activities, and their relationships. Personal ads in Trans-

vestia and other community publications often requested an exchange of photos

along with the offer of correspondence: “32-H-1 TV in N.Y. love to hear from all

TVs, will ans. At once. Exch. Pics & meet. Am undrstndg of most subjects.

Rita—N.Y.” (Rita 1961: 80). A letter and a photo of your femme self was the

standard community calling card.

There is little that is exclusively trans* about exchanging and collecting

photographs, which even now is a standard practice in personal ads intended for

making erotic contacts. This is true whether the advertiser is trans* or cis-gen-

dered, whether the medium is print or digital. The photos in Bobbie’s archive are

evidence of people actively seeking social connection for their femme selves. They

divide neatly into two groups: cross-dressers with whom it appears she had a

Figure 4. Bobbie and Sheila at Casa SusannaFigure 3. Bobbie at Casa Susanna
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limited relationship and cross-dressers she seems to have known well. Bobbie’s

casual acquaintances are usually represented by only a few photos, one to four.

Interestingly, these photographs are almost all of one person alone in a private,

anonymous setting like a motel room. The second group comprises photos of

Bobbie’s friends, people she trusts. We infer that she trusts them because she’s in

the photos with them; both are cross-dressed and smiling radiantly. There are

several sets of photos featuring Bobbie with another cross-dresser trying on dif-

ferent outfits, sometimes in a motel room, and then going outside for a tradi-

tionally “feminine” activity, like window shopping.

These people aren’t only collecting photos; they’re networking, making

personal contacts, and constructing a femme identity. For example, Bobbie’s

archive contains twenty-two photographs of Transvestia’s one-time literary edi-

tor, Sheila Norris (30-B-2). One of these photos appears in Casa Susanna, and

twelve others, including a Christmas card, were shot at the resort. Bobbie and

Sheila appear together in four. Apparently, Sheila wanted Bobbie to see and know

her as a woman, which is perhaps the reason Bobbie’s archive contains so many

photos of Sheila. Any exchange of photos carries with it the implication, “I want

you to remember me this way,” or “I want you to remember us this way.” When

Sheila wrote, “I don’t believe you have this one,” on the back of one photograph,

she probably knew Bobbie was a collector of trans* images. Having a complete set

Sheila’s photos en femme in Bobbie’s collection was one way Sheila was archiving

and preserving her identity.

How Deep Was Their Closet?

Trust between these early trans* community members was crucial because many

of the visitors to Casa Susanna had a great deal to lose in their male lives:

There was a pilot and a businessman, an accountant, a librarian, and a pharma-

cologist. There was a newspaper publisher, and a court translator. By day, they

were the men in the gray flannel suits, but on the weekends, they were Felicity,

Cynthia, Gail, Sandy, Fiona, Virginia, and Susanna. It was the dawn of the

1960’s. . . . In those pre–Judith Butler, pre–Phil Donahue days, when gender was

more tightly tethered to biology, these men’s “gender migrations,” or “gender

dysphoria,” as the sociologists began to call cross-dressing, might cost them their

marriages, their jobs, their freedom. (Green 2006)

These bigendered males managed multiple identities and lived in two worlds.

Aliases were de rigueur, though the number varied. For example, my experience

purchasing Bobbie’s collection showed me how some community members used

as many as three names. I first contacted Betty Wharton in May 1991. As our
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correspondence stretched through the summer, Betty told me that her real name

was Dick Wharton and asked that I address future correspondence to Dick

Wharton, which I did for almost another year. When it was time to close the deal,

Dick asked me to make the check out to a different male name, his legal name. He

also asked me to mail the check to a different address, not the post-office box he

had been using, but a street address in a nearby town. The female name, Betty

Wharton, and the male name, Dick Wharton, were both intended for use in the

trans* community. Though Betty may have shared her community male name

with other cross-dressers, her legal name was likely hidden from trans* friends

and associates, just as the femme name was hidden from family and friends in her

male life.

Virginia Prince used four names to manage her identity—two female and

two male. Her trans* community femme name was Virginia Prince. She lived as a

woman and used the name Virginia Bruce outside the trans* community. Her

male trans* community name was Charles Prince (Docter 2004: 45). Though

some people may have known her legal name, Arnold Lowman, it was essentially

hidden until 2004, when it appeared in Richard F. Docter’s From Man to Woman:

The Transgender Journey of Virginia Prince, a book written with Virginia Prince’s

full knowledge and cooperation.

Another example of the key role of aliases can be found in Bobbie’s

archive, her completed four-page “Membership Application Form and Ques-

tionnaire” to Virginia Prince’s sorority Phi Pi Epsilon (FPE). FPE limited its

membership to heterosexual cross-dressers and prohibited gay men or trans-

sexuals from joining. The questionnaire was the first filter designed to confirm

that the prospective member either fit the policy or was at least willing to lie in

order to enjoy the benefits of membership. The application was used to qualify

prospective members for an interview, which determined whether they would be

invited to attend a meeting of the group. On this questionnaire Bobbie used her

legal surname, Thompson, for both her female and male trans* community

names. Other documents in the archive confirm that this was, indeed, her name.

So, Bobbie, like Susanna/Tito Valenti, did not avail herself of the added level

secrecy a fictitious surname would provide.

The use of aliases is evidence of the early community’s relationship to the

larger culture, a relationship based on fear of discovery and a need for secrecy.

Though we can never be sure of an individual’s motivation, it seems logical that

within their community transgender people use names that accurately reflect their

gender identities, rather than names assigned at birth. However, the use of

multiple surnames means that some early community members were not out in

their daily lives, a decision that archivists and researchers must respect.
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Confidentiality and the Ethical Use of Legal and Trans* Names

The use of aliases underscores both the bigendered nature of these community

founders and their desire for privacy. Such privacy, according to Michael C.

Oliveira, project archivist at the ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archives (one.

usc.edu) at the University of Southern California, is “regulated by a patchwork of

state and federal law” (pers. comm., January 27, 2015) and, for the vast majority of

people, ends at death, famous people being the exception. Marjorie Bryer,

managing archivist at the GLBT Historical Society in San Francisco (www.

glbthistory.org), agrees with this assessment. In her mind, the central question for

the researcher when deciding whether information should be made public is, “Is

this person still alive?” (pers. comm., January 28, 2015). If the person is not alive,

archivists, who are not attorneys, agree that legal liability virtually vanishes.

Those researching trans* communities have another consideration: what

is ethical to reveal about these people whomay have literally led two lives? There is

no doubt that while the trans* women of Casa Susanna are alive, publishing

information about their male lives, lives they may have gone to great lengths to

conceal, is out of the question. Researchers must be scrupulous to ensure that the

data they publish cannot be “crunched” to reveal the male identity. Archivists

Oliveira and Bryer said that there is a general consensus that at one hundred years

after a person’s death any information can be published, which is based on the fact

that medical records are frozen for one hundred years. Prior to that, researchers

should limit discussion of the male lives to untraceable, aggregate data or

information presented using aliases.

Publishing information about the femme lives is a distinctly different

matter. These early trans* community members chose to put photos of their

femme selves and their femme names in magazines and directories. Their femme

identities were so important and meaningful that the desire to express them

overcame fear of social disapproval and the loss of status that discovery would

bring. They created a community and social history in their chosen identities as

women. Expressing their identities was not always limited to club meetings and

motel rooms and for many, like Virginia Prince, it included appearing in public as

their femme selves and writing personal narratives about their adventures for

others to read. These acts, risks, and sharing are trans* history. Understanding

how these trans* women managed multiple identities may provide insight into

how historic figures, such as Chevalier d’Eon or Dr. James Barry, managed theirs.

Though nothing about or leading to the male lives of Casa Susanna’s trans*

women may be published at this time, such things as how they managed multiple

identities, built networks, and traveled publicly en femme should be examined and

discussed.
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To this end, researchers may use individuals’ community femme names

freely, especially if they have appeared in nationally distributed magazines or

newsletters from national organizations. I have used the femme names from

Transvestia photo captions to identify the people in photos from Bobbie’s archive

and Casa Susanna. Clearly legal names are off limits, considering the lengths

employed to protect them. The only exception would be if the person is already

out, a rare case that may apply only to Virginia Prince, Suzanna Valenti, and other

such prominent community members. The community male name is a grey area,

and its use places a great deal of responsibility on the scholar. Unless the person is

deceased, this name should be used only if the researcher is sure that using it will

not reveal or provide clues to the legal surname. This level of certainty may be

possible only when the researcher already knows the legal surname.

Using Archival Sources to Write Biographies

of the Trans* Women of Casa Susanna

When researching Casa Susanna and the cross-dressers who stayed there, the

connection to Virginia Prince, Transvestia, and FPE cannot be ignored. Susanna

(32-V-1) had become “Our New York Columnist” in Transvestia, no. 2, March 1960

(Prince 1960).Her column, “Susanna Says,” ran until no. 61, 1970, the issue inwhich

she reiterated her decision “to become a full-time girl.” Judging by her writings, it

seems doubtful that Susanna would have had gender-confirmation surgery or

identified as transsexual: “No doubt some people would say that I have turned into

a transsexual. I don’t think so. Operation? Phooey! I don’t want sex, I want femi-

ninity [Amen—Ed.]” (Valenti 1970: 80–84). And, since Virginia Prince lived a life

of femininity without surgery, the parenthetical “Amen” is undoubtedly hers.

As was already noted, many of the photos in Casa Susanna appeared in

Transvestia some fifty years before the book was published. This includes photos

of Bobbie and Susanna as well as Bobbie’s friend Sheila Norris (30-B-2), who was

Transvestia’s literary editor and appears twice in Casa Susanna.3 Her first book

review, about Hedy Jo Star’s I Changed My Sex, appeared in Transvestia, no. 23,

1963, and she served as literary editor for almost a decade until 1972.

Several other Casa Susanna trans* women were both FPE members and

Transvestia cover girls. Lee (32-B-3), who appears inCasa Susanna,4 is cover girl of

Transvestia, no. 15, June 1962 (Lee 1962: 2–8). Lily, the Asian trans* woman

wearing a swimsuit in the first photo following the introduction, was cover girl for

Transvestia, no. 48, December 1967. On page 9 of that issue there’s a photo of her

posing next to the Casa Susanna sign from the book’s cover. The caption reads,

“Lily Thinks Nothing of Violating All of Susanna’s Guidelines For TV’S by

Wearing Pants, Bathing Suit, Bikini, etc. and does it at Casa Susanna, yet” (Lily
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1967: 15–19). Transvestia cover girls each wrote short personal narratives in their

featured issue. Taken together, these short biographies constitute a rich store of

social data.

Coded Communications

Photos of anonymous cross-dressers, like those in Casa Susanna, are found in

personal, institutional, and community trans* archives, as are letters without the

traditional salutation. Instead there’s a cryptic series of letters and numbers such as

38-K-3 or EC-615, identification codes of the early national trans* clubs and

publications. Early community members used them for anonymity. The next

section discusses the relevance of these codes to researchers and archivists. Pro-

tecting one’s legal name and identity was a major preoccupation for anyone plac-

ing sexual contact ads in this era, whether gay, straight, or trans*. Mail-forwarding

services provided an effective means of protection. Readers of Transvestia could

place a personal ad for a fee; replies were sent to the magazine, which forwarded

Figure 5. Inside back cover of Transvestia, no. 11, October 1961
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them to the advertisers (fig. 5). This practice was common, though the contem-

porary use of anonymous e-mail addresses has rendered it obsolete.

Transvestia offered letter forwarding from the beginning as a service to the

readers and a small income stream for the publication. Originally, Transvestia

coded ads with simple numbers; personal ads numbering 1–3 appeared in

Transvestia, no. 1, January 1960. By Transvestia, no. 11, October 1961, the cumu-

lative number of ads had reached eighty. Starting with issue no. 12, December 1961,

the code was changed to a three-part format: numbers-letters-numbers, followed

by an optional FPE. The magazine had been preparing readers for this change in

previous issues. In my copy of Transvestia, no. 8, March 1961, the last line on the

inside back cover reads, “YOUR PERSONAL AND PRIVATE IDENTIFICATION

CODE NO. IS 38-K-3.” The code itself, 38-K-3, is hand written.

Starting around 1961, these codes were used to identify FPE members

throughout the magazine, whether they posed in photographs, authored articles,

or wrote letters. Many of the trans* women from Casa Susanna were FPE

members and used the codes to identify themselves on the reverse of photos and

in correspondence. Susanna Valenti (32-V-1), Sheila Norris (30-B-2), and Lee (32-

B-3), all of whom appear in Casa Susanna, have FPE membership numbers, as

does Bobbie Thompson (32-T-3).

This code was also used in other FPE publications, such as Femme Mirror,

a newsletter published from December 1961 to January 1966 and in The Femme

Forum, another newsletter that used the codes from at least November 1966 to

January 1972. Of particular significance to researchers is the use of these codes by

FPE members in correspondence with each other. Codes are included with sig-

natures in several letters in Bobbie’s archive, and one letter’s only salutation is,

“TWD-18-33,” a code from Transvestite World Directory, a publication of the

Seattle-based Empathy Club.

In Transvestia, no. 19, February 1963, Virginia Prince explained how the

code can be used to identify in which state FPE members lived, a very valuable

research tool (Prince 1963: 74):

Many times it has been asked what the code meant and various readers have

indicated that they had “figured it out.” It is not difficult, nor is it intended to be

very secret. I devised it in the beginning as a means of avoiding the use of names,

but of being able to quickly find names in the file from the code number. Thus this

simple system. The first number is the number of the state in which the subscriber

lives in alphabetical order (see below). The initial is that of the last name so that I

could tell where to look in the card file, and the last number is the number of

persons whose last name begins with that same initial in the order of their addition

to our files. Thus, 32-J-8 might mean the 8th “J” (for Jackson, for example) who
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lived in New York State. FPE, of course, indicates membership in PHI PI EPSI-

LON. Below are given the states and their “order numbers.” Foreign countries are

preceded by “F” for foreign, and an “E” for England, for example. Canada being so

close and having a number of subscribers has her provinces numbered alpha-

betically after the states series.

The table below shows each state and the code number Virginia assigned to it

(table 1). With it the researcher can identify which state the club member was

writing from, probably their home state.

As important as FPE was, it was not the only national organization in this

period, and knowing in which state a community member lived can lead

researchers to other valuable sources, such as local support groups and archives.

The other national organizations and local, unaffiliated clubs were designed to fill

different needs for early trans* community members, and it was common for

people to participate in more than one. These groups had their own publications,

magazines, directories, and newsletters that form an additional avenue of

exploration for archivists and scholars.

Researching Casa Susanna beyond Transvestia

Researchers should not limit themselves to FPE and Transvestia, though they may

be the best-known resources from this era. Bobbie placed a contact ad in

Transvestite World Directory, published by Empathy Club (Slavik 1984: 25). Sus-

anna is listed as the associate editor in the masthead of the first issue of New York

City’s independent Turnabout: A Magazine of Transvestism.Her photo appears in

“A Turnabout Gallery” in the same issue (Fredericks 1963: 18). Lily, cover girl for

Transvestia, no. 48, is featured on the back cover of Turnabout, no. 7 and in that

issue’s “A Turnabout Gallery” (Fredericks 1966: 31).

There are at least two New York–based trans* organizations contemporary

with Casa Susanna. Trans* activist Lee G. Brewster sold large-size women’s

clothing and trans* magazines and books at his store, Lee’s Mardi Gras Boutique

in Manhattan. He published Drag: The Magazine about the Transvestite from 1971

to 1983 and cross-dressing fiction under the Queens imprint. Lee’s trans* parties

and trips to the New Orleans Mardi Gras were attended by people from all over

the region. The other organization was Transvestite Independent Club or TVIC,

based in Albany, New York, where they held meetings, published a newsletter

called TVIC Journal, and put out at least two membership directories. According

to TVIC Journal, they were established in 1954 (Thordsen 1981).

There were also two trans* clubs on the West Coast, Empathy and Sal-

macis, whose national memberships overlapped with FPE’s. The Empathy Club in
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Seattle held parties, sold large-size

women’s clothing through the

mail, and published several maga-

zines such as New Trenns, Transves-

tite World Directory, and Transvestite

Photo Club. Their publications used

a variety of codes in contact ads,

many based on the title of the pub-

lication. Personals codes in Trans-

vestite World Directory contact ads

began with the lettersTWD; those in

Empathy Club publications, EC. The

other organization, Salmacis, was

founded in Menlo Park, California,

in the late 1970s and later moved to

Eugene, Oregon. They had a much

more inclusive membership policy

than FPE and published Gemini’s

International Directory of Trans-

genderism, which used the most

elaborate code of all, under their

imprint, Gemini Press.

Conclusion

Contemporary interest in the

femme lives of the trans* women

photographed at Casa Susanna

honors them and their contribution to today’s trans* communities. Their photos

and publications, membership codes, and community newsletters are now the

tools of historians. When it is no longer possible to interview the cross-dressers of

Casa Susanna, or the people who knew them, these documents will still be

available in personal, community, and academic archives. Particularly useful are

community publications and club membership codes, which can be used to

identify anonymous trans* women in photographs, provide information about

where they lived, which contact ads they placed, and which letters they wrote. The

letters and ads can be revealing, often including marital status, sexual preferences,

and erotic fantasies. The codes create a methodology that can be used to link

individuals to their writings, making it possible to observe the development

of their femme identities over time or track the level of secrecy desired in

Table 1. FPE State Codes Used to Generate Membership

Numbers

Code State Code State

1 AL 29 NH
2 AK 30 NJ
3 AZ 31 NM
4 AR 32 NY
5 CA 33 NC
6 CO 34 ND
7 CT 35 OH
8 DE 36 OK
9 FL 37 OR
10 GA 38 PA
11 HI 39 RI
12 ID 40 SC
13 IL 41 SD
14 IN 42 TN
15 IA 43 TX
16 KS 44 UT
17 KY 45 VT
18 LA 46 VA
19 ME 47 WA
20 MD 48 WV
21 MA 49 WI
22 MI 50 WY
23 MN 51 DC
24 MS 52 PR
25 MO 53 Alba CN
26 MT 54 BC CN
27 NE 55 Ont CN
28 NV 56 Que CN
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intercommunity communications. Making these connections creates a context

within which trans* archival holdings can be understood and linked to organi-

zations or individuals to create a portrait of the lived experience of the early trans*

community of the 1950s–1980s. Researchers and archivists have the responsibility

to respect the bigendered identities of these early community members, by

publishing information about their lives outside their trans* community either

with their expressed permission or only after the appropriate lapse of time. The

cross-dressers of Casa Susanna may be anonymous in the 2005 book, but they

needn’t remain so.

Ms. Bob Davis is a music professor at City College of San Francisco. Her illustrated lecture, “Do

the Clothes Fit?—Searching for Transgender Identity in Archival Images of Cross-Dressing,”

was the opening keynote at last year’s 40th Annual Fantasia Fair and was presented at Moving

Trans* History Forward, University of Victoria.

Notes

1. Unfortunately, since there are no page numbers in Casa Susanna, photographs will be

referred to by their placement following the introduction. This photo is the second after

the introduction.

2. The significance of the FPE membership identification numbers to researchers and

archivists is discussed below.

3. Hurst and Swope 2005: seventh page after the introduction.

4. Hurst and Swope 2005: fifth page after the introduction.
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E N G A G I N G A R C H I V E S

Anxiety at the Archive

CHASE JOYNT and KRISTEN SCHILT

Abstract This article is a piece of experimental writing by Chase Joynt, a moving-image artist and

writer, and Kristen Schilt, a professor of sociology. In this short piece, the authors track their

affective and experiential engagements with objects found in the archives of Robert J. Stoller, a

psychiatrist who helmed the Gender Identity Clinic at the University of California, Los Angeles, in the

1950s–70s and who was a key figure in the medicalization of transsexuality. Through daily free-write

sessions in the archives, Joynt and Schilt managed the emotional tensions that emerged from their

political, personal, and disciplinary investments as scholars and as individuals. Thesewritings seek to

consider various pieces of the Stoller archive through highlighting historical and political fissures,

missing pieces, and affective responses.

Keywords transgender studies, archives, affect, anxiety, Robert J. Stoller

K risten Schilt and Chase Joynt met in 2002 while studying at the University of

California, Los Angeles (UCLA).While they both went on to work broadly on

transgender representation—Schilt from a sociological perspective and Joynt

from within the arts—their collaboration was first one of friendship. In 2013–14,

Schilt and Joynt were awarded a Mellon Fellowship for Arts Practice and Scho-

larship by the Gray Center for Arts and Inquiry at the University of Chicago. The

mandate of the fellowship was to cross disciplinary lines, to break out of con-

ventional academic modes of engagement, and to disrupt well-worn scholarly and

artistic practices. “Anxiety at the Archive,” an experimental project, emerges from

this year-long initiative and places the authors in conversation, tracking their

affective and experiential engagements with objects found in the archives of

Robert J. Stoller, a psychiatrist who helmed the Gender Identity Clinic at UCLA in

the 1950s–70s.

Schilt is a white, cisgender sociologist whose research is at the intersections

of the sociology of gender and transgender studies. She is an associate professor of

sociology at the University of Chicago. Joynt is a white, transgender-identified

artist who makes multimedia projects that draw on his own experiences of

transitioning from female to male. He is a PhD candidate in cinema and media
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studies at York University in Toronto. The authors approach this experimental

project from a shared investment in queer, feminist, and trans politics that

emphasize social change.

The exploratory capacities of “Anxiety at the Archive” ask important

questions of both the reader and authors. How can we engage historical

objects while accounting for our contemporary vantage points, structural loca-

tions, professional investments, and affective attachments? How can emotional

responses—responses that are often excluded from many academic modes of

information dissemination—be harnessed to produce new lines of inquiry? And

what can be learned when people engaged in different forms of cultural analysis

approach the archive together with shared questions?

Schilt and Joynt interrogated these larger questions through daily free-

write sessions in the archives. These sessions operated as away in which tomanage

the emotional tensions of the archival work that emerged from their political,

personal, and disciplinary investments as scholars and as individuals. What fol-

lows is a curated selection of their experimental writings, which reveal productive

and often uncomfortable engagements with personal and professional anxieties.

Inspired by the affective, experimental archival scholarship of Ann Cvetkovich

(2002), Maryanne Dever (1996), and K. J. Rawson (2009); the queer historiog-

raphy of Heather Love (2007); and the LGBT archival interventions of Sanford

Berman (1981) and Barbara Gittings (1998); the authors offer a counterlogic to the

organization of archival material by interrogating both physical objects found in

the archive and their own subjective positions. These writings address the Stoller

archive by highlighting historical and political fissures, missing pieces, and

affective responses. At the time of this writing, the authors had visited the archive

twice, once to organize the scope of their potential investigations, and once to

execute the first phases of this experimental engagement.

Object 1

Newsletter from F.A.C.T.:

Foundation for the Advancement of Canadian Transsexuals

Paper and ink, typed. Dated 1981.

Robert J. Stoller Papers (Collection 373). Library Special Collections,

Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA.

Chase: I found a 1981 newsletter made by a trans man, Rupert Raj, who now lives

and works in Toronto, my hometown. The newsletter was published thirty-three

years ago, the exact number of years since my birth, in a town not far from the

neighborhood in which I grew up. The publication includes funny poems about

the troubles encountered by trans men who lack “dicks,” and various black and

white advertisements selling products designed to help people stand and pee in
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public. Today, he’s a psychotherapist; then, he was part of a small community of

people writing about the experiences of female-to-male identified trans people

from a community organizing perspective. The letter attached to the publication

requests Stoller’s help in disseminating information to other trans people who

might benefit from reading it, and stresses the importance of “positive” trans

representation. At that time, Stoller, and his associated colleagues were some of

the only people able to perform such connected modes of information dissemi-

nation, as access to community connection and related resources were limited. I

feel unclear as to the ethics of my next move, but I proceeded to Google all of the

trans men listed on the board in the pamphlet. Strangely—though in retrospect,

perhaps not strange at all—none of them, save the leader, was discoverable.

Kristen: One of the first pieces of advice I received from a professor about how to

do social science research was to save every news story, article, and pamphlet that I

discovered about a topic I was interested in studying. As a zine maker and trader,

it was a practice that came easily tome. In graduate school, I started to save articles

from newspapers about the lives of transgender people, along with flyers for

events, articles, newsletters, and zines. At one point, a trans activist in my local

community gave me several boxes of TS/TV Tapestry magazine and 1970s–1980s

trans newsletters that she no longer wanted to carry around when shemoved. I felt

honored to be the recipient of her archive, and I carefully stored andmoved them

from apartment to apartment, city to city, over the next few years. I see these same

tendencies to collect everything on a topic—the legacy of a social science way of

approaching the social world—in Stoller’s files—this newsletter, and others like

it, are just one of many forms of ephemera he saved. For me, every piece of paper

was fascinating—a piece of history that I had never learned about and worried

would be erased as the paper faded. I think these forms of community history are

so important, and yet they are so often rendered invisible to a larger public. UCLA

is a public institution, which allows a greater access to interested parties. The

archival indices are also online, which, again, provides viewing from a potentially

wide, interested audience. University settings, however, can seem unwelcoming or

off limits to people who are not participating in academia in some way. Years ago,

thinking through these same issues of access, I donated all of my many boxes of

news stories and magazines to a transgender archive open to the public in

Houston, Texas. Yet, I realized, even as I made the donation, that it was an

imperfect strategy. Each form of archive has limitations. University archives

generally have more stability and online access, while organizational, public

archives often are at risk of losing a physical space and have fewer resources for

making items available online.
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Object 2

The life history intake surveys from the Feminine Boys Project at UCLA

Paper and ink, typed. Circa 1960s.

Robert J. Stoller Papers (Collection 373). Library Special Collections,

Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA.

Kristen: When I was in graduate school at UCLA in sociology, I read Phyllis

Burke’s book,Gender Shock: Exploding theMyths of Female andMale (1997), which

details the work of Robert Stoller and Richard Green conducted at the same

institution. In the 1960s and 1970s, they ran the Feminine Boy Project, which

proposed to transform “sissy boys” into gender-conforming young men through

behavior modification tactics. Initially funded by the National Institute of Mental

Health, the clinic dissolved in the 1970s under a flurry of criticism for its Clockwork

Orange–like tactics (as an article Stoller saved from the UCLA student paper, The

Daily Bruin, reported). I was repulsed when I first read about the tactics of the

clinic, as it seemed unethical from my current location in history—something we

social scientists would never do now because we “know better.” Reading Stoller’s

files, I found myself thinking about how ethical standards shift over time—and

how these shifts typically are related to identity-based activist work bymarginalized

groups who are at the center of sexuality and gender research in the social sciences.

For Stoller and Green, the emergence of feminist activism and movements for gay

liberation changed the social landscape in which they were conducting their

research. When Green began his research for what would become his book, The

“Sissy Boy” Syndrome and the Development of Homosexuality (1987), homosexuality

was still a mental illness listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the

American Psychiatric Association.While Green’s workwith Stoller initially received

major federal grants, by the late 1970s, the changing political landscape over gender

and sexuality in the United States questioned its legitimacy. Understanding that

social science research—and the “problems” we elect to investigate—are always a

product of our time makes me reflect on the shelf life of my own work, and how

what I see as my best, ethical intentions will be viewed by future generations.

Chase: Intake forms make me feel uneasy, in part because I often feel forced to lie

in some capacity. Recently, I was at an acupuncture appointment, and wrote

down that I hadn’t had any surgeries because “hysterectomy and double mas-

tectomy” seemed like too much work to explain that day. Was I lying, or was I just

taking a bit of power back from that form? I first sought transition-related

medical services at Lyon-Martin, a free clinic serving low-income and LGBT

people in San Francisco. I did so in part because someone had sent me a PDF of

care instructions specific to trans men authored by founders of the clinic (Gorton,
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Buth, and Spade 2005). For the first time, I felt like there was a place to go where

services might still be offered and available even if I didn’t have the “right”

answers to what, at that time, felt like complicated and unanswerable questions.

Object 3

A Post-it Note that reads, “Perhaps from certain aspects of gender devel. in

boys, it’s too bad their mothers are women. (The same has been said about

women as boys’ school teachers).”

Yellow paper and pencil, handwritten. Undated.

Robert J. Stoller Papers (Collection 373). Library Special Collections,

Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA.

Chase: Understanding that Stoller was killed in a car accident, and therefore not

in control of the organization and potential redaction of his holdings, makes the

sentiment of this Post-it note all the more conspicuous. I know that papers

prepared for collection undergo extensive filtration prior to public presentation. I

wonder what would have been included in Stoller’s assemblage had he been able to

control the contents. Had he made it to work that day, would this flippant note

have been discarded? The backroom dealings of medical providers remain of great

interest to me, especially knowing that we all have unedited, reactionary, back-

room opinions, never intended to be heard/read/seen by others. Stoller’s archive

removes the veil of formalism from his published work and reveals what I

interpret as amore callous and sarcastic underbelly of his intellectual interactions.

“It’s too bad that their mothers are women,” is an odd sentiment to consider when

delivered by such a critic of Freud, though, I suppose, at the same time entirely

fitting, considering that misogyny reigned supreme at that time.

Kristen: The heavy emphasis on mothers as the relational source of “gender and

sexual disorders” in the Stoller archives really stood out to me as I flipped through

file after file. There was even a fictional legal brief that seemed to be considering

the question of whether a man could bring charges against his mother for making

him into a homosexual (it was unclear if Stoller had written this case). Mothers,

for Stoller, were the source of homosexuality and transsexuality in adult men

because they were too distant, too present, or too overly sexualized. Finding this

Post-it note, with his tight, scrawled handwriting, I imagine Stoller contemplating

an alternate universe in which the harmful effects of femininity on men had been

curtailed or quarantined. Such an image is purely speculative on my part. Yet,

what appears to me as a casual musing by Stoller also seems to reflect the

homosocial world in which he lived his professional life. His correspondence with

those also working on the issue of transsexualism in psychiatry and psychology
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reveals a small, tight-knit community of men.Womenwere wives, nurses, patients,

and sources of developmental pathology—but rarely scholars or colleagues.

Object 4

Naked patient photo, eyes blurred out. Appears in a copy of a published journal

article by Stoller and colleagues.

Paper and ink, typed. Dated 1962.

Robert J. Stoller Papers (Collection 373). Library Special Collections,

Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA.

Kristen: In this clinic photo published in a peer-reviewed medical journal, the

patient is naked, shown from the front and the back. There are white bars over her

eyes in a thinly veiled attempt to produce “anonymity.” I think a lot about the

ethics of this picture. In order to maintain confidentiality, Stoller’s patient files are

not available to the public—they are all in box 91. I imagine box 91 to be full of

unmodified photos just like these, but with visible expressions that I imagine to

suggest resignation and humiliation. I recognize that these physical exams were

part of the clinical evaluation at the time—particularly for clinical research with

intersex people whom doctors deemed as having a biological aberration. But,

placing these images of naked patients alongside Stoller’s archival collection of

pornographic materials that he accumulated for his book, Porn: Myths for the

Twentieth Century (1993), the line between the medical exam and the porno-

graphic magazine start to look a bit more blurry. Particularly after I find a letter

from a colleague of Stoller’s who describes the same patient who is featured naked

in the article as being “well-stacked.”

Chase: Every time I find photos in this collection, I want to disorganize the box in

an effort hide them away.Who am I? And what does it mean that I want to protect

things/people by rendering them unfindable again? I understand that the process

of wanting to control the visibility of these objects could also be about my anxiety,

not theirs.

Object 5

Box 47. Pornography collection. Contains pictures, newspaper clippings, pulp

fiction novels, postcards, and other ephemera.

White cardboard box. Undated.

Robert J. Stoller Papers (Collection 373). Library Special Collections,

Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA.

Chase: In his later career, Stoller went on to research the impact and significance

of pornography on people’s psycho-sexual developments. One can track the

construction of “sexual deviance” in the archive. The collection of writings by
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patients seeking services from Stoller is situated next to a box full of magazines

showcasing seemingly female-identified humans in various stages of porno-

graphic undress. The UCLA Special Collections organized Stoller’s papers into

five broad sections: Correspondence, Presentations, Publications, Reprints, and

Research. This section of “Research” brings together his different studies, putting

trans in close proximity with porn and other “sexual deviance.” It makes me think

about the legacies of categorization from which our study-logics still extend—

such as Library of Congress designations. Trans studies is still associated with

other forms of supposed deviation, closely linked to topics like impotence,

sex work, and fetish. I don’t believe that such connections are inherently invalid

and/or problematic. Yet seeing these experiences and lives encapsulated neatly in

adjoining cardboard boxes raises questions for me about how they have been

mapped through history as inextricably entangled.

Kristen: I think about thematic connections between psychologically specified

forms of “gender and sexual disorders” every time I check a book out from a

university library from the “transgender” section, as the books go from homo-

sexuality to transgender to categories of “sexual deviance.” It shows the uneven-

ness of social change in some ways—how identity-based social movements can

gain recognition and legitimacy and yet, in these institutional settings, be frozen

in an earlier understanding without any seeming recourse.

Object 6

Book sales inquiry from Stoller to his publisher for Sex & Gender.

Paper and ink, typed. Dated 1969.

Robert J. Stoller Papers (Collection 373). Library Special Collections,

Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA.

Chase: While reading Stoller’s note to his publisher, I was reminded of the

business of research. Recently, I was in conversation with some other trans-

identified colleagues about the legibility—or lack thereof—of our work to var-

ious research boards and councils in Canada. “They really like statistics,” one

friend said rather disappointedly. The statement highlighted common strategies

used to situate our research inquiries for a non-trans-knowledgeable reading

public. It would be important and necessary information for Stoller to know who

was reading his work. Important too, in the legacy of trans studies, to think about

these early contributions as building blocks and necessary citational legacies still

relied upon in research today.

Kristen: It is easy for me, at times in the archive, to think of Stoller as a character

rather than as a human being with a complex inner life. Reading through his

academic work, he starts to seem like his own case study—the “sexologist.” Yet,
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moments of his correspondence reveal threads of his inner life. I saw this most

clearly in his letters to his publisher about his book sales. It is somehow

humanizing to see him as a man worried that his work doesn’t matter, that it is

not being read. The letters seem to be about influence and legacy: Will my ideas

continue? Will I have an impact? Will I matter when I am gone?

Object 7

Miscellaneous paper files.

Excerpts from therapy transcripts with pseudonyms.

Paper and ink, typed. Undated.

Letter seeking sex reassignment services. Author’s name redacted.

Paper and ink, typed. Dated June 1958.

Robert J. Stoller Papers (Collection 373). Library Special Collections,

Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA.

Kristen: Stoller’s files contain several excerpts from therapy sessions with trans-

sexual people whom he included (using pseudonyms) in his published works. In

one excerpt, a woman who has just undergone vaginoplasty expresses her fears

about other people learning about her history. She talks about her previous

boyfriend, who stayed with her through the surgery, and how he ultimately

started to call her a “freak” or a “transsexual” when he was angry with her. These

excerpts are such important moments for understanding trans people’s lived

experiences in the 1960s and 1970s—particularly as most social sciences research

from that time period treats trans people as if they exist only in the gender clinics.

And I think about Stoller’s comments in a letter that he is only interested in the

etiology of transsexualism so that he can learn about the development of mas-

culinity and femininity in “less bizarre people.” It is hard not to think—what a

loss of an opportunity to talk through violence and shame in a therapeutic setting.

Chase: Contemporary scholarship reveals various ways in which trans people are

required to produce specific (normative) gender narratives in order to procure

transition-related medical services. Reading letters written by potential patients to

Stoller in the late 1950s reveals alternative patterns of approach and engagement. I

find myself feeling hyperprotective of what I feel to be an overdisclosure of

personal information in these pages. But who am I to retroactively feel so entitled

to protect such feelings and events? Perhaps it’s because the letters to Stoller,

describing intense personal circumstances, fractures, traumas, and failures, are

now contained amidst other ephemera that seem to me to suggest a certain lack of

care for trans people as people. Perhaps it’s the memos in Stoller’s file that cause

me to not trust him, when they reveal sentences such as “Today, we will hear from

yet another 26 y/o transsexual (ho hum!).” Or perhaps it’s the recognition that so
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many issues revealed in this kind of correspondence remain relevant and unre-

solved for trans people today, myself included. A tension exists between the

redacted files of those of patients who received treatment from Stoller—and the

nonredacted files of those patients who were not able to receive care. The people

who were denied services are now rendered more available for future finding than

those afforded institutional services and protections. I worry about the ethics of

these collecting and protecting procedures, who are these systems protecting, and

why?

* * *

Upon leaving the archive, the authors discussed a number of complex tensions

made evident by and through their investigations. In what capacities do affectively

oriented contemporary encounters inhibit engagements with historically specific

times, objects, and people? How can researchers remain engaged with the priv-

ileges and limitations of who gets to do this kind of work and why? Many

questions felt resonant of questions Stoller might have been asking himself. In

what ways can such overlaps and familiarities be used to change the current

landscape of related research? Armed with these questions, a set of objective and

creative writings, and photographic stills from the archives, Schilt and Joynt

began the process of constructing an experimental book project that both reflects

historical shifts in research process, identity movements, and politics and

acknowledges the productive and uncomfortable “anxiety at the archive” made

visible in this piece.

Chase Joynt is a Toronto-based moving-image artist and writer whose work utilizes strategies

of first-person engagement to interrogate representations of gender and violence. Chase holds

a BA from the UCLA School of Theater, Film, and Television and is a PhD candidate in film at

York University where he holds a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)

doctoral fellowship.

Kristen Schilt is an associate professor of sociology at the University of Chicago. Her work

focuses on the cultural processes that maintain gender and sexual inequalities. She is the
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E N G A G I N G A R C H I V E S

Presence, Absence, and Victoria’s Hair
Examining Affect and Embodiment in Trans Archives

MARIKA CIFOR

Abstract An affective archival encounter with a hair likely belonging to Victoria Schneider, a trans

woman, sex worker, and activist, prompts the author’s exploration of affect and embodiment in trans

archives. This artifact animates how archives can value trans bodies in their centrality, affect, and

power by embracing bodily traces, making visible what is absent, and giving due consideration to

capturing bodily experience.

Keywords absence, affect, archives, body, intimacy

I n my hands I hold a black-and-gold plastic tube of lipstick in a rich brown

color Cover Girl terms “Café au Lait” number 40. It shares a box with powder

(pale), blush (pink), eyeliner (gray), and pantyhose (black; fig. 1). It is used,

forever bearing the imprint of its wearer’s lips. I am immediately drawn to the

lipstick; its place in my own queer(ed) femininity makes it an identificatory

object, holding the promise of shared intimacies. Alone in the Gay, Lesbian,

Bisexual, and Transgender Historical Society’s (GLBTHS) reading room, I see for

the first time the single hair affixed to the lipstick’s surface as I draw closer, slowly

swiveling up the lipstick to better squint at its grooves. I feel in that moment the

intoxicating affective mixture of surprise and (dis)pleasure that marks moments

of discovery amidst the tedium of archival labors. This tiny hair holds big sym-

bolic significance to me, pointing not only to the slippery presence of the cor-

poreal in archives but also to the insertion of, at least, part of one trans body into

the archival record.1 Hair has complex and contradictory signifying effects,

seeming simultaneously dead and alive, and it connects to a specific set of affects,

including, notably, disgust (Eichhorn 2014: 82). The hair likely belongs to Victoria

Schneider, a transgender woman, sex worker, lover of velvet jumpsuits, and sex

workers’ rights advocate (Hay 1994). Schneider is best known for her successful

suit for damages against the city and county of San Francisco for the pain and

suffering caused by an unnecessary strip search. For me this hair is an alluring and
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abject object that profoundly alters my relationship to the collection and its

creator, partially permeating the boundaries between us. While this fragment

cannot close the vast distance between an archival object and the life it represents

(Arondekar 2009; Rawson 2014), it does cause me to feel “embodied and

ephemeral” memories (Rawson 2014: 25), which highlights the “absent-presence”

(Carter 2006: 223) and value of bodies in the trans and queer communities in

which I live and do research.

After hours spent touching pristine t-shirts and neat folders, this artifact

jars me because of the trans body that is actually there. The absence of bodies

from archives and the range of things they collect is predictable. It is not possible,

or even desirable to, make archives engage in the anatomization of corpses. Yet,

Victoria’s hair is detritus matter that matters, enabling a counternarrative of

bodies in archives that challenges the notion that the body can be seen only in its

necessary absence. This hair materializes archival absence in all of its prickliness.

It animates Victoria’s painful bodily experiences, as well as her bodily acts of

resistance and self-definition. Her collection tells the story textually of her body’s

violation in jail following her 1996 arrest, of officers willfully misclassifying her as

male on the report and attempting to place her in a cell for male prisoners. Despite

Schneider’s protests and readily accessible documentation that she was a woman,

Figure 1. Makeup kit with brushes, Victoria Schneider papers, GLBT Historical Society
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she was further violated in an effort to “verify” her gender. She was subjected to a

strip search, including an inspection of her genitalia while staffers looked on,

laughing and making jokes (Mogul, Ritchie, and Whitlock 2011: 101). She suc-

cessfully sued for invasion of privacy, emotional distress, and violation of her civil

rights, setting an important precedent for trans and sex workers’ rights (Asso-

ciated Press 1999). Her trans embodiment is central to her story, its affects, and

her collection’s place in this archives. Language has a limited capacity to represent

the corporeal, as evidenced by the power of inserting her hair into the record. Its

historical, research, and affective value, like the lipstick itself, is about its affected

condition. Her hair is evidence not only of past use, but it also asks us to reckon

with “more than evidence of what is past” (Harris 2012: 153).

On tactile, intellectual, and affective levels, this hair troubles and moves

me. Synecdochically, it stands in for Victoria’s absent bodily whole. It is not that

this hair looks like a body, it is that it feels like one. Victoria’s hair refuses distance.

Though she couldn’t have intended the hair for me, and likely didn’t intend to

leave it at all, I see it as a token of emotional intimacy, a tangible and animate

signifier creating intimacy between us. It highlights how feeling and desire are not

only my property as the researcher but also those of the creator, archivist, and

archives themselves (Rawson 2009: 137). Touching her hair altered my identifi-

cation with and my body’s relationship to Victoria’s. Provocatively, if imperfectly,

it contains her in all her living substance, proving her existence, and offering

tantalizing closeness while maintaining the separation “of the source of the

‘knowledge’ from the knower” that characterizes archival memory (Taylor 2003:

20). Access to this hair, like touching any hair, speaks to intimacy. Touching a

loved one’s hair—stroking my partner’s hair, washing it postsurgery, or sweeping

up our tangled hairs—is an intimate act speaking to other pleasurable forms of

access to the body. Hair severed from bodies less or entirely unfamiliar—a hair on

the hotel sheets or bus seat—becomes abject, evoking feelings of disgust, unease,

and forced intimacy. Touching Victoria’s hair occupies a liminal space. I want

desperately to touch it out of desired intimacy and identification, tactile curiosity,

and to imagine a reciprocated touch (Dinshaw 1999; Freeman 2010; Love 2007;

Rawson 2009). Conversely, this touch unsettles me, seeming almost too personal,

and provokes an uncomfortable identification that makes her body and its pain

closer, real.

Nevertheless, we need bodies because archival touches should be unavoid-

ably intimate, provoking difficult and celebratory experiences and feelings

reflective of the intimate and sometimes painful history and memory that made

us who we are. The GLBTHS and Victoria’s collection are “technolog[ies] of

identity,” which complexly document and create identity and collective experi-

ences, calling upon us to deconstruct and queer our identities and relations (Rohy
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2010: 354). Bodies, the site of trans experience, in their “absent-presence,” are

uniquely positioned to evoke and provoke feelings that refuse to remain in the

past—suffering, struggle, survival—and the transformation of those experiences

into a life that is beautiful and livable in its sadness, pleasure, rage, and love. This

hair alters my identification with Victoria in appropriately messy and uncom-

fortable ways, calling attention to my privileges (gender, class, education) and the

dangers of identification in erasing meaningful differences. Allowing myself to

feel her, forming a queer connection that transcends normative bounds of space

and time, changes both the artifact and me.

Victoria’s donation of her collection reinscribes the agency and self-

determination of which the police deprived her. Her donation speaks to the value

she placed in her bodily experiences, her decision to belong in a LGBTarchive, and

her deeming of her makeup archival. Together with the archivist’s appraisal, they

assert that her trans body is a valued site of knowledge production. The lipstick

speaks to one trans bodily practice and expression demonstrating how Victoria

navigated, critically understood, and transformed her place in the world. These

radical archiving acts offer affective identification, enabling other bodies who

encounter her to work toward their own ways of navigating, understanding, and

transforming worlds.

While I don’t know what has become of Victoria, I do know that archives

offer the possibility of survival, a space in which she will continue to be encoun-

tered, felt, and reimagined by the other bodies. Her hair closes some of the

distance between objects and the lives they represent, bringing together bodies to

build identities, stories, and futures for themselves, while maintaining space for

possibility and keeping subjects in time differently. Victoria’s hair exposes the

promise of animation offered by present bodies and bodily fragments for archival

discourses and practices. It pushes us to consider more deeply what is absent in

archives and how wemight critically address and redress such absences to capture

and properly value trans bodies, embodiment, and bodily experiences in their

centrality, affect, and power. The stakes of this embrace are high, for the central

question of archives is not whether they “succeed in preserving the past from

oblivion” but how the past that emerges from them “can potentially produce a

revelatory historical conscious of the present” that is so desperately needed

(Hallas 2010: 435).

Marika Cifor is a doctoral student in the Department of Information Studies, Graduate School

of Education and Information Studies, at the University of California, Los Angeles, where she is
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information science and history. She is also the cochair of the Lesbian and Gay Archives

Roundtable and a member of the Diversity Committee of the Society of American Archivists.
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Note

1. I use “trans” here in an effort to resist the impetus “to identify, consolidate, or stabilize a

category . . . of people, things or phenomena that could be denominated as ‘trans’”

(Stryker, Currah, and Moore 2008: 11).
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E N G A G I N G A R C H I V E S

“This Is Not a Girl”
A Trans* Archival Reading

REBEKAH EDWARDS

Abstract In 1917 San Francisco Police Chief Jesse Brown Cook pasted a photograph of Garaldine

Portica into his personal scrapbook, annotating it as a document of arrest, deportation, and gender

transgression. This essay situates that document within the coconstitutive forces of personal and

public narrations of embodiment, identity, and nation in the United States in the early twentieth

century. While Cook’s annotation is concerned with narrating the gender transgression of a body that

did not yet exist under the sign of “trans*,” this essay’s counterarchival methodology treats that

body, or at least the Portica/Cook document, as an object for inclusion in a future trans* archive and

as an appropriate object of study for an exploration of trans* archival praxis. It suggests that trans*

archival methodologies that seek to recuperate or resignify documents produced in the service of

regulatory/judicial/medical archives are engaged with reading the negation animating these arti-

facts as the very sign of their (now) trans* signification.

Keywords counterarchive, trans* archive, police photography

S ometime in the winter of 1917–18, San Francisco Police Chief Jesse Cook

pasted a photograph of Geraldine Portica into his personal scrapbook. His

annotation notes Portica’s arrest in San Francisco and her scheduled deportation

toMexico. The photograph of Portica is not an arrest mug shot but, rather, a full-

body studio portrait: it was taken against a studio-style cloth backdrop, with

aesthetic rather than surveillance lighting. Portica is posed, body slightly turned

away from the photographer, her face tilted back over her shoulder toward the

camera, right hand on hip, fingers placed to display the ring on her pinky (fig. 1).

She holds up her full skirts with her left hand, allowing a glimpse of her underskirt

or petticoat and her shiny, pointy-toed, black lace-up boots. She is wearing a lacy

brimmed hat. Cook’s annotation beneath the photograph reads:

Geraldine Portica—This is not a girl, but a boy, who was reared by his mother as a

girl and has always dressed as a girl and went to school as a girl and has never

associated with any one else but girls and was employed as a chamber maid on
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6th St. when arrested, he

is a native of Mexico and

speaks several languages,

his English with the Span-

ish accent, he is now wait-

ing to be deported to

Mexico by the U.S. Gov.

Dec. 27th, 1917. (Cook 1917:

184)

This essay treats this image

and annotation as an artifact

of trans* embodiment of the

early twentieth century and,

in doing so, seeks to explore

questions about trans* archi-

val consolidation and inter-

pretative practices.

Police Chief Jesse Brown

Cook (1860–1938) was a mem-

ber of the San Francisco Police

Department (SFPD) from the

1890s to the 1930s. Between 1910

and 1936, Cook compiled at

least thirty-nine ledger-sized

scrapbooks, which included

an estimated twelve thousand items. These scrapbooks contain personal/family

photographs, theatre publicity photos, newspaper clippings, ephemera sur-

rounding Cook’s participation in various fraternal organizations and his police-

force and political career, approximately thirteen hundred professionally pho-

tographed street scenes (each location carefully noted), and arrest photographs

collected from the SFPD and other police departments across the country. It is

unclear what motivated Cook to compile these books; they were not compiled for

the SFPD as an official archive, even though a central focus was on San Francisco

history and police activity. The collection is shaped by Cook’s particular passions,

interests, and personal history; it is also consolidated with the documentary

breadth of a public investigative or historical project and with the inclusion of

regulatory and surveillance documents taken from police, prison, and civic

landscape archives. As such, these scrapbooks allow us to take notice of the

Figure 1. Portica/Cook document, Bancroft Library,

University of California, Berkeley
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coconstitutive forces of personal and public narrations of embodiment, identity,

and nation, in the United States in the early twentieth century.

The contents of Cook’s ledger-scrapbooks have now been digitized, and

Geraldine Portica’s image may be found through a web search on her name.

However, there is, as yet, nothing known about Portica’s life except what can be

read in, and into, this image and Cook’s annotation of it. This absence of

information about Portica’s life, and the tension between Portica’s image and

Cook’s annotation, has inspired recent critical and creative excavations of the

material and discursive archives that retain her image, excavations that seek to

remedy the lack of specificity about her life with context about the circumstances

in which she lived. Recent scholarly projects have, for example, situated Portica

within histories of crossing-dressing laws or police photography, thereby making

more legible the conditions in which her image circulated; while creative projects

reinvent her life through narratives that extend what is known about her through

poetics and performance.1 This essay is interested in two linked critical questions:

(1) what it means to consider the document produced by Cook’s annotation of

Portica’s image as an artifact that might belong in a trans* archive and (2) what

our contemporary desire to fill in the absences in our knowledge of Portica’s life

might mean to trans* archival praxis.

As an artifact of the criminalization of gender presentation, the Portica/

Cook document is well suited to the investigations and investments of trans-

gender studies; it is particularly useful for scholarship attentive to the productive

relationships among material conditions, representational practices, and explo-

rations of embodied difference. The Portica/Cook document illustrates both the

epistemic limitations and embodied consequences of narrations of visual alterity

and gendered subjectivity. The unstable dependency between Cook’s inscription

and Portica’s image, and its simultaneous naturalization and denaturalization of

gender normativity, exemplify what Susan Styrker has defined as “trans-effect”:

“those deconstructive moments when foreground and background seem to flip

and reverse, and the spectacle of an unexpected gender phenomena [sic] illu-

minates the production of gender normativity in a startling new way” (2006: 13).

Cook’s attempt to identify and reinscribe an essentialized equation between

gender and sex in Portica’s portrait draws attention to the very act of gender

constitution itself.

The Portica/Cook artifact is a useful historical relic of trans* history, rich

with evocative possibility for radical reclamation(s). Considering such a docu-

ment for inclusion in a trans* archive, however, also raises questions about the

potential extension of the narratives of normativity attached to its production.

What problems might arise when we seek to wrest trans* artifacts from archives

that organized or produced those artifacts as part of a strategy to classify certain
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bodies as deviant, problematic, or Other in order to consolidate ideas about

“normal” embodiment?

This essay is implicitly animated by the following questions: What makes a

trans* archive? Whose trans* is it? The development of curated trans* collections,

such as the Transgender Archives at the University of Victoria and the Digital

Transgender Archives, provides an exciting example of trans* archival possibility:

material and digital collections that frame and highlight texts and objects that

embody and speak to transgender experience.2 Questions of inclusion and

exclusion are always determinative in archival consolidation, and marking the

boundary of an archive is often no easy task: arguments about who belongs under

the term transgender are certainly not exclusive to archival praxis.3 Whether the

Portica/Cook document should be included in a trans* archive is a question of

how one delineates the category of trans*. Given this, the Portica/Cook document

is a useful starting point for consideration of the implications and potentialities of

archival praxis when attached to the trans* prefix.

Cook’s scrapbooks (re)collect public/regulatory documentation within the

context of the private preoccupations of one person engaged in performing that

regulation, and as such, Cook’s is an estray archive of particular interest. Archival

estrays are records that, though originally created or received by organizations of

state (judicial, surveillance, medical collections), end up in private archives. Estray

archives seem particularly “trans*” because of the movement inherent to their

formulation: as documents (re)collected from one site of discursive production to

another, estray documents move across and beyond, “transing” archival classi-

fications and marking the momentum of meaning attached to them in specific

temporal, spatial locations. The concept of the estray archive is useful as we

consider the theoretical and practical implications of relocating and consolidating

materials concerning the classification of trans* embodiment into trans* archives.

The estray reminds us always to contend with the circumstances of the original

collection, the complex, polyvalent discourses that produced the documents; to

attend to the operations of systemic power that were sustained through the

production of these documents, and to be wary of the potential reinscription of

that power as documents are transitioned into new archives. As current trans*

archives may often include estray documents, what thenmight it mean to read the

estray documents as signifying “trans*”?

This essay reads Portica’s image, and Cook’s annotation, through a criti-

cal standpoint grounded in counterarchival methodologies. A counterarchival

reading works across and beyond the narratives of regulatory archives (discursive

and material) that consolidate regimes of knowledge and produce national

identities by legitimating some people while repressing, disenfranchising, or

criminalizing others. A self-reflective counterarchival reading stays alert to the
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desires, demands, and dangers of recuperative projects, asking, for example:

Might current trans* archival consolidation erase the ways in which (il)legibility

operated, often violently, on the bodies called to bear that (il)legibility in archival

classification? What kinds of “trans*” are we seeking? And why?

Historians of sexuality, and postcolonial, feminist, and queer theorists

have often turned critical attention away from reading a “subject” who may or

may not be discernible within the archive, toward an examination of the archival

consolidations that render that subject indeterminate, simultaneously possible

and impossible. For example, Anjali Aronderkar asks what might be gained if we

“abandon our fascination with the contents” of the archive and “turn our

attention . . . to the secrets that are encrypted in the form itself?” (2005: 260). Such

questions are useful to trans* archival praxis, as they shift concern away from

what a lost/recovered archive might contain to a reading of what that archive does

in the epistemic project of its evocation. How might we assess the role of recu-

perative methodologies and the performativity of excess—whether gendered,

aesthetic, regulatory, textual, or interpretative—in the production of a trans*

archive? What might an excavation of the regulatory discourses about embodi-

ment, the technologies of representation, and the circulation of desire within the

cultural imaginary that produced the Portica/Cook document tell us regarding

the potentialities and limits of trans* archival consolidation?

The Image

We do not know for what exactly Portica was arrested, nor do we know if her

photograph was taken as a procedure of arrest or was originally a personal portrait

later (re)used for identification documentation. In this era, either is possible. As

early as 1854, the San Francisco Police Department began compiling photographs

of all people arrested in the city; however, nationally standardized procedures for

the identification of criminals had not yet been established within police depart-

ment practices or within cultural expectations. Police departments (including the

SFPD) used many different kinds of photographs for identification purposes:

those produced as portraits in photographic studios, mug shots produced at the

time of arrest, and those borrowed from the Federal Immigration Bureau or from

newspaper photographers (Edwards 2009).

Using photographs as part of required identification documents was a

process instituted in 1893 by the McCreary amendment to the Chinese Exclusion

Act (Pegler-Gordon 2006: 52). By 1909, almost all people in the United States of

Chinese descent (whether US born or not) were required to carry photographic

identification. In May of 1917, Mexican immigrants and laborers were included

under general immigration laws and were required to carry photographic ID

cards (Pegler-Gordon 2006: 53). According to Cook’s notes, Portica’s arrest and
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deportation occurred in late December of 1917, six months after that amendment.

As a “native of Mexico,” Portica would have been required to carry a photo-

identification card. It is possible that Portica’s portrait was produced for that

purpose and that Portica was carrying it as identification when arrested for vio-

lating San Francisco’s cross-dressing laws. It is also possible that Portica’s arrest

occurred because of the lack of such identification (the cross-dressing violation

discovered in that process), and the portrait was taken at the event of arrest/

deportation.

Nothing in Portica’s outfit would indicate Portica was Mexican; as the

nameGeraldine (rather thanGeraldina) is noticeably Anglicized, it is possible that

Portica was passing as an ethnicity other than Mexican. Given the anti-Mexican

sentiment in California (and the United States) at the turn of the century, and the

concurrent 1917 inclusion of Mexican nationals in immigration regulation, Por-

tica might have had good reason to present herself as Spanish, Italian, or another

“non-Mexican” national identity. Further, if Portica had been raised in Cali-

fornia, she might possibly have self-identified as Californian even if she was then

legally identified as Mexican when the 1917 immigration law went into effect. The

formal aspects of the Portica photograph would at first seem to indicate that it was

taken in a photographic studio on some occasion other than that of arrest.

However, some of the other photographs in Cook’s scrapbooks suggest that the

photographmay have been taken at the event of arrest. The 1921/1922 photographs

annotated by Cook as “Ernest Long, Chief Engineer on the Steamship Rose City

who was arrested for impersonating a woman” offer two different photographic

frames for the identification of Long. One was a full body shot, studio lit to

highlight Long’s clothing and accessories, and the other a close-up from the waist

up, which documented the lacy hat veil and the eyeliner and lipstick Long was

wearing (Cook, “March 21/22. Ernest Long”). The similarity of photographic

formats (the studio backdrop, lighting, and the attention to the details of

adornment) between the photographs of Portica and of Long suggest the pos-

sibility that arrests for cross-dressing and gender impersonation might have been

photographed in ways that would specifically showcase the crime: a mug shot

would be insufficient to that task.4

Regardless of when or how Portica’s photograph was taken, Cook’s

annotation inscribes the photograph as a document of arrest, one that was def-

initely not a mug shot, at a moment in photographic history when the mug shot

was being established as the standard format for US arrest procedure and other

regulatory identification photographs. One of the formal constraints and regu-

latory rhetorics of the mug shot (as a head shot or a set of head shots, profile and

frontal) is that it serves to document the criminal, not the crime. The use of

Portica’s full-body studio portrait as an arrest document suggests a conflation of
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criminal with crime. Cook’s inscription suggests that he thought that the pho-

tograph of Portica had failed to convey that which it was intended to document,

that the image did not disclose that “this is not a girl.” Cook’s annotation suggests

that what he believed was Portica’s representation of “girlness” was so accurate

that it would seduce the viewer into believing what they saw. The trans* effect

recorded in the Portica/Cook document underscores the limitations of repre-

sentational practices, even those most deeply felt to have indexable properties

such as the photograph to its image, or gender presentation to its body.

The Photograph as Index

While it was Portica’s presentation, not the photograph, that was in question,

Cook’s act of inscription presupposes that the photograph would fail to disclose

what it wasmeant to document. As such it destabilized ideas about the accuracy of

photographic documentation that were in circulation at that time. During the late

nineteenth century, photographic documentation and photographic collections

developed as a critical tool for “a bewildering range of empirical disciplines,

ranging from art history to military intelligence” (Sekula 1986: 56). Photographic

collections were used to mobilize an increasingly racialized national identity that

normalized whiteness and created visual archives of otherness (Mirzoeff 2003;

Smith 2004). Increasingly, the visualities of this period, as John Tagg has sug-

gested, reflected a “social division between the power and privilege” of those

whose access to photographic technologies allowed them to produce meaning

through the photographic documentation of those without such access and those

who bore “the burden of being meaning” (1993: 6). By the l890s, photography was

a definitive force in the cultural work of producing new modern subjectivities,

literary movements, and aesthetics (Trachtenberg 1989).

Photographic objectivity claims that the photograph functions as an index

of what it records. This concept is linked to cultural production, as ideology

formulates an idea of the medium’s objectivity and then deploys the medium to

support ideologies built on the idea of scientific rationality (Tagg 1993). Scientific

rationalism asserts that through objective observation “truth” may be discovered.

This gaze, critics argue, consolidates the subjectivity of the “observer” as much as

it resolves the ambiguity of who or what is observed. Methodologies of surveil-

lance formulate both the surveilled and the surveilling. One way photographic

indexicality is produced is through viewing practices that shift awareness away

from the photograph’s materiality and toward its content: this move naturalizes a

way of seeing that obscures the photographer’s positionality. Such invisibility then

naturalizes the ideological project that has produced the image (Mirzoeff 2003).

Cook’s annotation of Portica’s image, however, surfaces the very ideological

project that produced the image. By treating the photograph as a visual index that
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must be written into legibility, the annotation foregrounds Cook’s involvement in

the production of its meaning, rather than sustaining the fantasy that the pho-

tograph might function as an objective index.

The Body as Index

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, categories of social

identity became increasingly essentialized and dependent upon an underlying

epistemology of normalcy/deviancy. A wide range of deviancies were simulta-

neously delineated and conflated and used to support an emerging idea of a

“normal” identity that functioned with ideological and material force. Con-

currently with this escalation of identity classification, an intense national anxiety

about fraud developed. Sensational newspaper narratives had a considerable

interest in issues of embodied authenticity, and racial, gender, and class “passing”

was increasingly treated as an issue of urgent concern. Medical, judicial, and

popular culture wrestled with concepts of authenticity, certainty, and discern-

ment, increasing their examination, surveillance, and photographic documen-

tation of, and their fascination with, those problem bodies that troubled and

transgressed embodied categories of identity.

Popular culture and the pseudo-medico discourses of the period (such as

physiognomy and eugenics) conflated morality and embodiment; however, ideas

of essentialized, embodied deviancy were also questioned. Critics argued that the

difference between the “great men” of business and politics and the “degenerates”

of the criminal underworld was one of class and circumstance, not of genetics and

embodiment. Works such as Jacob Riis’s How the Other Half Lives (1890) con-

tended that it is not biology that produces outcast, criminal, and/or “degenerate”

people but, rather, that “degenerate” living conditions caused people to act as

such. By foregrounding the social circumstances surrounding crime, these social

critics opened a gap between the subject/body of the criminal and the criminal

act. Portica’s particularly embodied “crime” rests at the intersection of these turn-

of-the-century discourses; those locating criminality in the physical body and

those locating it in the social body. As such, it is not surprising that the Portica/

Cook document strained to record both.

Annotation

Negation

The paradox of the Portica/Cook document is that it is a visual index that must be

written into legibility. The image itself cannot be “correctly” read without Cook’s

comment, and our current attempts to correct regulatory readings also require

narrative. One formal characteristic of identification photographs on cards, or

official documents, is that they only work as intended if there is an identity
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attached to the photograph. In order for the Portica portrait to function as a

criminal identification photograph, Cook needed to notate what it was that the

photograph was identifying. The formal aspects of the narrative, and the socio-

political circumstances it references, suggest that Cook turned to a linguistic

strategy that imposed legibility on an image and on a body he assumed was

illegible. The negative formulation of the sentence—“this is not a girl”—

simultaneously evokes the affirmative correlation it denies. One cannot imagine

something that “is not a girl” without conceptualizing the girl that it is not.

Cook’s narrative deploys a number of iterative phrases containing the

word girl that point to a series of conceptual removes needed to make Portica’s

gender legible within normative binary formulations of gender and embodiment.

The first half of Cook’s narrative formulation of Portica as “not a girl” produces

through the reiteration of the word girl an overwhelming sense of Portica’s

“girlness.” First formulated within a negative paradox (which simultaneously

invokes what it disavows), the word girl is then repeated four more times and

repeated in the emphasized, stressed position of the clause. Portica’s girlness is

underscored by the fact that she has experienced five kinds of social positioning

“as a girl”: her mother’s identification of her “as a girl,” the way Portica had always

dressed “as a girl,” that she was educated “as a girl,” that she only associated with

girls, and the fact that she worked as a “maid.” The sense of Portica’s girlness

grows with the additive emphasis of each successive and that marks each clause as

yet another fact that underscores Portica’s girlness. Yet, the iterative variation

within each clause contextualizes and undermines essentialized connotations of

the word girl by highlighting the multiplicity of social acts through which “a girl”

is constructed. These “girlings” are then followed by a series of male pronouns, he

and his, which attend precisely to his linguistic and national impropriety. The

cumulative emphasis and polyvalence gained through such iterative insistence

exposes Cook’s gender identification of Portica as an act of linguistic resignifi-

cation, rather than a narrative unveiling of a “disguised,” essentialized embodied

gender. The combination of the repetitive emphasis and the iterative, contextual

insistence creates a conceptual tension in which Portica simultaneously “is” and

“is not” a girl.

Reassignment

Cook’s opening formulation of Portica’s gender offered, alongside the simulta-

neous invocation and disavowal of femininity, two figurative expulsions as an

explanation and resignification of Portica’s gender. The first was a temporal

remove: Portica was marked as “not a girl but a boy dressed as a girl.” The

formulation of Portica as a child contains the gender transgression within a

narrative of immaturity; that is, it suggests that this gender impropriety is a stage
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of development. In time, Portica would become “a man” with an appropriate

masculine presentation, and Portica’s gender transgression will be resolved.

The next remove was to reframe Portica’s gender presentation as fraud

(“This is not a girl but a boy dressed as a girl.” [emphasis mine]). Engaging with

the turn-of-the-century US legal and popular cultural fascination with, and

anxiety about, acts of “passing,” Cook shifted the problem to the far less

threatening problem of fraud.5 This formulation of gender disguise/fraud was

then underscored by the second half of Cook’s narrative. Portica’s maleness is

certified through the process of arrest. Strikingly, after the word arrest, the nar-

rative never again mentions the word girl, and Portica, thereafter, is referred to

with only male pronouns. Three repetitions of masculine pronouns suggest that

gender reassignment has been regulated successfully. Most critically, this reas-

signment criminalizes what might have been perceived in the image as an

authentic femininity. Through the intervention of the law, Portica’s femininity is

certified as gender fraud. Such a formulation is not an uncommon one in an

epistemic paradigm in which gender was seen as a referent for the biological sex of

the body. Such a gender presentation, regardless of a person’s own sense of their

gender veracity, was considered a lie that was exposed through the truth of their

body (Bettcher 2007). Cook’s attempt to reinstate Portica’s body as the deter-

mining factor of Portica’s “true” gender in the face of a visual presentation and

lived experience that would contradict that body’s evidence necessitated the

criminalization of Portica’s gender presentation as inauthentic and fraudulent.

However, insisting that Portica “is not” a girl, in the face of visual evidence

indicating otherwise, causes a multiply problematic situation. First, this formu-

lation of fraudulent gender simulation still results in a destabilization of the idea

of essentialized gender/sex embodiment. Cook’s insistence that Portica is “not a

girl” draws attention to the instability of gender normativity itself. Just as the

negative paradox invokes the very object it negates, “the danger of simulation,”

Jean Baudrillard has suggested, is that it destabilizes the notion of authenticity

itself and that this destabilization reverberates at levels “above and beyond” the

specific stimulus, suggesting that “law and order themselves might really be

nothing more than a simulation” (1988: 177). Cook’s formulation of Portica as

passing throws into relief some of what is at stake in the enforcement of binary

gender embodiment and the production of ideas of normative personhood.

Expulsion

Narratively reassigning Portica’s gender suggests what critics have described as

national anxiety concerning white masculinity in early twentieth-century US

culture (Bederman 1995). The discourse of the period worried that the growing

economic prosperity and turn to urban life during the late nineteenth century in
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the United States had made men “soft” and effeminate (Douglas 1988). The

normativity of masculine whiteness allowed both nation and gender to remain

racially unmarked categories during this period. Simultaneously, this discourse

relied on racially marked masculinities as the “Other” through which white

masculinity was normalized (Shah 2005) and through which the crisis of mas-

culine effeminacy could be delineated. The turn-of-the-century crisis of white

masculinity was popularly conceived as not only a problem in individual devel-

opment but, far more critically, a problem of nationhood. The United States,

symbolically and practically, was in need of an invigorated, physically tough, and

heterosexually virile (white) masculinity.

Noting that Portica was a “native of Mexico,” someone whose English and,

by extension, masculinity were marked by a foreign accent, allowed Cook to

situate Portica’s gender presentation as “foreign.” Within the context of the

national crisis in masculinity, Cook’s annotation polices Portica’s legible femi-

ninity as a crime of border crossing. Portica’s gender transgression is recuperated

as the failed racialized masculinity of a Mexican national, while, implicitly, the US

national white masculinity is invigorated and normalized through the disavowal

and expulsion of foreign effeminacy. By criminalizing Portica’s gender presen-

tation as a racially marked act of fraud, the threat to essentialized gender struc-

tures could be deflected. This relocates Portica’s problematic gender presentation

in embodiment: the problem could be expelled, first figuratively, as the gender

transgression was relocated to the foreign/raced body, and then literally, in the

deportation of that body.

The first two expulsions used in Cook’s annotation to explain and disci-

pline Portica’s gender transgression were temporal and behavioral: as the final

expulsions turned to race and nation, the deflections of Portica’s embodiment

were increasingly formulated through spatialized representations. This kind of

figurative and literal expulsion is typical of the ways in which judicial and social

reform discourse and the rhetoric of sensational journalism during this period

mapped and regulated social space in relation to sexual deviance and racial/ethnic

difference (Sears 2015; Shah 2012). Intersections of race, sexuality, gender, and

spatial segregation naturalized white heterosexual domesticity through the con-

tainment and/or deportation of deviant bodies within and across physical bor-

ders. Cook’s narrative criminalized Portica’s gender presentation as an act of

fraud, then conflated the crime with the racialized body, then expelled the threat

of that body through deportation.

And yet, the negative paradox of Geraldine Portica eluded even that final

spatial resolution. As the retained image of the expelled body; as a document

relocated from police files to a private scrapbook and held for personal, not

public, surveillance; and as a visual index resignified through textual negation,
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deflection, and substitution, the Portica portrait passed through a series of

removals and recoveries, transing the simultaneous obscurantism and scrutiny of

Cook’s classification. Portica remained with Cook, (re)possessed in the personal

archive.

Trans* Archival Praxis

Cook’s annotation is concerned with narrating the gender transgression of a body

that did not yet exist under the sign of “trans*”; however, this essay’s methodology

treats that body, or at least the Portica/Cook document, as an object for inclusion

in a future trans* archive and as an appropriate object of study for an exploration

of trans* archival praxis. Such a move flags the presence of a recuperative desire

animating this project. It suggests that trans* archival methodologies that seek to

recuperate or resignify documents produced in the service of regulatory/judicial/

medical archives are engaged with reading the negation animating these artifacts

as the very sign of their (now) trans* signification.

The negation at the center of Cook’s annotation seems particularly

“trans*” in its temporality and desire. One of the affective productions of the

negative paradox, and its strategy of concurrent invocation and negation, is that

the affirmative becomes fixed: it “is” something/some place/some time. The

negative, however, becomes a temporal possibility: it is not now that thing

rejected, but it may be discovered to be something else at some future moment.

Domenico Pacitti suggests that negation is “forever moving away from a past it

has rejected to a present which leaves open to the future a greater field for the

imagination” (Pacitti 1991). The temporality of the negation reaches across and

beyond, trans-ing genealogy. Homi H. Bhabha has suggested that a negated or

subjugated present produces a temporality that “enfolds,” either as a “past-present

or a future-present” (Bhabha 1994: 6; emphasis added), and recent critical work in

trans* theory suggests this kind of temporal “fold” may be a characteristic of

trans* time. Julian Carter, for example, uses the syntax of the negation when he

suggests that in “transition” the “future is summoned into being in and through a

body that does not yet exist . . . while the body that does exist in the present is the

medium for the future body’s becoming-form” (2013: 142; italics mine). Trans*

archival recuperative projects “summon into being” what was not yet. Such

projects are often animated by a desire similar to what Frantz Fanon imagined as

the pursuit of “reciprocal recognitions” (1986: 218). Fanon described such desire

as a “negating activity,” an act structured similarly to the negative paradox, by a

subject “not here-and-now” but as a future becoming-form, whose desired object

“is a world of reciprocal recognitions” (218). To consider the Cook/Portica doc-

ument for inclusion in a trans* archive imagines an archival praxis that might

treat temporal folds and the desired reciprocal recognitions as marks of trans*
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signification. It means considering the desire to fill in the absences of what is

known of Portica’s life as a marker of trans* archival praxis. Such a reading might

also lead us to reconsider the desire that animates Cook’s scrapbooks and

annotations.

Cook’s scrapbooks are distinct from the regulatory archives of his police

work, although he frequently pilfered those for his private collections. If we

similarly cull those regulatory police archives for bodies documented for their

gender transgression, we might locate trans* archival significance in those indi-

vidual images, and such recuperative work has the potential to offer trans* archives

important images and traces of past lives. Portica’s portrait, however, when taken

out of the regulatory archive of the SFPD and pasted into Cook’s private, anno-

tated scrapbook, is no longer solely an artifact of surveillance technology. As an

estray document in Cook’s archive, Portica’s image reflects both the social cir-

cumstances of its production and Cook’s own interests and preoccupations. If we

read the estray nature of that document as trans*, not only as defined by its own

transition from one archive to another, but also in the ways it might mark the

archive that repossesses it as “trans*,” what might we read in Cook’s scrapbook?

Clare Sears suggests that Cook’s scrapbooks are a striking example of the

paradoxical relationship between “the theatrical display and the legal control” of

cross-dressing in that era. Sears points out that “despite Cook’s clear and open

appreciation for theatrical drag, he worked for and led a police force that per-

sistently harassed and arrested people for cross dressing” (2015: 100). Cook’s

personal scrapbooks include multiple photographs marked by Cook as “cross-

dressers” and “female impersonators.” Among these are police photographs,

publicity photographs of vaudeville female impersonators, photos of inmates at

San Quentin performing in a prison theatrical production, ephemera from an

“acrobatic troupe that included drag performances” in which Cook performed,

and advertisements for the annual Police Valentine’s Day Ball, including one that

has a cartoon illustration of Cook “wearing drag and his chief’s hat” and asking

themayor to dance (Sears 2015: 100). If we consider the scrapbooks as animated by

identification and the desire for reciprocal recognition reflected in sites of gender

transgression despite Cook’s (possible concurrent) engagement in disciplining

that transgression in systemic and violent ways, we might consider the whole of

Cook’s scrapbooks, not just the Portica document, as a type of trans* archive.

Cook’s annotation of Portica’s image exposes a fantasy of an essentialized

gender-sex embodiment that points to the ways in which such fantasy is both

invented and reinscribed. Cook’s turn to grammars of negation practically

maintained the gender illegibility he sought to reassign into a binary gender

certainty. Cook’s (re)collection of photographs that document the presentation

and performance of gender transgression focus attention on the potentiality,
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possibility, and pleasures of gender uncertainty, rather than on the finality of its

resolution. If we consider Cook’s inclusion in his scrapbook of ephemera of

himself in drag as significant, we might read Cook’s scrapbooks as trans*,

nuanced by the pleasure taken in the documentation of multiple ways in which

gender was embodied, essentialized, performed, and transgressed.

The multiple audiences for Portica’s photograph point to the ways in

which Portica’s photograph both precedes, and exceeds, its uptake within the

Portica/Cook document: those friends and family she might have given it to; the

police and government agencies engaged in the disciplining of gender and border

crossings who, either literally or figuratively, “took” the photograph; Cook, as

collector and narrator; the current circulation of this image online and its re-

collection in new artistic and critical works; and this essay as trans* archival

project. Such excess haunts these multiple archival locations that seek to contain

the photograph, and it transcends the naturalization of each of these archival

projects. To attend to this space of excess is to turn our attention to what precedes

it and to read embodiment itself as an archive. To give Portica room to breathe in

her own productions and significations, to begin to recover possession of her

representation, we turn back to her presentation: in her tilt of head under her hat,

in the point of her toe of her heeled boot, in the rings on her hand, and in her gaze

at the photographer, at Cook, at us—she is author of her archive.

While we may retrieve Portica’s photograph from Cook’s archive, we

cannot know from the document Portica’s subjectivity, agency, how she thought

of herself. What we can do, and what I have tried to do here, is turn our analysis to

the structures that produced the Portica/Cook document, the historic moment of

its production, and the epistemic limitations through which this current project

has formulated her. I invoke Portica’s presence within histories of photographic

indexicality and of indexical embodiment that equates sex with gender and,

within a trans* archival consolidation, to suggest that within these projects,

Geraldine Portica is, and is not, there.

Rebekah Edwards teaches in the Department of Visual and Critical Studies at the California

College of Arts and in the departments of English and women, gender, and sexuality studies at

Mills College. Edwards is the author of then’s elsewhere (2010).

Notes

1. See Sears 2015 and Edwards 2009. I have been contacted by writers who have come across

Portica’s image online, wished to know more about her, and are now writing about her. I

know of a novel, a play, and a collection of poems in progress.
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2. Though not the focus of this essay, the potential of digitized materials to be consolidated

within trans* indexed archives suggests both exciting possibilities and the need for closer

theorizing of meta-trans* networked collections.

3. The Transgender Archives at the University of Victoria determined that they would begin

by collecting materials concerned “with those who explicitly recognized and worked for

the improvement of the lives of gender non-conforming people” and note that their

collection begins with materials dating to the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-

turies (Devor 2014), while the Digital Transgender Archive is focused on linking disparate

“transgender-related historical materials” through a central digital hub and search engine

(Digital Transgender Archive 2015).

4. Also in Cook’s scrapbook is an annotated photograph: “A bunch of female impersonators

arrested in a raid on a house in Los Angeles Calif. by the Los Angeles Police Nov. 15/27”

(Cook 1927). This photograph appears to be taken at the time of the raid as it shows the

“bunch” lined up in all their finery in front of a piano in what looks like a private

residence. Again, this suggests that crimes of cross-dressing and gender impersonation

might have warranted particular types of regulatory documentation, photographic for-

mats capable of documenting both the criminal and the detail of the “crime.”

5. Gender passing, with its long history as a farcical or sensational plot device in literature,

theatre, and popular journalism, was increasingly associated in the popular imagination

with a deviant sexuality thought to threaten the social good. Theatrical female imper-

sonation, which in the late nineteenth century had been a highly regarded and very

popular entertainment, had by the early 1900s become widely associated with homo-

sexuality (Ullman 1995). After the Supreme Court upheld the segregation case of Plessy v.

Ferguson in 1896, racial passing was increasingly criminalized and represented as a sinister

practice. Sexual crimes were already racially marked, and the racially marked body was

already considered to be sexually degenerate: in both legal and popular culture, gender

passing was intricately linked with racial and ethnic markers and with acts of sexual

transgression (Sears 2015; Shah 2005).
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R E S E A R C H N O T E

Trans/Feminist Oral History
Current Projects

ELSPETH H. BROWN

Abstract This piece discusses current trans oral history projects that bring together feminist

methodologies, transgender studies, and queer archives. I offer a map of some of these oral history

projects, and their archive partners, while offering some reflections concerning how prior work in

transgender ethnography and poststructuralist history are helping to shape contemporary approa-

ches to trans oral history. Projects discussed include the LGBTQ Oral History Digital Collaboratory, the

Transgender Archives (University of Victoria), the Digital Transgender Archive, the New York City

Trans Oral History Project, the Trans Oral History Project, and the Transgender Oral History Project,

Tretter Collection, University of Minnesota Libraries.

Keywords oral history, transgender, feminist, queer archives, transfeminism

We’re amidst an unprecedented boom of trans oral history and archives

projects in North America, all of which bring long-standing commitments

to queer and feminist agendas and methods into articulation with transgender

issues in ways that, as TaliaMae Bettcher and Finn Enke have argued, highlight the

intersectionality of sexism and transphobia (Bettcher 2014; Enke 2010). In this

short research note, I offer a rough guide to some of these oral history projects,

along with their archive partners, after first offering some reflections concerning

how prior work in transgender ethnography and poststructuralist history are

helping to shape contemporary approaches to trans oral history.

What’s motivating these projects? For most if not all of them, oral history

promises activists, scholars, and community members access to trans people’s

own narratives, rather than the medical or juridical discourses that have shaped

the production of much scholarship about trans lives. As members of the New

York City Trans Oral History project have argued, “although in recent years there

has been a growing interest in trans histories, the voices of trans people them-

selves have not always been prioritized in existing accounts” (The New York City

Trans Oral History Project 2015). There’s a sense that trans history has been
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shaped by the most readily available sources, and these sources have generally

been generated by the surgeons, psychologists, lawyers, and social workers that

have worked with trans populations, rather than by those in the trans community.

A similar motivation drives many contemporary trans oral history and archives

projects: to interview elder activists before they pass, or to make trans archival

materials, hidden within other collections, visible to researchers. In this way,

scholars and activists hope to “portray experiences from the perspective of folks

who live them” (The New York City Trans Oral History Project 2015). The

Transgender Oral History Project at the Tretter Collection at the University of

Minnesota, for example, “gathers and preserves transgender voices and experi-

ences in the Upper Midwest” (Transgender Oral History Project Tretter Collec-

tion 2015). In other words, the impetus here is “history from the bottom up”:

a social history of everyday people in the trans community.

Current work in trans/feminist oral history builds on prior work in both

trans history and in lesbian and gay history. Within trans history, the oral history

work of Susan Stryker, Viviane Namaste, and Brice Smith provide important

precedents for current projects (Stryker 1996, 1997, 1998, 2002; Namaste 2005;

Smith 2011). Yet the vast majority of LGBT oral history work has focused on

documenting (implicitly nontrans) gay and lesbian pasts. As Nan Boyd has

argued, almost all historical projects in US gay, lesbian, and queer history have

relied upon oral history methods (Boyd 2008). The reasons for this methodo-

logical choice are no mystery in the context of feminist methodologies: whether

researching queer lives, experiences, or discursive frames through which historical

subjects have narrated their sexual subjectivities, scholars have turned to oral

history as a corrective to medical, state, and legal discourses that have historically

framed same-sex desire as pathological. As E. Patrick Johnson recently shared with

Jason Ruiz in a conversation about black queer oral history, when writing Sweet

Tea: Black Gay Men of the South—An Oral History, he “was interested in creating

a written archive because there was nothing available about African American,

queer people in the South . . . [he] really wanted to fill that gap in the scholarship,

in the archive” (Ruiz 2014: 163). Scholars and community activists historicizing

the experiences of men who have sex with men in the rural South, or the sexual

desires and community structures of butch/fem cultures in the 1950s, to reference

just two of these important projects, have found qualitative interviewing to be a

preferred methodology in documenting the gay and lesbian past (Kennedy and

Davis 1993; Howard 2001; see also D’Emilio 1983; Chauncey 1994; Stein 2000; Boyd

2003; Johnson 2004; Murphy, Pierce, and Knopp 2010; Boyd and Ramirez 2012).

Yet a return to social history and the “experience” of trans people seems

oddly old-fashioned for historians and other scholars who have been reading

poststructural theory for the last few decades. Many of us involved in these
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projects are inspired by the work of scholars in trans studies, such as David

Valentine, who have crafted qualitative interviewing methodologies framed by

poststructuralist critiques of language’s discursive power. As he wrote in Ima-

gining Transgender, drawing from Michel Foucault, he was interested in not

simply how the category “transgender” described discrete histories but also in

how this category produced the very phenomena it seems to describe (Valentine

2007; see also Matte 2014). Within feminist and queer theory, Ann Cvetkovich’s

poststructuralist work on public feelings and queer archives, as well as the many

projects that her work has engendered, have also played an important role in

motivating current transgender archival work (Cvetkovich 2003, 2007, 2012).

In my engagement with these oral history projects, I experience what

Elizabeth Freeman has called “temporal drag”: the queer pull of the past on a

present that has declared that past to be “over” (Freeman 2000, 2010). What I

thought was over—a desire to give “voice” to everyday “experience”—has been

critiqued in gender and queer history for decades now as reinscribing the identity

formations these projects are designed to historicize. As gender historian Joan

Scott argued twenty-five years ago, social histories of everyday people “have

provided evidence for a world of alternative values and practices whose existences

give the lie to hegemonic constructions of social worlds” (Scott 1991: 776). While

such histories do provide a “corrective” to incomplete historical records—for

example, by adding the voices of trans people to those of psychologists—these

projects, Scott worried in a different context, nonetheless take as “self-evident the

identities of those whose experience is being documented and thus naturalize

their difference” (777). These projects can run the risk of producing the very

categories they are meant to explain. Rather than naturalize identities, Scott urged

historians to ask questions about the discursive construction of binaries, the

mechanism through which difference is established. She calls for history writing

that attends to “the historical processes that, through discourse, positions subjects

and produce their experiences” (779). In other words: questions not about the

trans “experience” and “voice,” but questions about the construction of categories

that produce individuals as “trans”—a different project altogether.

I’ve read my poststructural and queer theory, yet here I am, like everyone

else in these projects, clocking absurd numbers of hours conducting interviews,

digitizing materials, building websites, writing metadata, vetting collections

management systems, and performing the endless labor of transcribing and

archiving. Why? In my case, the answer is as much affective as it is intellectual. I’m

interested in doing things, rather than just writing about other people doing

things. Enervated by (mere) representation, inspired by the queer and feminist

turn to affect, archives, and the digital, like others I’m returning to oral history

and qualitative interviewing with new questions and methods. It’s possible to

craft oral history projects that investigate both experience and voice—which
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remain important—while also asking questions about the historical processes

that produce those experiences: it’s not an either/or.

The list below brings together a range of contemporary trans/feminist oral

history projects. I have tried to be comprehensive, though no doubt there are

other excellent projects in trans oral history out there that I have missed; if so,

please don’t hesitate to be in touch and let us know. These trans oral history

projects have been shaped by prior generations’ commitment to feminist oral

history, which in turn have inspired lesbian and gay oral history scholarship. In

our current moment, trans oral history is motivated by the same imperatives that

gave rise first to feminist oral history projects concerning cis women, lesbians, and

gay men: representing the world from the standpoint of marginalized subjects,

using radical and democratic methods that take account of structures of power,

including between narrator and interviewee. We have the benefit of doing this

work in the wake of both materialist feminist attention to voice and the post-

structuralist feminist focus on discourse and power. Working with these two

important legacies, contemporary oral history and archives projects promise to

transform trans history.

The LGBTQ Oral History Digital Collaboratory

This is a five-year digital history and oral history research collaboration that

connects archives across Canada and the United States to produce a collaborative

digital history hub for the research and study of gay, lesbian, queer, and trans oral

histories. The trans-focused components include the Trans Partner Oral History

Project, concerning the histories of partners of trans men in the United States and

Canada (Prof. Elspeth Brown, interviewer), and the Trans History Oral History

Project (Prof. Margot Wilson, interviewer), focused on the life histories of senior

trans activists whose papers are being collected by the Transgender Archives at the

University of Victoria. Directed by Elspeth H. Brown, associate professor of

history at the University of Toronto, archival partners include the Canadian

Lesbian and Gay Archives (CLGA), the Transgender Archives, the Digital

Transgender Archive, and the Archives of Lesbian Oral Testimony (ALOT).

Scholars and activists involved in Collaboratory include Elspeth Brown, Nick

Matte, Rebecka Sheffield, K. J. Rawson, Elise Chenier, Sara Davidmann, Aaron

Devor, Karen Stanworth, Cait McKinney, Al Stanton-Hagan,MargotWilson, and

many others. The project is funded by the Social Science and Humanities

Research Council (SSHRC) of Canada. See www.lgbtqdigitalcollaboratory.org.

Transgender Archives (University of Victoria)

Founded and directed by Prof. Aaron Devor, the Transgender Archives is

actively acquiring documents, rare publications, and memorabilia of persons and
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organizations that have worked for the betterment of trans people. As part of this

work, Prof. Margot Wilson has been conducting life history interviews with

activists who have donated their personal papers to the Transgender Archives. See

transgenderarchives.uvic.ca.

Digital Transgender Archive (DTA)

Directed by K. J. Rawson, the DTA is an online hub for trans-related historical

materials. Based inWorcester, Massachusetts, at the College of the Holy Cross, the

DTA is an international collaboration among more than a dozen colleges, uni-

versities, nonprofit organizations, and private collections including CLGA,

Cornell’s Human Sexuality Collection, the GLBT Historical Society, the Sexual

Minorities Archives, the Transgender Archives, and others. The DTA provides a

comprehensive website and flexible search engine to foster education and dia-

logue concerning trans history. In terms of oral history projects, the DTA has been

working with the Collaboratory on developing standardized metadata protocols

for trans oral histories, and it is also the digital site for oral histories collected by

the New York City Trans Oral History Project and Country Queers oral histories.

See www.digitaltransgenderarchive.net.

New York City Trans Oral History Project

This is a group of six volunteers, including Jeanne Vaccaro and Abram J. Lewis,

who are collecting oral histories of trans people in partnership with several New

York–based organizations such as the Sylvia Rivera Law Project, Visual AIDS, and

others. Their goal “is to center the insights, experiences, and direction of those

who have been most peripheral to existing histories, including trans people of

color and low income, immigrant, disabled, and HIV+trans people” (New York

City Trans Oral History Project 2015). The Digital Transgender Archive is making

these oral histories available online. See www.nyctransoralhistory.org.

The Trans Oral History Project

This project, based in Chicago and Philadelphia, was founded by André Pérez in

2008. They are a “grassroots group of queer, trans, and gender variant people who

travel around recording and distributing stories of other trans, gender variant,

and gender non-conforming people so that we can help folks in our community

have a voice” (The Trans Oral History Project 2015). Their website includes both

interview transcripts and video clips. See transoralhistory.com.

Transgender Oral History Project, Tretter Collection, University of Minnesota

The Transgender Oral History Project is a collaboration of the Jean-Nickolaus

Tretter Collection in Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Studies at the
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University of Minnesota Libraries, University of Minnesota Foundation, and the

Program in Human Sexuality at the University of Minnesota Medical School. In

2014, the Tretter Collection received a three-year grant to document historical and

contemporary experiences of trans individuals in the upper Midwest. They plan

to collect up to four hundred hours of oral histories involving two to three

hundred individuals by 2017. See www.facebook.com/pages/Transgender-Oral

-History-Project-Tretter-Collection-UMN/333509150161837.

Elspeth H. Brown is an associate professor of history at the University of Toronto, where her

research focuses on histories of gender, sexuality, photography, and capitalism in twentieth-

century United States. She is the director of the LGBTQ Oral History Digital Collaboratory and is

completing a queer history of the modeling industry for Duke University Press.
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48)
Recovering and Reimagining Trans Histories

KELLY BESSER

Abstract Katie Herzog’s Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48) is a collection of paintings that functions as

a record of transgender history. Herzog’s portraits of trans people of letters point to the work we must

perform to create documentation of our communities when no trace of our existence shows up in the

archives. Her project engages the transformative educational potential of the archives to record,

remember, and reinvent our trans histories while it builds imaginings of future articulations of our

records.

Keywords transgender, archives, trans, record keeping, documentation

Imet Katie Herzog in 2008 at the Tom of Finland Foundation in Echo Park

when I began work with her and Allison Schulte on building the foundation’s

library and archives. Our work together was inspired by the foundation’s original

purpose at its inception in 1984: to preserve for posterity Tom’s vast catalog of his

own drawings as well as holdings of homoerotic art by other artists (Tom of

Finland Foundation 2015). Although Herzog, Schulte, and I could not claim any

primary, individual ownership of the foundation’s collections or a special

authority on the gay leather subculture, we gathered volunteers and built a library,

which is now accessible via the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC). This act

of community organizing cum archival processing, aside from being the product

of a great deal of brute force labor, represents a model of activism, an intervention

in the present that transforms evidence of the past into an intellectual and cultural

edifice for the future. A similar logic organizes Herzog’s Transtextuality (Senate

Bill 48), a collection of paintings that functions as a record of transgender history.

Herzog’s portraits of trans people of letters point to the work we must perform to

create documentation of our communities when no trace of our existence shows

up in the archives.

Herzog’s project engages the professional discourse and practices of

archival science in several registers. This work functions as a commemoration or
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memorial, but it has another function as well. It presents itself as documentation,

as a set of access points to transgender histories. This function is critically

important for a community that has been violently misrepresented by the record-

keeping practices of the police, the medical establishment, and the mental health

professions, to name but a few sites of gross mistreatment. The trans community

has precious few avenues for the creation of records that express any part of the

tremendous diversity of our lives. Herzog’s work illustrates Sue McKemmish’s

concept of record keeping as a personal and political act “of evidencing and

memorializing our lives—our existence, our activities and experiences, our

relationships with others, our identity, our ‘place’ in this world” (1996: 29). The

collected portraits and, perhaps more importantly, the implied relationships

among and between subjects and viewers, create useful entry points for trans-

gender-created counter narratives that resist traditional and popular narratives

always already marked by violence, pathology, and death. While the subjects of

Gerhard Richter’s 48 Portraits of Men of Letters were sourced from encyclopedia

images of great white men, Herzog’s work could resort to no such hagiography.

The source images for the piece are tiny, low-quality JPEG digital files. These are

trans subjects rescued from the gradual erasure of digital oblivion. Part of the

project then is to invest these trace images with something of the dynamism and

complexity of life, to hint at what was once present and what might be.

Herzog’s project of recovery, reinvention, and reinscription works toward

creating historical evidence of our existence within records that hold and share the

complexities of our collective memory, the totality of our trans bodies, experi-

ences, cultures, histories, and lives. While Terry Cook critiques the archivist as an

instrument in the creation or destruction of collective memory through politi-

cized decisions of inclusion and exclusion, Herzog’s portraits provide an archival

intervention that gestures toward our collective memory and enables a multivocal

remembering or shared recollection of our past (1997: 18–19). It also creates a

portal through which we may imagine our futures. The Los Angeles County

Museum of Art’s November 2014 acquisition of Transtexuality (Senate Bill 48) for

its permanent collection represents the fruition of an archival impulse to com-

municate through time, to prevent the forgetting and loss of transgender history.

The names, birth dates, and professions of the subjects contained in the series—

their intellectual work, their lives, their relationships—serve as indexical anchors

for the creation of a new story, a more inclusive and nuanced picture of trans

people. The title of Herzog’s work opens access to her paintings as official records

in conversation with other documents such as California Governor Jerry Brown’s

Fair, Accurate, Inclusive, and Respectful Education Act (also known as the FAIR

Education Act, the LGBT History Bill, and Senate Bill 48), Richter’s 48 Portraits of

Men of Letters, Gottfried Helnwein’s response with his 48 Portraits of famous
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women, as well as an entire documentary universe of unofficial records of our

existence, records yet to be uncovered or not yet written.

Herzog’s work to create opportunities for historical trans documentation

from degraded digital traces of our existence is also in conversation with our

antiessentialist work at the Tom of Finland Foundation and my own work in the

creation of a trans living archive. Her work has proven controversial in certain

quarters of the broader trans and LGBTQ communities. Some have criticized this

work as exploitation, since the artist cannot claim a trans identity to legitimate her

work in this area. For some believe that only trans people should do the work or

speak for the trans community, ignoring the ways this work functions through

time, bridging past and future. Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48) creates the pos-

sibility for past, present, and future connections with trans histories and builds

imaginings of future articulations of our records, evidence of our existence that

moves beyond our historical absence from the archival record into a space where

we ourselves tell stories and speak truth to power in the creation of ourselves and

our communities.

Kelly Besser works as a project archivist for the University of California, Los Angeles, Library

Special Collections. She operates The Miracle, a donation-driven bookmobile that has been

redistributing free literature throughout the City of Angels since 2006.
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

Trans Intelligentsia
A Western Pictorial?

ZOWIE DAVY

Abstract Katie Herzog’s Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48), an installation “depicting 48 portraits of

transgender men and women of letters,” took on the mammoth task of displaying portraits of trans

pioneers who represent transgender intelligentsia. The celebration of her Western “sitters” is an

impressive display, and their academic work has no doubt contributed vast and wide-reaching

insights intomine and the lives of some of my trans sisters, brothers, and others. However, her wall of

fame, while potentially innocent in its creation, neglects the class, ethnicity/race, sexuality, and

other situational aspects of trans writers’ lives that may have impacted the performative aspects of

knowledge production about (trans) gender beyond the Western imaginary. Although this trans

celebration may feel subversive because it challenges the status quo of those whose knowledge

counts vis-à-vis cisgender people, we must be constantly drawn to ask, does the subversion suppress

others?

Keywords transgender intelligentsia, knowledge, art installation, archive

T he transgender movement and field of transgender studies are global and

diverse in character; hence, they contain within them many conflicting dis-

courses. Western calls for transgender citizenship and rights revolve around the

establishment of civil identities, including birth certificate change, and legislation

to enable marriage and rights to parent, foster, and adopt. Other areas include the

right to freedom from psychiatric diagnosis based on gender identity, access to

appropriate medical care, the right to freedom from harassment and abuse,

employment rights, and the right to self-expression. Added to these are more

nuanced cultural, economic, political, and relational desires that impact the

negotiations that take place within trans lives. Imagine how many different

wishes, aspirations, beliefs, and value systems there are in a global community of

trans people. Katie Herzog’s Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48), an installation

“depicting 48 portraits of transgender men and women of letters” (katieherzog.

net), took on the mammoth task of displaying portraits of trans pioneers who

represent transgender intelligentsia.
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Looking at Herzog’s representations brought Biddy Martin’s (1996: 112)

warning to mind: pay attention to what gets blocked even as the supposedly

repressed or once disallowed enjoy a new stage. Through a prevailing and pre-

cursory discourse, the performative aspects of this installation call into existence

the hegemony of Western intelligence and knowledge and indeed transgender

studies. The focus on these particular trans people of letters reifies a knowledge

base that historically has sought to restrict gender identities to a binary forma-

tion and characterize expressions of gender and sexuality as diseases in need of

cures. The celebration of these “sitters’” academic work assumes that they impact

the freeing of all trans lives because of their theoretical, empirical, and political

contributions and writings. While I do not doubt that each and every “sitter,”

because of their contribution to an academe, has brought vast and wide-reaching

insights into mine and the lives of some of my trans sisters, brothers, and others,

this is only because of the privileged role that has been awarded US and European

scholarship surroundingWestern and often white transgender subjects. The focus

on these wordsmiths does not add to a critique of the colonial enterprise, in that it

suggests that European settlers are building progressive political models and that

the rest, in other locations, should follow (Aizura et al. 2014).

The distance between Western trans celebrity in Transtextuality (Senate

Bill 48) and non-English-speaking pioneers who are working toward equitable

rights for trans populations globally has thus become wider than it need be. This

wall of fame, while potentially innocent in its creation, neglects class, ethnicity/

race, sexuality, and other situational aspects of trans lives that impacts the per-

formative aspects of knowledge about (trans) gender. I hear a clear message being

offered in the installation: that of the importance of those whose words count.

Unfortunately, this statement also engenders a marginalization of indigenous

knowledge emanating from biology, psychology, gender, sexuality, history, and

so on.

How do artifacts wittingly and unwittingly contribute to the production of

meanings around trans knowledge and intelligence? What about the knowledges

and insights of those who do not speak English, and those cultures that do not

have a history of binary genders or laws that prosecute or require an intrusive

surveillance of our bodies? Are these knowledges not to be celebrated for resisting

colonizing binary logics? This display of art has huge implications for what will be

archived as trans struggles because the portraits in the installation, which have

already been bought and archived in a museum’s collection, provide only a partial

history of what counts as an academic/linguistic transformation, of how both

trans performances and the performative are constructed. There are no disclo-

sures of certain lives without erasures and silences of others (Namaste 2000). The

installation, as I see it, was imagined as an open nod to pioneers who have
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impacted people who were interested in researching the lives, politics, insights,

and potential “history,” “herstory,” and “zirstory” of trans identities and politics

in the West. However, because of the lack of diversity, the installation will

homogenize a Western view of trans lives, making invisible (once again) the

knowledges and insights of our global sisters, brothers, and others.

It may appear subversive to exhibit this trans celebration, to challenge the

status quo of honoring those whose knowledge counts vis-à-vis cisgender people.

But we must be constantly drawn to ask, does the subversion suppress others? No

artistic project may be able to capture all the layerings of what constitutes trans

people of letters, but recording only five nonwhite pioneers (who mainly work in

English) is in my view an error of judgment by the artist. Perhaps Herzog should

have searched for “sitters” beyond English letters and included those who have

contributed theoretically, empirically, and politically from wider cultures.

Otherwise, the aesthetic critique that Herzog offers is hardly better than the

source of her contention.

Zowie Davy is senior lecturer at the University of Lincoln, United Kingdom. Zowie’s work

centers on transgender aesthetics and the medico-legal system and has recently looked at the

implementation of the Gender Recognition Act of 2004. Zowie has published widely, and her

monograph Recognizing Transsexuals won the 2012 Philip Abrams Memorial Prize.
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

In Herzog’s Hands
Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48)

JESSICA LEE MATHIASON

Abstract In her critical review of Katie Herzog’s art installation Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48),

Jessica Lee Mathiason argues that the artist’s collection of forty-eight portraits transforms the

archive into an artwork while questioning institutional boundaries and disrupting its previous

stability, position, and purpose. A reimagining of Gerhard Richter’s 1972 installation of 48 Portraits of

men of letters, Herzog’s piece sets itself apart from the original through its commitment to mate-

riality. While Richter removed all brushstrokes from his portraits, making them closely resemble the

encyclopedia photographs he used as models, Herzog instead embraces the hand with her long,

sweeping, and visible strokes. Using her unmistakable indentations, daring lines, and stylized

portraiture to foreground the contractedness of art and the archive, Herzog challenges Richter’s

methodology and disciplinary modes of historiography, which have systematically excluded LGBT

persons from our encyclopedias, textbooks, and collective memory.

Keywords transgender, archive, transtextuality, art, LGBT history

F orty-eight black-and-white portraits of transgender “people of letters” over-

whelm the Night Gallery’s stark white walls as they wrap themselves around

the exhibition space, equidistantly aligned in two horizontal rows. The gallery’s

rafters and unfinished lighting fixtures complement the gritty materiality of Katie

Herzog’s monochrome portraits. Through her bold lines, thick brushstrokes, and

dramatic use of shadow, the details of her subject’s faces stand out. While initially

struck by the sheer number and scale of the portraits, the viewer is quickly drawn

in by the expressivity of each face.

Herzog’s art installation Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48), since acquired for

the permanent collection of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, is a rein-

terpretation of Gerhard Richter’s 48 Portraits, displayed at the German Pavilion

of the Venice Bienniale in 1972. Richter’s work consists of forty-eight paint-

ings of white, cis-gendered “men of letters” whose names and visages he found

while combing the encyclopedia’s pages. As a twentieth-anniversary rejoinder,

Gottfried Helnwein installed forty-eight portraits of women of letters, painted in
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monochromatic red. Displayed directly opposite Richter’s originals at Galerie

Rudolfinum, Helnwein’s portraits provoked a confrontational response. Another

twenty years later, Richter’s portraits are again in need of artistic, social, and

political revision. Herzog’s 2013 reimagining sets itself apart stylistically from both

early sets of 48 Portraits through its commitment to materiality. While Richter

chose to remove all brushstrokes from his portraits, making them closely

resemble the encyclopedia photographs he used as models, Herzog’s instead

embrace the hand with their long, sweeping, and visible strokes. Herzog thereby

calls attention to the hand itself—both the “hand” that constructs the archives

and writes our history and the “hand” that serves as a visual metaphor for action.

As Herzog herself elaborated in my interview with her, “whereas in Richter’s work

the encyclopedia equals history, in my work the encyclopedia is inherently

inadequate due to its omissions and therefore realism is an inadequate visual

language to employ” (Herzog 2015). Herzog is not only rewriting the archive

through her installation of forty-eight trans “people of letters” but also fore-

grounding the constructedness of art and the archive through her unmistakable

indentations, daring lines, and stylized mode of portraiture.

Herzog’s title, Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48), turns upon the dual invo-

cation of the trans community and Gérard Genette’s concept of “transtextuality.”

In his book on literary criticism, Genette (1992: 81) writes that textual transcen-

dence embodies “everything that brings it into relation (manifest or hidden) with

other texts.” Herzog’s “manifest” textual references are Senate Bill 48, which calls

for the teaching of LGBT history and historical figures in California public

schools, the allusion to Richter and Helnwein, and the title’s own transtextual

reference to the transgender community. Looking at the portraits, however, I am

struck by what might be their “hidden” references or influences, as the content of

some of her subjects’ theoretical contributions appear to have found expression

in her work. For example, as Stephen Whittle (2006: xii) writes in his foreword to

The Transgender Studies Reader, in the last twenty years (precisely the time

between Helnwein’s and Herzog’s reinventions), the role of trans individuals

in mainstream Western culture has undergone a “fundamental shift.” They have

transitioned from functioning as objects of academic and medical investigation

to becoming producers of theoretical, literary, and scientific insights. From

their contributions, “a new scholarship informed by community activism” has

emerged (xii). It is precisely this shift—from serving as objects of knowledge to

becoming producers of knowledge—that I see in Herzog’s work. Not only have

her forty-eight subjects helped shape our understanding of gender, sexuality, and

our bodies, but they have also made lasting contributions to philosophy, litera-

ture, and scholarship. It is precisely these accomplishments Herzog is celebrating

by framing them as “people of letters.” Moreover, by cutting her portraits off at
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the shoulders, Herzog prevents her subjects’ bodies from reverting to objects of

display, investigation, and critique.

What most strikes me about Herzog’s work is her deft traversal across

media: a manifestation of her commitment to “transtextuality.” While Trans-

textuality (Senate Bill 48) works effectively as a stand-alone art installation, its

deeper commentary on language, canonicity, and the (re)writing of LGBT history

unfolds when reinserted into her oeuvre. Herzog is adept at “performing the

archive” not only through painting but also through activism and scholarship. In

Queers Online: LGBT Digital Practices in Libraries, Archives, and Museums

(Wexelbaum, Herzog, and Rasberry 2015), Herzog coauthors a chapter on the

“Queering Wikipedia Edit-a-thon” she organized at the Tom of Finland Library

in Los Angeles. In July 2012, she and a dozen other activists sat in at the library to

write queer history into electronic encyclopedia existence. The “hands” typing

Wikipedia entries at the library mirror the “hands” painting the forty-eight

portraits, each using dynamic strokes to “perform” a new, LGBT-inclusive

archive. A term introduced by Simone Osthoff, “performing the archive,” refers

to how an artist’s performance “in, with, and of the archive produce[s] an

ontological change—from the archive as a repository of documents to the archive

as a dynamic and generative production tool” (2009: 11). Herzog’s forty-eight

portraits transform the archive into an artwork while questioning institutional

boundaries and disrupting its previous stability, position, and purpose. As

Osthoff contends, “performing the archive” through art generates a “change in

the archive’s ontology, produced in part by the contamination between artwork

and documentation, position[ing] history and theory neither completely outside

the realm of art nor entirely inside of it, but in continuous relays. Thus suggesting

that history and theory can, at least on occasion, function as dynamic media” (11–

12). In this way, Herzog functions simultaneously as historian, activist, and

theorist, destabilizing the archive while challenging Richter’s methodology and

disciplinary modes of historiography. Through her art, her digital fingerprint,

and her scholarship, Herzog preserves the contributions of LGBT “people of

letters.” Transtextuality (Senate Bill 48), in particular, “performs” the notion of a

queer historical archive enacted by Senate Bill 48 while, practically, suggesting

forty-eight trans authors, scholars, and political activists for inclusion in the K–8

textbooks, currently being revised for Fall 2015.

Herzog’s installation “performs the archive,” but it deconstructs it as well.

As Whittle explains, through the postmodern process of deconstruction,

“modernity and its values, including gender, have been stripped away. The ques-

tion of postmodern analysis is whether any reconstructive process can exist” (xii).

Herzog’s portraits, I argue, attempt just such a reconstruction.
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

Radical Living Archives
and Trans* Embodiment
Shu Lea Cheang’s Brandon

ABBRA KOTLARCZYK

Abstract Multimedia artist Shu Lea Cheang’s Brandon was supported by the Guggenheim Museum

New York in 1995 as a multiauthor/multi-institutional collaboration. Created in response to the news

of the Nebraska murder of transgender youth Brandon Teena in 1993, the project exists as a feminist

hypertext and as such can be regarded as a living archive of transgender embodiment. Due to the

work’s current offline status, questions arise as to how it might be factored beyond its material

presence, as a temporal placeholder for radical and affective archiving. Major sociocultural factors

such as the introduction of the information super highway at the time of the project’s creation allow

for a topographical look at how digital codes and online interfacing factor as potential forms of

emancipation regarding transgender embodiment and performativity.

Keywords feminist hypertext, net art, living archive, transgender embodiment

N ew Years Eve, 1993–94, Humboldt, Nebraska, USA. The Humboldt Rescue

Squad take a call from a distressed mother who has arrived at a local

farmhouse to the scene of a crime. The first thing Deputy Ray Harrod sees upon

entering the house is a young African-American man with a prosthetic leg

slumped against the couch, entry and exit wounds apparent to his head. The

flooded floor of the house leads Harrod to the scene of the second and third

victims lying atop a leaking waterbed, one of whom is later identified as a young

transgender individual known as Brandon Teena.

In 1995, after the public news of the Nebraska murders of December 1993,

multimedia artist Shu Lea Cheang conceived of the project Brandon to coincide

with a period of personal migration from actual to cyber space. Cheang was

working with then curator of the Whitney Museum John Hanhardt in an effort to

expand the museum into cyberspace. In 1998 Hanhardt moved to the Guggen-

heim Museum and took Brandon with him. What resulted from this period was a
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multiartist/multi-institutional collaboration to be developed across various phys-

ical and virtual platforms over the course of a year. In conjunction with the

development of five unique digital interfaces—Bigdoll, Roadtrip, Moonplay,

Panopticon, and Theatrum Anatomicum—Brandon hosted two live interactive

and participatory events. In coproduction with the GuggenheimMuseum in New

York, the Netherland’s Waag Institute for Art, Science, and Technology hosted the

performative installationDigi Gender Social Body: Under the Knife, Under the Spell

of Anaesthesia. In collaboration with Harvard University’s Institute on Arts and

Civic Dialogue, Brandon facilitated a netcast roundtable forum and virtual court

system entitled Would the Jurors Please Stand Up? Crime and Punishment as Net

Spectacle.

Cheang’s extension of the project beyond a localized expression of trans-

gender experience enables a consideration for how performative gestures might

be figured as radical living archives.1 Through the project’s dispersion across a

variety of disciplines and civic institutions regarding transgender bodies and

politics, the project’s archival dimensions proliferate beyond its material and

virtual presence. Despite the project’s conception as primarily a work of net art,

the fact of its co-opting a series of physical spaces speaks to the need to expatriate a

public’s engagement with its politics on the ground. The public installment Digi

Gender Social Body was located inside the Waag’s Theatrum Anatomicum, a

sixteenth-century anatomical theatre and one of Europe’s leading stages for the

rigorous learning of human-based anatomy. In this instance, the project’s

archival and affective dimensions became a clause for the embodiment of a

heavily politicized Western medical tradition in direct relation to transgender

bodies. Medical technology and transgender agency share a deep and proximal

history, with many specialists expressing a profound mistrust in medical inter-

vention with regard to the creation of transgender bodies and identities.2 By

direct implication of the host site’s standing as a pillar for the advancement of the

human sciences, Brandon enabled a renewed discussion on the body politic

through means of a conceptual and textual dissection of the modern digital body.

The forum—held in conjunction with the sixteenthWorldWide Video Festival in

Amsterdam—assembled a panel of specialists across gender studies, cultural

criticism, and biotechnology to perform a textual surgical operation on the

theoretical and constructed framework of techno-social bodies. Where the six-

teenth-century body once lay in flesh and blood, the specter of the modern body

was projected digitally onto the table from above. This performative gesture

signifies a cohesive attempt at uniting the theoretical and corporal dimensions of

transgender experiences so often absent from cross-disciplinary conversations.

Brandon can be thought of as an implicit act of self-conscious archiving,

from its earliest inception to its current inert status and call for institutional
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intervention (the Guggenheim Museum has been promising to restore the work

back to the public online). Not only does the project offer an archival record of its

objective nucleus—the heavily politicized and reported murder of Brandon

Teena—but it encourages an unfettered and constructive engagement with its

heavily exploited public narrative. The aggregation of artifacts such as actual

courtroom documents from the Brandon Teena trial, together with public content

uploaded during the virtually constructed courtroom, substantiate the project’s

claim as a dynamic living archive. In light of all this, questions around the pro-

ject’s agency are called into dispute when we realize that the material presence of

the work is rendered inaccessible to a public online. How then might we think of

living archives as existing beyond the reaches of visible and material instru-

mentation? How too might embodiment on a personal and social level be con-

sidered an act of radical archiving?

If we consider the role of the medium with regard to the message in

historic terms, we can position the use of digital code and online interfacing for

Brandon as a kind of zeitgeist. Cheang’s use of hypertext and digital interfacing

evokes the use of voice-recording devices during the women’s liberation move-

ment and of cameras during the civil rights movement. For Brandon, it is a

heightened sense of the historic moment that transpires when we consider the

liberating potentials of the Internet for transgender individuals during the time of

its creation. Brandon is often cited as one of the first widely recognized examples

of Internet art. At the time that work on the project had commenced, the Internet

was on its way to becoming a household staple. As Eileen Myles calls to mind in

her review of Qui Miaojin’s Last Words from Monmarte, “one can’t ignore the

peculiarity of the moment of its composition, 1995, which might’ve been the last

true analog year. Do you remember how ‘it’ felt before the Internet?” (2014). As a

medium that sought to radically advance the relations of social precincts such as

race and gender (there were high hopes for the new virtual superhighway and its

alluding to the utopian vision of social egalitarianism), the potentials for new

forms of art making and activism online were eagerly anticipated. As the subject

of numerous media art dissertations, Brandon has been a work embraced with

great enthusiasm, not only for its unprecedented approach to the medium of net

art but also for what it sought to achieve in educating and making visible

transgender experiences.

This project’s unique contribution to the field of transgender studies can

be regarded for its collaborative and nondidactic entry into the landscape of

trans-phobia, social violence, and the criminal justice system. A lot of criticism

has been voiced in response to the seemingly facile portrayal of the events sur-

rounding Brandon Teena’s life and death, as presented in the Hollywood film Boys

Don’t Cry (Pierce 1999). Notable critiques of representational violence toward
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transgender individuals include Judith Butler’s (2010) response to the film’s

demonizing use of pronominal labels such as lesbian and the broader framework

of debate instigated between queer theorist Judith Halberstam and trans theorist

C. Jacob Hale in their essay exchange in Butch/FTM Border Wars (Halberstam and

Hale 1998). In light of conflicting representations of transgender subjectivity,

Cheang’s Brandon has been a deliberate exercise in feminist hypertextuality,

favoring a nonhierarchical and nonlinear slippage of its borders and narratives.

Each unique interface was created as a mainframe and a launching pad to be

developed through collaborative practice with designers, academics, scholars, and

transgender practitioners. Each of the five interfaces is accessible by a myriad of

entries and exits, with a lack of prescriptive narrative transpiring across them. The

nonlinear approach to the site’s navigation has been an overarching factor for how

audiences are encouraged to consider transgender identity and sovereignty within

a broader cyber-feminist framework.

For the Roadtrip Interface, Cheang invited transgender scholar Susan

Stryker to collaborate as a scriptwriter and consultant. Embodied within the

interface is an interactive plug-in that moves up and down a vertical highway. An

androgynous hyperlink with the words Brandon in transit sits at the bottom edge

of the screen. As you rest your mouse along the spine of the page—represented by

the yellow markers of the highway—compressed images of poor quality flash up

to offer a fragmented narrative of the moments that most ardently symbolize

Brandon’s transition from female to male: his relocation to Falls City. The link

opens to a pop-up screen, yellow text on a black background. A firsthand account

from a young woman who picked up Brandon along the Nebraskan Highway

reads, “I had holiday money, a free heart, Springsteen’s Nebraska playing on the

car stereo, I had it all. I gunned it down the highway across the border and there I

saw him, thumb stuck out” (Mcgregor 1998–99). In the last two paragraphs of the

piece, the narrator appears to take on the voice of Brandon as if present from

postmortem and pitched as our own moral conscience: “I wasn’t trying to start a

revolution, I didn’t ask to be sacrificed, his voice rising now. Is this all my life was

worth, to be used as a character in a tragedy of someone else’s making? If this is my

punishment, what was my crime?” (Mcgregor 1998–99).

Throughout many of the interfaces, speculative and fictive narratives

between Brandon and various gender-queer personas interact. This imaginative,

hypertextual engagement between characters allows a kind of liberation from the

criminal overtones that otherwise dominate their public profiles. One of the

overarching aims of the project is to unite in solidarity a broad spectrum of

socially regarded deviants to draw attention to their autonomy rather than to

their gendered obtuseness. Elsewhere in the Panopticon Interface, the system

of organization is interpreted as cell spaces of 390 · 315 pixels intended for a
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multiauthor collaboration. The play on the word cell is here twofold, promoting a

multiscalar approach to the role of the archive in occupying real and virtual

psycho-geographic spatial territories.

Where transgender experiences are largely erased from dominant narra-

tives, Brandon positions them within a nexus of civic institutions, including the

arts, media, medicine, and the judiciary. Although Brandon receives considerable

endowment from these social establishments, it assumes a hypercritical stance on

the very ethical provenance that they harbor. With a long line of sensationalized

media coverage and unjust criminal intervention behind Brandon’s narrative, this

project succeeds in confronting and working directly within the systems that

perpetuate transgender oppression. Where it is debated that a vast majority of

scholarly writing fails to speak to the real circumstances by which transgender

people live, Brandon propagates a unique expression of transgender experience

that is both creatively dynamic and pragmatically acute. The project doesn’t aim

to fulfill a place in the landscape of transgender work in order to fix anything per

se but rather to provide a platform for discussion on its realities via an imagi-

native and affective circuit of pedagogy. Despite and perhaps because of the

current obstruction to Brandon’s original material presence, this project sub-

stantiates a vast and ambitious claim for a socially embodied archive that exists

beyond its role as a temporal placeholder.

Abbra Kotlarczyk is a visual artist, writer, and art history student at the University of Mel-

bourne, Australia. Recent projects include “Re: Sweeping Exchanges: Notes on the Feminist

Body Politic” (un Magazine, 2015) and Art after the End of Philosophy: Parts I and II (2015).

Notes

1. We should consider not only the various performative gestures that make up the project

Brandon but also the fictive production of trans* embodiment as an example of a living

archive. Here the trans* body itself can be figured as a historically ascribed archive,

revealing the various stages of an individual’s transformation through gender identity

and embodiment.

2. Despite the marked differences across theoretical frameworks applied by trans* scholars

Bernice Hausman and Janice Raymond, both share a deep mistrust of medical inter-

vention on the body as discussed by Talia Bettcher (2014).
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

#festies
Notes from the Vancouver Queer Film Festival

HELEN HOK-SZE LEUNG

Abstract This article reviews the recent trans programming of the Vancouver Queer Film Festival and

offers thoughts on the festival’s history of trans inclusion and its impact on a “festival public.”

Keywords film festivals, LGBT audience, trans programming

Hashtag Festies

F or many years when I attended the Vancouver Queer Film Festival (VQFF), I

kept detailed notes on the films that I saw. In the last two years, as my con-

centration span started to shrink at an alarmingly rapid rate, my notebook has

been replaced by Twitter, which enables me to dash quick thoughts about the

films, send disgruntled or appreciative feedback to festival organizers, connect

(and occasionally flirt) with fellow “festies,” the nickname affectionately bestowed

on us, the audience, by the festival’s official hashtag (fig. 1). Even though Twitter

has been much maligned as a brain-dumbing medium that restricts the scope of

thoughts to 140 characters, some tweets capture certain moments vividly, such as

this one I came across from 2012: “Had a tough but respectful intergenerational

dialogue on trans issues while standing in line. Romeos a good catalyst 4 honest

convo! #festies.”

Romeos (dir. Sabine Bernadi, 2011) was that year’s opening gala film. The

German film tells the story of teenager Lukas as he tries to negotiate his gender

transition, the friendship he shares with his queer female friend from childhood,

and the gay male scene to which he has become increasingly attracted. While the

film repeats many generic conventions, it is also distinctive in its portrayal of

transphobia and the challenge of trans acceptance within gay and lesbian com-

munities. Moreover, the film’s representation is never simplistic. Ine, Lukas’s best

friend, betrays her unease with Lukas’s transition, but it has to do less with bigotry

than her very real grief at losing the intimacy they used to share as Lukas’s
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attention shifts toward his bodily changes and the attractive gay men that he

hangs with. Lukas’s love object, Fabio, embodies the oppressive masculinity that is

often idolized among young gay men. Yet, his initial rejection of Lukas is com-

plicated by his own struggle with the closet and his relation to his immigrant

family. What I appreciate about the film is how familiar and realistic it all feels, as

the film reveals the tension and prejudice as well as the camaraderie and

Figure 1. Films for Lovers and Fighters, publicity campaign designed by B’stro for VQFF for free

distribution
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compassion that exist within a community “unified” by the utopic designation of

“LGBT.”

I was excitedly sharing these thoughts in the pass-holders’ line on the

afternoon after opening night. At the receiving end of my impromptu film review

was a congenial older gay man. He was clearly as big a film buff as I tried to be, as

we were the first two in line for a matinee show when other sensible people were

still recovering from the festivities of the night before. He listened patiently to me

and then responded, with some hesitation, “Yeah, the filmmade me think . . . how

intolerant we gay men tend to be. . . . I can’t help but wonder, if we could accept

Lukas as he is, would he even need to change his body.” At that moment, a festival

volunteer, who was preparing to sell raffle tickets, chimed in. He explained,

politely but firmly, that as a young trans person, he must correct the older man’s

understanding, that Lukas’s gender identity is separate from his sexual attraction,

and that no amount of “acceptance” from gay men would affect his need to be

himself. The gay man listened and looked a little stunned after the volunteer was

called away mid-sentence to attend to other duties. He apologized to no one in

particular for not fully understanding the film. He then turned to me and

mumbled something about being too old and needing to learn. I had just sent my

tweet when he started telling me about the time he immigrated to Vancouver from

Israel where he was shunned by his family.

This moment is a typical festival moment, when investments in a film

allow strangers to enter into dialogue about issues that otherwise remain politely

buried. It dawns on me that the conversation reflects exactly what Romeos is all

about: the lack of understanding among many gays and lesbians regarding trans

issues. Much like the film’s optimistic ending, the moment also signals the pos-

sibility of change and the importance of speaking up and of listening. I am not

sure direct change results from such encounters. Yet, I am also sure that our lives

would be much less hopeful without them.

Film Festival Research

The recent burgeoning of film festival research is contributing to our under-

standing of precisely these moments, which I interpret to be the basic building

block of a sociality, or what B. Ruby Rich calls a festival’s “public” (2013: 33–39).

The research on queer film festivals, more than that of any other kinds of festivals,

focuses on this “public” and the array of factors—from funding structure,

management, and community politics to the actual venues, use of social media,

and, of course, the films themselves—that enable and shape it (Film Festival

Research Network 2014). Yet, despite a handful of exceptions (Williams 2012; Loist

2012; and Loist and de Valck 2013), there is as yet no systematic and detailed study

specifically of the impact of transgender film festivals, or trans programming
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within queer film festivals, on festival publics. While my short reflection here does

not even begin to scratch the surface of the question, it hopefully will serve, if

nothing else, as a marker of the need for future work.

VQFF’s Trans Inclusive History

I started going to VQFF shortly after I moved to the city during the late 1990s. For

as far back as I can remember, trans works have occupied a significant place in the

festival. This inclusive history—not a given in many gay and lesbian film festi-

vals—may be explained by several factors. The first is the simple fact of the

festival’s name. As ShanaMyara, the current director of programming, points out,

the festival “never had to make the branding transition from a ‘gay and lesbian’

film festival like some other notable festivals are doing now” (pers. comm.,

February 20, 2013). As a name, queer is more resilient than gay and lesbian for

resignifying a festival’s core demographic as it diversifies, and as our under-

standing of identity undergoes a sea change. It may be interesting to see if creative

naming that avoids the strictures of identity categories—such as Amsterdam’s

Pink Film Days, Montreal’s Image+Nation or BFI Flare, the new moniker of the

London Lesbian and Gay Festival—becomes a trend for the future. More

important than the matter of naming, the festival has a long history of trans

involvement at the executive, programming, and advisory levels. Trans inclusion

has thus always been enacted through hiring practices rather than only as a

programming strategy. Another significant factor is the festival’s mandate of

community involvement, which results in persistent efforts to outreach to

demographics excluded from the mostly white and Anglo–North American

representation of early queer cinema. Community-curated programming on

indigenous, Asian, and queer Muslim representation, for example, parallels the

efforts of trans inclusion to ensure that the festival represents the city’s population

while expanding festies’ film knowledge and diversifying their projected self-

image as a public.

The festival’s scholarship program, which ran from the late 1990s to the

mid-2000s, during a time just prior to the widespread availability of digital

filmmaking technology, provided young artists with access to industry-standard

training, equipment, and dissemination venues. Many of the most impressive

early trans works that I saw came out of this program, including Ivan Coyote’s

Transmission (1998), an artfully narrated portrait of a young trans-butch’s chosen

family, and James Diamond’s The Man From Venus (1999), a beautifully rendered

experimental short on trans masculinity and isolation. Both Coyote and Dia-

mond have since gone on to become major artists who continue to produce

challenging and complex trans expressions. While the scholarship program sig-

nals the festival’s investment in mentoring local trans artists, the festival also
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fosters international connections. During 2004–5, Executive Director Drew

Dennis conducted an “exchange” with Kam Wai Kui, who was Dennis’s coun-

terpart at the Netherlands Transgender Film Festival. After Kui brought a pro-

gram on Dutch trans representations for VQFF in 2004, Dennis curated “Gen-

derqueer: A BC/Canada Program” (2005) for the Amsterdam festival. These kinds

of exchanges serve not only to bring wider exposure to lesser known works by

local artists but also facilitate conversations on trans issues that are at once local

and international.

2012–2013: The Under Twenty-Fives, Trans Casting, and Focus on Asia

In the last two years, these programming efforts have clearly yielded results, as the

“trans cinema” represented in the festival now is more diverse in scope than ever

before, while being ever more carefully contextualized in the films’ local contexts.

From the 2012–13 programs, there are three trends that should be of note to critics.

First, Romeos was programmed under the “Fierce, Fabulous, and Under

Twenty-Five” series focused on youths. I remember youth programs used to be

dominated by predictable coming-out stories, but I am happy to see this is no

longer the case. Not only are gender issues featured prominently in the series, they

are featured in films that are culturally and thematically diverse. Some examples

are In Between Days (dir. Sankha, 2012), which documents the friendship between

two gender variant youths who are sex workers in India; My Other Me: A Film

about Cosplayers (dir. Josh Laner, 2012), which explores the subcultural world of

disenfranchised youths who embody their fictional heroes through dressing up in

“costume play”; and Tomboy (dir. Celine Sciamma, 2011), a lushly produced

feature about a gender variant prepubescent child in suburban France.

Second, long before the issue received recent media attention as a result of

Jared Leto’s Oscar win for his (questionable) turn in Dallas Buyers’ Club as a trans

woman, the importance of trans casting was receiving attention at the festival.

Amber Dawn, the festival’s director of programming during 2009–12, put a

particular spotlight on the “growing trend in transgender talent seen in inter-

national cinema” (2012: 24), by highlighting films that star trans actresses in

successive years: Mina Orfanou in the Greek film Strella (dir. Panos H. Koutras,

2010), Maria Clara Spinelli in the Brazilian film Paulista (dir. Roberto Moreira,

2009), and Camila Sosa in the Argentinian film Mia (dir. Javier Van de Couter,

2012).

Finally, reflecting the demographics of Vancouver, the festival regularly

features “Focus on Asia” programs, which showcase films that continue to

complicate our understanding of what trans may signify: a retrospective of the

cult classic Funeral Parade of Roses (dir. Toshio Matsumoto, 1969) showcases an

Asian film that explicitly explores genderqueer culture before there was even a
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conception of queer or trans cinema; the documentaryWariazone (dir. Kiwa and

Terje Toomistu, 2011) highlights the history and contemporary activism of warias

in Indonesia; and the experimental and meditative feature Chitrangada: The

Crowning Wish by the late Bengali gender variant actor/director Rituparno Ghosh

(2012) illustrates the impermanence of gender as part of our larger illusion about

attachment to identity and self.

Helen Hok-Sze Leung is an associate professor of gender, sexuality, and women’s studies at

Simon Fraser University. She is the author of Undercurrents: Queer Culture and Postcolonial Hong

Kong (2008) and Farewell My Concubine: A Queer Film Classic (2010).
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A R T S & C U L T U R E

“Sitting. With a Candle? Up My Ass!”
A Portrait of Harmodius in Exile

DOMINIC JOHNSON

Abstract “Sitting.With a Candle? UpMyAss!”explores the archive of the BayArea photographer David

Greene, focusing firstly on Shameless (1974), a series of portraits of transgender people, queers, and

people in drag, often posed candidly in domestic and other domestic settings. It zooms into Greene’s

work to draw out the story of the forgotten genderfuck poet and activist Harmodius in Exile—Greene’s

lover and peer—posing archival research as an access point to concealed or “minor” histories of

lesbian, gay, and transgender life in San Francisco in the 1970s. In my analysis, Harmodius’s strategic

maximalism—captured so evocatively in Greene’s portraits and evoked in Harmodius’s own poetry

(cited in the title)—is both a political tool and a technique of whimsy, a gesture of serious play that

stages the poet’s commitment to aesthetic, political, and corporeal self-fashioning.

Keywords: archive, San Francisco, 1970s, genderfuck, photography

T he ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archives in downtown Los Angeles is the

world’s largest archive of such materials. It holds periodicals and books,

ephemera, personal papers, and artists’ archives. Its holdings on artists suggest a

vast series of hidden histories, including a secret account of photography at the

margin of historical and cultural intelligibility. Many are interesting in their own

rights. A case in point is the archive of the Bay Area photographer David Greene,

including Shameless (1974), a series of portraits of transgender people, queers, and

people in drag, often posed candidly in domestic and other private settings. The

photographs are carefully framed, lit, and shot, and the prints are large, wet, clean,

and compelling. Moreover, they serve as access points to other, concealed “minor”

histories, from the macrocosmic story of lesbian, gay, and transgender life in San

Francisco in the 1970s, to the interstitial narratives pertaining to particular sub-

jects amid the same greater history. One of the “secrets” disclosed by his papers is

the life and times of the “genderfuck” poet and activist Harmodius in Exile. Here,

in the archive, transgender, transsexual, and genderfuck lives emerge into visi-

bility, demanding to be seen.
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Greene documented glitter queen, trans, and genderfuck characters in San

Francisco from 1973 to 1976 and disseminated these images in underground

magazines like Vector, and exhibitions in artist-run or independent venues in the

city. (Greene also exhibited nationally from September 1976, and in institutional

spaces, after a solo show, Shameless, opened at Alfred Stieglitz’s celebrated New

York gallery.) A notable exhibition in a nontraditional space was Andy’s Donuts:

Center of the Universe (from September 1975) at Andy’s Donuts on Castro Street.

The cafe functioned as what Greene describes as “the center of genderfuck culture

in San Franscisco in 1975” and was the place to be seen after the bars closed at 2:00

a.m. (Greene 2011: 32). For three months, Greene photographed regulars

there—residents with their children during the day, and queens at night—and

the resulting photographs were hung in the donut store. A characteristic pho-

tograph shows Pristine Condition (of the Cockettes) seated in the plate glass

window of Andy’s, holding a glazed donut that matches her glazed expression,

beside several trays lined with confectionary. Greene writes, “Many havemistaken

my photographs for fantasy or theatre. This mistake comes from the false notion

that only in the theatre do people surround themselves in splendor and act in a

mobile and unrestrained manner.” He adds, “What straights would call perfor-

mance is, in fact, a joyous way of life.” The shamelessness of the subjects and his

photographic gaze give the images what he calls a transformative, “magic

appearance” (Greene, Shameless photographs: 40, box 1).

Greene’s portraits of Harmodius in Exile are exemplary in this respect.

One of these lovingly recreates a portrait by Diane Arbus, in the bathroom of the

home Greene shared with his lover, Harmodius, on Panoramic Avenue, Berkeley

(fig. 1). Harmodius wears makeup, metallic stars, a towel-turban, and dungarees

with one strap undone to reveal chest hair and one breast. The poet’s eyebrows are

pasted out and lined over—thinner, higher. Makeup, toiletries, jewelry, and

paraphernalia scatter the bathroom’s marble counter. Harmodius engages the

camera with a frank, beguiling, gently smiling face. The poet is androgynous.

Harmodius is mid-transformation. He is beautiful. She is beautiful.

In the corner between the mirror and back wall, a book of Arbus’s work is

opened to show “Burlesque Comedienne in her Dressing Room, Atlantic City,

N. J.” (1963). The portrait of the burlesque performer is itself doubled in the mir-

ror, and redoubled in new, flipped terms by Harmodius, who poses in a fashion

similar to the comedienne’s, with legs discretely crossed and one hand holding the

other in its unguarded grip. Greene’s allusion to art history—notably the quo-

tation and restaging of Arbus’s photograph—honors yet actively queers the style

and substance of the “masters” of “straight photography” (Brassaı̈ is another

frequent reference for Greene) by presenting candid shots of outsiders, while

assuring viewers of his own intimate, often sexual relation to his sitters. Greene
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confirms this distinction when he writes, “My approach was distinguished from

them in that I sought an openly collaborative art—one in which the subjects had a

strong hand in creating the portraits. This came from both aesthetic and political

impulses” (Greene, pers. comm., February 23, 2013).

A further, striking photograph shows Harmodius sitting on a bed, pipe in

mouth, with an artificial hibiscus behind the poet’s ear, and wearing a facial spray

of glitter stars and rhinestones around the eyes and cheekbones. The transfor-

mation to total “genderfuckery” is complete. Harmodius’s bushy beard is caked in

glitter. A box of costume jewelry lies open on the unmade bed, surrounded by

layers of shiny satin sheets. Greene’s works are significant for their formality and

respectful sensibility. The images suggest tenderness, beauty, calm, community,

and safety, with an attractive veneer, and his sitters tend to demonstrate a per-

sonal charisma that suggests povera opulence and cluttered extravagance. Har-

modius’s maximalism is both a political tool and a technique of whimsy, a gesture

of serious play that evokes the poet’s commitment to aesthetic, political, and

corporeal self-fashioning.

Harmodius in Exile was the author of a rare mimeographed book,

The Poems of Harmodius in Exile (1974). The cover featured a double-negative

Figure 1. David Greene, Harmodius, with Burlesque Queen Photo, 1974. ª David Greene. Courtesy

of the artist
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composite photograph by Greene with Harmodius in and out of genderfuck drag,

raising a palm tomeet him- or herself, while gazing at the camera. Harmodius was

born Anthony J. Rogers, in Columbus, Ohio, on May 7, 1947. “In shedding my

‘slave name,’” he writes, Harmodius took a new name after the Greek lovers

Harmodius and Aristogeiton, recorded in history for assassinating the tyrant

Hippias (or Hipparchas) in AD 514 and setting Athens free. The name, he writes,

“seemed to fit the mood of my life as a Gay Revolutionary” (Harmodius 1974: ii).

“In Exile” was added for effect. The poet David Melnick remembers that Har-

modius in Exile took his name during a demonstration against President Richard

Nixon at the Republican National Convention in Florida, in one of the first

demonstrations by gay people at a US political convention. Melnick writes, “I

never met the Aristogeiton who took his drag name at the same time, though

years later I was told he visited San Francisco” (pers. comm., February 20, 2013).

Harmodius’s activism involved organized protests, consciousness-raising meet-

ings, and flamboyant interventions into public and private spaces. Melnick

remembers going with Harmodius to rouse HarveyMilk into acting on behalf of a

lesbian friend who had been arrested during a demonstration in September 1974,

and remembers his more casual—yet still outlandish—interventions, as “a self-

dramatizing apparition” (pers. comm.).

Harmodius was known around San Francisco as a poet, gay rights and

AIDS activist, spiritual explorer, and genderfuck “character.” An obituary lov-

ingly described Harmodius as “a suave street-wise Sufi dancer, a magik man” (Bay

Area Reporter 1992). Harmodius was a provocative and engaging poet. The poems

in his extant collection were written between July 13 and September 8, 1973.

Harmodius’s range includes militant cries, paeans of love (to David Greene, the

book’s dedicatee), and comic erotic writings. An untitled poem in his unpub-

lished notebook reads as a love poem, as well as a cry of self-determination. Its

repeated refrain, “We are the Brothers of the Templar / We are the Faggots from

the Flame,” accents the litany of political possibilities that have become available

in the historical moment of its writing: “Come out from the Bar rooms darkened /

Come out from the Closet Game / Come out from theMen’s room Stinking / And

tell the world our name” (Harmodius 1973: 1). Both the manuscript and the edited

selection in the published book contain erotic line drawings laid over the text by

hand. The drawings—of couples having sex, embracing, or masturbating—draw

out the sexual and emotional candor that typifies Harmodius’s writings. In

“Sitting with a Candle (Poem for David)”, Harmodius writes a sutra of sorts—a

simple, listed, syllabically restrained aphorism: “Sitting. / With a candle? Up my

ass! . . . If every one sat. / On just one little candle? / What? / A bright world! This
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would be” (Harmodius 1974: 21). In “Supreme Act of Copulation,” late in The

Poems of Harmodius in Exile, the poet turns this expectation on its head, writing:

Taking your flesh and seed inside me,

Feeling your golden juicy wetness in my mouth,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Knowing this is the supreme act of copulation with nature.

Eating an orange. (Harmodius 1974: 22)

The poem parodies our expectation of erotic self-narration and disclosure, while

at the same time eroticizing a pedestrian act, namely, the luridly described

encounter with the “flesh and seed” of a simple orange.

Harmodius’s greatest brush with notoriety occurred on the night of July 7,

1979, when he was spending the evening with his lover, Robert Opel—renowned

for streaking the 46th Academy Awards ceremony in 1974, during David Niven’s

speech, on live television—and cabaret singer Camille O’Grady in Opel’s leg-

endary gallery, Fey-Wey Studios, in San Francisco, a block north of Folsom. Two

armed men broke into the gallery and took the three occupants hostage; Opel was

fatally shot in the melee. As a result, Jason Dilley recalls, Harmodius became

“notorious south of Market Street” (Dilley, pers. comm., March 2, 2013).

In his final years, Harmodius revived his “slave name,” Anthony, and lived

in the Bourgeois Palace, a commune on the northwest corner of Castro and

Fourteenth streets. His creative and activist activities were sidelined as he became

progressively more ill during the late 1980s. Harmodius died of an AIDS-related

illness in San Francisco on February 17, 1992, at age 44.

Greene stopped showing his work shortly after a solo exhibition (at Hyde

Park Art Center in Chicago) received a scathing review in theNew Art Examiner in

October 1978. Art critic Candida Finkel dismissed his portraits, insultingly and

inaccurately, as “no more interesting than snapshots taken at a Halloween party”

(quoted in Greene 2011: 44). Upset by the misrepresentation, on the back of

related concerns about the commercial art world, Greene responded with a letter

to the editor, which garnered support from critics and artists. H. C. Westermann

encouraged Greene, writing, “I think I would rather die than give a critic the

satisfaction of knowing they had injured me. . . . Listen David forget the fuck-

ers—critics don’t count, they come and go—what is beautiful though is an artist,

such as yourself, trying to do something constructive & beautiful. I think that’s the

finest thing in the world” (quoted in Greene 2011: 45). In his turn away from

photography, however, Greene confirmed or consolidated his marginalization by

art history. Today, his work is primed for “rediscovery,” as an exemplar of queer,

LGBT, or subcultural photography in San Francisco in the 1970s. By uncovering
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and celebrating his corpus, a series of undisclosed, secret, or sidelined histories

can also be reconstituted—including, but not limited to, the life and times of

Harmodius in Exile.

Dominic Johnson is a senior lecturer in the School of English and Drama at Queen Mary,

University of London. Johnson is the author of Glorious Catastrophe: Jack Smith, Performance,

and Visual Culture (2012), Theatre and the Visual (2012), and The Art of Living: An Oral History of

Performance Art (2015) and the editor of four books, including most recently Pleading in the

Blood: The Art and Performances of Ron Athey (2013) and Critical Live Art: Contemporary

Histories of Performance in the UK (2012).
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N E W M E D I A

Archiving the Wonders
of Testosterone via YouTube

TOBIAS RAUN

Abstract The article engages with trans male video blogs on YouTube, framing them as living

archives that offer unique opportunities to access and share embodied trans knowledges—which

have previously been limited or inaccessible—such as information about and visual accounts of

medical transitioning processes. It is argued that archiving one’s transition works through a kind of

performative documentation, partly documenting and partly instantiating the transformation by

tracking and tracing the bodily changes. Testosterone figures as the transformative technology, while

the upper body becomes the privileged site of self-fashioning. YouTube hereby offers an alternative

and empowering archive of how trans male bodies could look, while its cumulative effects also play a

significant role in determining how they should look.

Keywords YouTube, Vlogging, testosterone, gender, virtual ethnography

In my repeat watching, I developed a visual narrative of what transition and trans

masculinity were supposed to look like: My face would change in these ways, I

would lose weight here and gain it there, my voice would sound different by this

many months on T. Over time, I became attuned to the visual cues of trans

masculinity.

—Avery Dame

T his epigraph is taken from a blog post written by Avery Dame (2014), a PhD

candidate in gender studies, reflecting on the act of watching trans male video

blogs on YouTube. As many readers know, YouTube has become an important

archive for trans people; it houses one of the most vivid visual cultures of trans

(self-)representations and has become a place that many turn to for information

and support (Raun 2012).1 The first group of trans vloggers started in 2006, the

same year that YouTube became the Internet’s most popular visual medium.2 By

now, creating and posting video blogs is so ubiquitous inmany trans communities
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that trans vlogging has become a genre in itself (Raun 2015). These user-created

digital trans archives coexist with analog archives of trans lives and experiences

housed in libraries and nonprofits.3 The artifacts and papers curated by profes-

sional archivists and preserved in brick-and-mortar settings are, however, inan-

imate. As K. J. Rawson suggests, “transgender phenomena prove quite challenging

to the archive. The very site of transgender experience—the body—cannot be

captured by the historical fragments collected in an archive because of the irre-

ducible distance between historical objects and the lives they come to represent”

(2014: 25). What these attempts seem to fail in doing—letting trans experiences

come alive—is exactly what the trans vlogs appear more likely to accomplish. The

user-created content uploaded to YouTube encompasses a “living” archive of trans

corporeality and identity. In this article, I examine how trans men, in particular,

archive their medical transition through the video blog medium. How does

delivering ephemeral trans experiences directly to the camera in the first person

change our notion of the archive? How does YouTube function as an archival

space for trans male experiences and identities?

YouTube as an Archive

YouTube has become the world’s largest archive of moving images (Snickars 2009:

293). It is a digital Wunderkammer, containing material from a wide variety of

actors, including amateurs and professionals (and material created by the so-

called pro-ams),4 as well as content from traditional media sources. The popu-

larity of YouTube is remarkable, and it has entered the lexicon not just as a noun

but also as a verb—one can be asked to “YouTube it” (Strangelove 2010: 5).

YouTube is an archive, first and foremost, because it stores and displays infor-

mation (Gehl 2009: 46). However, unlike traditional archives, it is heterogeneous,

complex, and unsteady; its composition is constantly shifting, and it is contin-

uously built and reshaped by its users (Pietrobruno 2013: 1263). Because videos

can be removed by Google (owner of YouTube) or by the creators/uploaders, the

archive’s material (the videos) may disappear at any time (1261). YouTube is

nevertheless considered bymany to be an ideal form of archive because, primarily,

it allows user contributions and offers instantaneous access (Prelinger 2009: 268,

270–71). Sheenagh Pietrobruno describes YouTube as a “participatory and

interactive archive, which allows users to add to core collections, enabling a

popular voice to enter into centrally controlled collections” (2013: 1262). In that

sense, YouTube is far more democratic than archival collections usually are. It

enables the production and distribution of personal narratives and community

knowledges without the filtering system of a traditional archive (Rawson 2013).

Profit seeking, however, puts limits on the apparent equality of the site: YouTube

users are steered toward particular videos by means of coded mechanisms that
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rely on promotion and ranking tactics. Although the site’s users influence the

visibility of videos by rating and commenting on them, that feedback is processed

with the help of undisclosed algorithms that are increasingly commercially driven

(van Dijck 2009: 45; 2013: 126).

YouTube is thus constituted, in part, by the tension between its role as an

egalitarian repository of anything and everything and its need to promote

material that will increase its profit (Gehl 2009: 48). This in turn influences the

trans vloggers, compelling them to develop strategies (tagging, having people link

to one’s video, andmaking video responses) that increase viewership. It now takes

a lot more time and skill to ensure one’s page lands on the page of search results.

YouTube is increasingly a platform for sponsored videos, and major broadcast

companies employ it as another content distribution channel (Kim 2012: 57–58).

As a result, when searching for “transgender,” for example, a commercial news

clip from ABC tends to pop up before any user-created content. YouTube has also

become far more hierarchical, as branded trans vloggers with higher numbers of

views and subscribers show upmuchmore often in the news feed or related videos

than new users or users with only a small number of views/followers. New or fairly

unknown trans vloggers are more likely than ever to stay unnoticed.

A Database for the Display of Everyday Trans Life

Despite these limitations, as living archives, trans vlogs offer a unique opportunity

to access and share embodied trans knowledges that have previously been limited

or inaccessible, particularly visual accounts of medical transitioning processes.

Furthermore, the multimodality of YouTube (the combined use of sound, text,

music, pictures, as well as annotations) offers creators multiple ways to enrich

communication. The audio-visuality conveys meaning very differently than a

text-based web page, which cannot communicate social cues, of voice and reac-

tions, for example, and nonverbal cues such as facial expression, direction of gaze,

posture, dress, physical appearance, and bodily orientation (Baym 2010: 50–52).

Trans vlogs can be characterized as sources of knowledge and audiovisual

how-to guides for transition. Moreover, in this genre, trans is openly claimed as

an identity, and the body-altering procedures are laid out for visual consumption

and inspiration, which potentially challenges the pathologization and stigmati-

zation of trans. However, as my virtual ethnographic studies on YouTube show,5

many trans people did not initially intend their vlogging to be an educational and

political project. The YouTubers had more personal and pragmatic reasons for

vlogging, including documenting one’s path for one’s own sake, possibly net-

working with other trans people, and using YouTube as a place for individuals to

store large amounts of data. The vlogger Skylar told me in an interview that he

initially uploaded his videos to YouTube because they took up so much space on
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his computer: “This way I had a place to put them [the videos] and organize

them” (Skylar 2011). Here YouTube is described as an archive in a very literal sense:

a site for storage that also offers some functionality for cataloging via its interface,

allowing users to add metadata through tagging.

The ability to store and display chronicles of everyday trans life in a

publicly accessible archive is especially significant, given that many queer histories

have been lost, destroyed, censored, designated as “classified information” and

prohibited from view, or never collected in the first place (Danbolt 2013: 69).

During most of the twentieth century, public libraries had little information to

offer on trans topics, and attempting to access such information was potentially

dangerous. Likewise, scientific journals were accessible only through elite insti-

tutions, limiting awareness of the little literature that did exist (Devor 2014: 9, 11).

Subcultures and countercultures have therefore often turned to informal, non-

official channels to collect and distribute information, such as personal diaries,

family photo albums, underground magazines and newsletters, personal libraries,

and oral archives such as narratives and stories (Pietrobruno 2013: 1262).

The Performative Documentation of the Effects of Testosterone

When I conducted virtual ethnographic fieldwork on YouTube, I quickly noticed

that trans men were especially heavy users of the video blog medium as a way to

track and archive their bodily changes, posting them on their personal channel

page for themselves and others to see and compare.6 The trans male vlogs show a

significant emphasis on, even preoccupation with, testosterone. Its effects on the

body are especially easy to render visually. Many vloggers offer an oral enu-

meration of the changes that testosterone has facilitated to accompany the videos

of the body. Many label their vlogs by the number of months they have been

taking testosterone. Testosterone also becomes the structuring principle, defining

when it is time to make a new vlog (monthly or annual updates, for example, two

months on T, one year on T, and so on).7While the predominance of testosterone

(and how to inject it) serves as an educational show-and-tell, its overwhelming

presence also seems to express a belief in the drug as the transformative tech-

nology, perhaps because it produces visible cues taken bymost to represent bodily

sexual difference.

Skylar is an example of a trans male vlogger who has documented his

(medical) transition in depth, and who by now has become a micro-celebrity.8

Although the style and the purpose of his vlogs have slightly shifted with years,

from shorter informal documentations to longer and more educational pieces

directed more specifically toward an audience, overall, they function as a personal

archive of his transition. He documents the physical changes facilitated by tes-

tosterone, surgery, and working out, and he makes the visual narrative of his
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transition available for collective communal consumption. He began vlogging

when he was just seventeen years old. Like many other trans men, he began

posting to YouTube around the time he started taking hormones. In fact, his vlog

appeared on the very day that he had received his first shot of testosterone (Skylar

vlog, February 3, 2009). He tells viewers that he was able to “shoot myself up with

man today,” and that he feels “really good . . . like there is just a huge weight that

has been lifted from my soul” He also provides a meta narrative in this particular

vlog entry: it is the first one in which he speaks. It is possible that he records his

voice on the day he first takes testosterone in anticipation of the physical changes

he expects to happen.

Documenting his premedically transitioned appearance seems to serve the

sole purpose of archiving (“this is me pre-T” as he states), offering Skylar a

historical backdrop upon which to project the future. In that sense, his current

image (as it appears in this video from 2009) is already instantiated as a “before”

or “historical” image serving as a site of comparison. For example, displaying his

recently operated-upon chest, Skylar says it is for “documentation purposes”

(Skylar vlog, February 2, 2010). Each vlog serves as a kind of snapshot or

audiovisual “proof” of how he looks and sounds at a specific time, stepping-

stones to a transformed, “masculinized” self. Skylar mixes earlier with newer

video footage to create what I label “commemorating vlogs.” A commemorating

vlog is a special kind of transitional video that, alongside past and present moving

images, typically includes photographs, written text, voice-overs, and music,

which together highlight the physical changes and create a typically heroic nar-

rative of transformation, one in which the protagonist overcomes great challenges

and finds oneself.

Although the vlog is repeatedly narrated as a process of documentation, it

also contains performative dimensions. The camera meticulously focuses in on

every change—muscles, hair, and facial features—and in so doing performa-

tively constitutes these effects as “masculinizing.” There are several hand-held

close-up shots of Skylar trying to show the viewer the size and shape of the

transitioning body or the growth of hair. His slightly bearded cheek takes up the

entire screen as he instructs the viewer where to find the newest growth of hair

with a “Wait, wait—you can kind of see it” and then moves the camera a bit to

show us another part of his face “and the sideburns, whoopee” (Skylar vlog,

October 28, 2009). Because so many trans male vloggers use the camera to con-

struct what testosterone does (internally and externally), vlogging becomes a way

to make the self and the viewer see its biomedical effects. Testosterone becomes

masculinity through the ways in which biochemistry (the substance, the amount

of time, and the dose) is directly connected to visible signs of muscles and hair

growth. Here the drug and the camera aremutually constitutive, instantiating and
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confirming maleness, thereby allowing the vlogger and the viewer to witness the

process (documenting effects) while also being a site for staging what and how to

witness (performative effects). To archive one’s transition therefore works

through a kind of performative documentation, documenting and instantiating

the transformation by tracking and tracing the bodily changes. Or as philosopher

Jacques Derrida states, “the archivization produces as much as it records the

event” (Derrida 1995: 17). In that sense, the vlog functions interchangeably as a site

for the preservation and for the creation of transition.

An Alternative Archive: The Trans Male Body as a Visual Spectacle

In Skylar’s case it is not just the biomedical changes facilitated by testosterone that

are archived but also the effects of his workout. He is posing and flexing in front

of the camera to proudly show the results of his workout program. Different

kinds of “technologies” are applied here in order to nurse and keep the trans body

healthy, in shape, and aesthetically pleasing (food, tattoos, workouts, testoster-

one, and surgeries).

Reviewing numerous male vlogs, it becomes clear that the body, especially

the upper body, becomes, for most, the privileged site of self-fashioning. In

addition to offering information about testosterone, the other most frequent

theme in this genre is advice about sculpting the torso, especially after top surgery.

As a fetishized marker of maleness in the trans male vlogs, the chest is invested

with sexual potency and desire. Some flex their chests, highlighting their strength

and physique, whereas others appear in more static objectifying poses. Working

out after top-surgery seems to be a way to (re)claim and (re)connect with one’s

(upper) body after years of dissatisfaction with that self-same body. There is, as

feminist cultural theorist Susan Bordo has argued, social power ascribed to the

ability to control the size and the shape of the body: “It means that one ‘cares’

about oneself and how one appears to others, suggesting willpower, energy,

control over infantile impulse, the ability to ‘shape your life’” (Bordo 1993: 195).

Drawing on Bordo’s analysis, the massive focus on the firm, muscular (upper)

body in the trans male vlogs conveys a willful, disciplined self-creation—attri-

butes that coincide with cultural understandings of masculinity. The built body is

produced by pain and bodily suffering; it is an achieved body, the fulfillment of a

plan, the literal triumph of mind over matter. The built body is not the body one

is born with, it is the body made possible by the application of thought and

planning, just like the medically modified trans body itself.

In twentieth-century psycho-medical discourses, trans-as-error is a

widespread trope for diagnosing and understanding trans identity (Howard 2014:

82). Photographs from medical textbooks have “reduce[d] the personhood of

those with nonstandard bodies to a medical disorder or criminal character type”
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(Singer 2006: 604). In trans vlogs we are offered alternative images of how trans

male bodies look. Skylar presents one of these “attractive” and “positive” images

(attractive vis-à-vis the current mainstream norms for male bodies). He has a

large number of followers and has become the object of many people’s idealized

and sexualized consumption, made apparent by the many comments below his

videos stating how “cute” and “hot” he is. In this way, the numerous medically

transitioned, well-sculptured trans male bodies on YouTube provide viewers with

an archive alternative to that of the medical textbook. Here the trans male body

becomes a desirable image, lending itself to a kind of pleasurable and admirable

visual consumption, which challenges the psycho-medical archive of failed,

pathetic, and pathologized trans male images.

Yet YouTube is not just offering us an alternative and empowering archive

of how trans male bodies could look. Its cumulative effects play an increasingly

significant role in determining how they should look. The transmale vlogs become

idealized versions of transition and trans maleness. Or as the epigraph by Avery

Dame suggests, trans masculinity becomes a kind of audiovisual vocabulary.

Trans visibility becomes trans visuality, defining what being a trans man means

and looks like (Dame 2014). The trans male vlogs become sites of (dis)identifi-

cation for Dame both before and after starting medical transition himself:

“Sometimes, when I’m looking at images for my work, I’ll turn to my fiancée and

say, ‘See, I wish my scars looked like his’ or ‘I wish I had been on Tat 17, it would

have made such a big difference.’ . . . It illustrates the influence of visibility on the

viewer. Seeing isn’t just an act of looking, it’s also amoment of imposition by both

the viewer and the viewed” (Dame 2014).

While trans male vlogs manifest potentials—and possible futures—they

also create norms for how trans men look, feel, and talk about their transition,

and how they vlog about it. In that sense it seems true, even for the unsteady and

user-created trans male archive of YouTube, that the archive involves an element

of “commencement” as well as “commandment” (Derrida 1995: 9).

Tobias Raun is an assistant professor of communication studies at Roskilde University, Den-

mark, and the editor of the “New Media” section of TSQ: Transgender Studies Quarterly. He has

published extensively on trans and digital media since 2010 and is coming out with a book on

trans video blogging on YouTube in March 2016.

Notes

1. For an extended analysis of trans video blogging, see my forthcoming book Out Online:

Trans Self-Representation and Community Building on YouTube.
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2. Some of these early vloggers are still active, see, for example, Charles at www.youtube

.com/channel/UCVCIvzMd7-We0Iq1QGULqaQ and Erin at www.youtube.com/channel

/UCVivEKkRsAMYVMsVpKTCYtA.

3. For example, the University of Michigan now houses the National Transgender Library

and Archive, created by Dallas Denny, the founder of the American Educational Gender

Information Service, Inc. The Transgender Archives at the University of Victoria,

founded by Aaron Devor, has amassed key collections.

4. YouTube has been heavily commercialized since Google acquired the platform, and the

distinction between amateur material/user generated content (UGC) and commercial

material/professionally generated content (PGC) has become difficult to maintain (Kim

2012). The culture of the so-called “pro-ams” has spread, and many producers of UGC

are now creating videos for YouTube as their main profession, assisted and funded by the

YouTube partnership program, ad revenue, and sponsored content (Mosebo Simonsen

2011: 80).

5. During 2009–12 I conducted extensive virtual ethnographic fieldwork on YouTube, ini-

tially going randomly from one vlog to another, being directed by the videos that popped

up when typing search words such as transgender, transsexual, trans woman, and trans

man, watching numerous videos. In the spring of 2011, I selected eight case study vloggers

to include in my core corpus of material—a selection of popular but also “typical”

vloggers at the time, combined with a certain degree of diversity in particular regard-

ing the style of vlogging, gender expression, sexual orientation, and age. I conducted

interviews with them and meticulously watched all their vlogs. When researching for

my upcoming book (2015), I once again engaged in massive “strolling” of the “streets” of

YouTube.

6. These videos are numerous, so this is just a selection: www.youtube.com/channel

/UCVCIvzMd7-We0Iq1QGULqaQ, www.youtube.com/user/ALionsFears, www.youtube

.com/user/uppercaseCHASE1, www.youtube.com/user/partar400, and www.youtube

.com/user/MrMisterDrumm/videos.

7. Within the trans YouTube community, testosterone is predominantly referred to simply

as “T,” which is the shortened, insider lingo for the substance.

8. Micro-celebrity is a term coined by Theresa Senft (2008), connected to a process by which

people express, create, and share their identities online and are famous to a niche group

of people (Marwick 2013: 114–15). Whereas a Hollywood star/mainstream celebrity has an

audience that they are distanced from, the micro-celebrity has a community that they are

responsive to, who expect transparency, openness, and “authenticity,” and with whom

they are required to directly interact or connect in order to maintain their status (Senft

2008: 116; Marwick 2013: 158, 118, 119).
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N E W M E D I A

Eunuchs Online

ARIEL B. HANDY and THOMAS W. JOHNSON

Abstract The Eunuch Archive (EA) is an online community of individuals who identify as a eunuch or

have strong interests in castration. The Eunuch Archive contains various discussion forums ranging

from safe castration methods to the physical and psychological impact of androgen deprivation. The

EA also contains fictional stories written by EAmembers, which potentially help both the authors and

readers work through extreme castration ideations. “Eunuch”as a gender identity is not limited to the

online world. There have been at least ten annual gatherings of EA members, as well as a growing

acceptance of eunuchs throughout the world (though still minimal). Many countries are now

beginning to offer a third gender as a valid gender identity. Preserving information on sites such as

the EA along with other trans* dedicated materials can lead to better understanding of the devel-

opment of gender identities and can also help individuals who desire emasculation but not neces-

sarily feminization to better understand their gender identity and its history. Preserving the EA fills a

gap in trans* archives that has previously been unexplored.

Keywords gender, eunuch, castration, media

O nline archives are always potentially ephemeral. Some are hosted on personal

computers or rented server space and may disappear if the computer crashes

or if the creator stops paying for the space or deletes the files. While the Internet

Archive attempts to preserve as much of the web as possible and web crawlers,

such as those of Google and Baidu, preserve many individual web pages, they are

not comprehensive repositories of all the web pages that have ever existed. They

also do not index the sites as a proper archive would.

Much has already been lost from the early years of the Eunuch Archive

(www.eunuch.org), a site founded in 1996, although a continuous record of its

contents exists from only 2001 (Bboy, interview, August 2004). This website serves

individuals who are very interested in castration. Tracking its history gives us a

way to view the evolution of “eunuch” as a distinct gender identity in the modern

industrial world.1 Unfortunately, owing to poor archiving, the emergence of the

Eunuch Archive and the first five years of its development are now lost. As a result,
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the archive’s value as a site for understanding the evolution of eunuch as a

contemporary gender identity is somewhat limited.

History

The Eunuch Archive was founded by a young lawyer, identified on the site as

Bboy, with an extreme interest in castration. In the years since, the fantasy aspects

of the Eunuch Archive have continued to flourish; however, the archive’s non-

fiction, educational aspects have also grown significantly, creating a fuller picture

of a developing community that interacts through posts, private messages, and

occasional social gatherings. For several years before a 2014 editorial change, the

front page of the Eunuch Archive website stated that it is maintained as a “friendly

place for all questions related to testicles, testosterone, castration, eunuchs, and

related topics. The Archive covers fantasy and fiction, as well as reality, both

contemporary and historical” (Eunuch Archive 2014). There is a strong emphasis

on the “friendly,” and a half dozen volunteer monitors strive to keep all discus-

sions both accurate and congenial.

The topics covered on the discussion board are quite diverse, ranging from

castration for medical necessity (e.g., accidents, prostate cancer, and severe

orchialgia) to sexuality and fantasy. There are long discussions on how to find a

sympathetic counselor and/or surgeon for those seeking safe castration, as well as

ways to damage the testicles sufficiently such that a surgeon will be obligated to

remove them safely (Johnson and Irwig 2014). However, to help harbor a safe

environment for all members, soliciting castrations from other members is

prohibited, and there are long discussions on the dangers of do-it-yourself

castration.

Obtaining a safe castration is a common topic on the Eunuch Archive.

Although “eunuch” is a historic gender identity for a castrated male, it is not

recognized as a gender identity within the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders (DSM-5). Although many individuals on the Eunuch Archive

site, who have been castrated, fit the classic definition and identify as eunuchs

(Johnson et al. 2007b), without a DSM diagnosis of “gender dysphoria” it is

difficult to get a medical referral for a castration. As such, surgeons are under-

standably reluctant to perform voluntary orchiectomies on individuals who seek

emasculation without feminization (Vale et al. 2010). This, in turn, motivates

some individuals to attempt self-castration (Johnson and Irwig 2014).

As of early 2015, there were thirty different discussion boards. In addition

to the expected boards discussing chemical castration and surgical castration,

there are boards specific to particular reasons for seeking (or having had a) cas-

tration. One board discusses the variety of male-to-not-male gender dysphoria,

including genderqueer and male-to-female, as well as male-to-eunuch (see Vale
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et al. 2010 for a discussion). Xenomelia (usually called body integrity identity

disorder) is discussed in light of some of the more recent findings in neuro-

anatomy (e.g., McGeoch et al. 2011; Hilti et al. 2013). Abstracts of relevant articles

on castration and eunuchdom are often posted. There are personal experiences

and life histories, including one thread that has been running actively for over ten

years and contains nearly four hundred posts. In it, Philip, a member of the

Eunuch Archive, describes his journey from being a “eunuch wannabe” to living a

satisfying life as a eunuch for the past nine years, including his very painful and

unsuccessful attempts at self-castration (Philip 2004). It is threads like Philip’s,

and similar long life histories by Tugon, Plix, YodaNell, and others that contribute

to the rich content of the Eunuch Archive and the importance of preserving this

history. Without preservation of such content, we lose sight of factors that pro-

mote or correlate with a desire for castration and the emergence of a eunuch

gender identity. Knowing where one comes from can have an important impact

in understanding who one is today.

For the first few years, the archive was housed on a desktop computer

located on the founder’s desk and accessed through a dial-up telephone modem.

Bboy produced and managed a very simple site. Fiction was posted in unedited

Microsoft Word files as it was submitted to him by e-mail and accessed through a

list of titles. The single discussion forum was one continuous file covering all

topics of interest to members. Bboy’s primary interest was the fiction, and he even

posted an outline of the stories that he wished for others to write. The discussions

grew over time from the interests of other members and gradually came to

dominate the site (Bboy, interview, August 2004; Talula, telephone conversation,

September 2013).

In 2000 the EAwas moved intact to free server space donated by the Body

Modification E-zine (www.bme.com). By late 2001, the Eunuch Archive had grown

too large for such a simple format, and it was completely reorganized. The Fiction

Archive was reformatted, and all stories that had previously been submitted were

preserved in better-indexed files. Bboy and the Eunuch Archive became beta

testers for the new vBulletin program, which is now one of the most commonly

used bulletin board software templates. When vBulletin was adopted, it was found

that all previous posts were incompatible with the new format, and they were

consequently erased. Most discussions subsequent to the reorganization have

been downloaded on a regular basis to the personal computer of the head of the

EA to provide backup to the server. The exceptions have been when hackers have

taken down the system, costing posts to be lost since the previous backup some

hours earlier. These losses, fortunately, have been small.

Immediately after the reorganization in 2001, there were 387 registered

members. Over the years, members have joined and left the Eunuch Archive as
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their questions were answered, their needs were met, or their interest diminished.

There has been a cumulative total of over seventy-six thousand individuals who

have at one time been registered members. Accounts are deleted after one year of

inactivity, and 32 of the 387 who were active members in 2001 still access their

accounts. By 2015, the active registration total was over eleven thousand, with

most from the United States or Canada, but many from other countries as well.

Discussion forums are in French, German, and English, and the Fiction Archive

includes stories in nine languages, including Chinese, Japanese, and Russian. The

EA has an Alexa rank of 435,596 for overall site visits, but it is ranked 77,327 in the

United Kingdom, which has more unregistered visitors to the site than from any

other country (Alexa Internet 2015).

The discussion forums of the Eunuch Archive can be read by anyone with

Internet access. Registration is required to ask questions, post comments, and

submit stories to the Fiction Archive, but not to view any content. Most of the

time, no more than 10 percent of those reading the Eunuch Archive are registered

members. The rest are unregistered “guests,” and in some months over 300,000

unique IP addresses access the EA. As of early 2015, there were nearly a quarter of a

million individual posts on over twenty-two thousand separate threads.

The Fiction Archive currently contains over eight thousand stories, some

as short as a single page and some the length of a Harry Potter novel. The average

story, however, is 4,260 words long (Handy et al. 2015). Before a hacker attacked

the site in 2011, there were 10,560 stories posted on the Fiction Archive. The older

stories are still in the process of being reformatted to a more secure and hacker-

proof system. Between 2001 and 2011, the Fiction Archive had been accessed nearly

120 million times. At the time of the hacker attack, stories were being accessed at a

rate of over twenty times a minute. This frequency shows just how important the

Fiction Archive (and the Eunuch Archive generally) is to the individuals on this

site. Members have stated that reading and writing these stories has helped them

better manage their castration desires and not act them out in a potentially

dangerous, do-it-yourself fashion. The authors claim that they write about both

their fears and their fantasies.

One common theme within the stories is nonvoluntary castrations.

Similarly, themes of forced cross-dressing can be found in fictional narratives

written by the early trans* community. Both of these types of stories often center

on a young “victim” who is forced into certain acts. In early trans* narratives, the

main character may be held down and forced to cross-dress, while in the nar-

ratives on the Eunuch Archive, individuals may be castrated against their will

(Buhrich and McConaghy 1976; Davis and Kleinmaier 2002a, 2002b; Handy et al.

2015). Just as many cross-dressers, both then and now, discover their interest in

the opposite sex’s clothes at a young age, a large number of the castration stories
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on the Eunuch Archive involve minors. Many of the voluntary eunuchs also

express the wish that they could have been castrated as children, and their archive

stories reflect that.

The Psychological Service

Johnson and colleagues (2007a) found that approximately 18 percent of respon-

dents to a survey posted on the Eunuch Archive reported having already been

castrated. Discussion board threads show that there is also a large number of

individuals seeking information about the physiological and psychological effects

of an orchiectomy and/or androgen deprivation, and many claim that they are

searching for help to find a medical practitioner who would be willing to perform

their desired surgery. Many others are ostensibly “just interested” in the subject

matter of the Eunuch Archive, primarily involved in the reading and writing of

fiction related to castration. It is thought that both the reading and the writing of

fiction can be therapeutic activities, as they allow one to work through childhood

trauma or current obsessions (Handy et al. 2015). The current chief archivist is

aware of the therapeutic aspects of the site and strives to keep the environment

friendly and the information posted on the site accurate.

The Community

From the dozen years’ records of the Eunuch Archive, we can see the development

of community and the gathering of resources. There have now been ten annual

gatherings of the Eunuch Archive community inMinneapolis and several regional

gatherings at other locations across the United States. There is growing awareness

of eunuch as a gender identity among those who frequent the site (Wassersug,

McKenna, and Lieberman 2012). As genderqueer and other nonbinary gender

identities become more visible, the pioneering efforts of the Eunuch Archive

should help future historians to understand the emergence and acceptance in the

Western world of gender identities beyond the binary (Wassersug and Johnson

2007; cf. Johnson and Wassersug 2010). Efforts from the community have been

instrumental in the expansion of both the World Professional Association for

Transgender Health (WPATH) Standards of Care and the DSM-5 to include

genders other than strictly male or female.

Conclusion

The Eunuch Archive should be preserved with other trans* archive collections, as

it adds a new area of gender identity that has been largely ignored in past studies of

the trans* world. Just as members of the primary trans* community wish to

document and preserve their history (and increase their acceptance in society),

individuals who seek emasculation outside the gender binary would benefit from
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preserving their history as well. This would allow for future generations to better

understand the history of their gender (and, in turn, themselves). The Eunuch

Archive is preserved online, but its content should be protected with other trans*

archives to ensure its survival. There can be thousands of individuals who con-

tribute to archive content, allowing future researchers a comprehensive under-

standing of a community’s historical journey. These electronic resources are

fragile, far too vulnerable to erasure. In this technological age, preserving history

means preserving Internet content.

Thomas W. Johnson, professor emeritus in the Department of Anthropology of California State

University, Chico, originally specialized in Japanese studies. His work included the social

development of adolescent boys in rural Japan, folk religion, and village festivals. For the past

several years, he has focused on gender dysphoria beyond the binary. His goal is to expand

knowledge and acceptance of gender diversity.

Ariel B. Handy received her bachelor’s degree from the University of Vermont in 2013 and

moved to Vancouver later that year to continue research in human sexuality in the Department

of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of British Columbia.

Note

1. The Eunuch Archive defines a eunuch as

anyone who was born male or assigned male sex at birth whose testicles have been

removed or destroyed. Most of the eunuchs alive today have been chemically

castrated and have nonfunctioning testicles, though there are many men who have

had their testicles physically removed. This removal or destruction of the testicles is

called “castration.” Eunuchs are the oldest recognized gender outside the male/

female binary. The earliest clear mention of eunuchs is to be found in cuneiform

tablets from the Sumerian city of Lagash in the 21st century BCE. The sons of slave

weaving women were systematically castrated and set to work hauling barges on the

canals next to castrated donkeys. There have been millions of eunuchs perfoming

[sic] a multitude of tasks in the four thousand years since then. (The Eunuch

Archive 2015)
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B O O K R E V I E W

Crossing Gender, Fantasizing Bodies

MICHAEL DAVIDSON

Fantasies of Identification: Disability, Gender, Race

Ellen Samuels

New York: New York University Press, 2014. 263 pp.

Ellen Samuels’ Fantasies of Identification is about attempts since the mid-nine-

teenth century to establish legal identity on some scientific, empirical basis as part

of a national, biopolitical imperative. In this regard, the book contributes to the

intersection of US literary history, disability, gender, queer, and critical race

studies. Samuels chronicles a range of methods that were developed to regularize

identity and naturalize the belief that identity could be read on the body.

Examples include finger printing, the infamous one-drop rule for persons of

African descent, current DNA testing for disabilities, blood quantum rules to

establish Native American tribal identity, and myriad techniques of sex testing to

verify legal gender within binary frameworks. Samuels observes that every

attempt to ground identity in blood, genes, or appearance founders on the

unstable nature of the very categories it hopes to stabilize: race, sex, gender, and

ability. This instability is often produced by the imbricated relationship among

such categories, and Samuels argues that disability is an always-present modality

by and against which race, class, sex, and gender are read. Certifiable identity

categories are, as her title indicates, “fantasies” produced by institutions wanting to

secure populations in strict categories for the purposes of juridical, economic, and

cultural control. But since these protocols are fantastic—a “thing we not only

imagine but desire to be true” (6)—they are also subject to deformation, appro-

priation, and carnivalization by the culture at large. Hence, Samuels seizes on the

trope of “confidence” in cultural representations of minority populations whose

faking of disability, passing in race, performing of gender undermines—and
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threatens—biopolitical categories. If these are acts of fakery, they make visible the

paper-thin line between “us” and “them.”

Much of this book is devoted to interrogating discourses surrounding the

“disability con” in which presumptively able-bodied persons “fake” impairments

in order to elicit sympathy while earning money. She shows how the black slave

Ellen Craft cross-dressed as a white, disabled man while her black husband played

her servant in their escape from slavery. Here, the disability con and cross-gender

passing enabled racial liberation. Samuels notes that scholars who write about

Craft’s narrative focus almost exclusively on her racial passing with little reference

to the enabling aspect of her faked disability in her escape. But in fact, it was the

disability that helped make Craft’s passing whiteness credible. Furthermore, Craft

invoked disability and illness to render the gender passing possible. Of course, the

ability of Craft to “fake” being a white American male calls into question the

integrity of race as a unitary category, just as her ability to perform disability

shows how unstable are the links between blackness, gender, and the disabled

body. Other examples of the disability con include its presence in Herman

Melville’s Confidence Man, Mark Twain’s Pudd’nhead Wilson and his story “The

Miraculous Twins,” Thomas Edison’s early silent film The Fake Beggar, and in a

number of more recent films. In each case, the attempt to certify or validate the

difference between “true” and “false” identity, far from establishing certitude,

“serves to naturalize identity and root it firmly in the physical body” (13).

This book contributes a great deal to the emerging field of disability

studies, and it simultaneously produces a theoretical model of intersectional

analysis that brings together many fields: literary study, medical history, critical

race studies, queer theory, affect theory, transgender studies, and Native Amer-

ican studies. The through line in every chapter is the impossibility of isolating a

given identity category—like disability—without seeing its structural relation-

ship to, say, race or gender. As Samuels points out, it is impossible to speak of

nineteenth-century women without speaking of the medical and psychoanalytical

categories that defined them. The study of disability is not simply an add-on to

identity politics but a structural component of every discourse about bodies and

minds. Samuels’ thorough knowledge of critical and cultural theory will make this

book a “must read” for the turn toward intersectionality in cultural analysis.

The second portion of Samuels’s book deals with what she calls strategies

of “biocertification,” those attempts to validate racial, gender, and disability

identity on some empirical or scientific basis. In a fascinating study of blood

quantum certification among Native Americans, Samuels shows how an attempt

by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to validate tribal membership often relies on

eugenically tinged pseudoscience, on the one hand, and assumptions of white

superiority on the other. She notes that, following the Allotment or Dawes Act,
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Native Americans’ blood quanta were used to establish Indian heritage but also to

ensure that an individual had enough “white” blood to validate competence to

manage the allotment. What science offers in the way of verification is erased by

its presumption of what constitutes validity.

Samuels, in a parallel example, notes that establishing criteria for obtain-

ing disabled parking permits relies on a one-size-fits-all disabled body and does

not take account of the multiple, often invisible, forms that disability can take.

Persons who are incensed that an apparently able-bodied person is occupying a

disabled parking spot with a blue sticker presume that a person with a disability

must be visibly disabled, using a wheelchair or prostheses. The fact that states have

varying criteria for establishing what constitutes a disability reinforces Samuel’s

theme: that attempts to certify or delimit bodies and capabilities must create

“fantasies” of impairment or racial purity that inevitably break down in specific

cases. Hence in a paradoxical move, the attempt to solidify identities between 1850

and 1950 creates the conditions for their deconstruction. Readers of transgender

studies will appreciate Samuels’s illumination of the ways that bodies pass in and

out of legal categories and legibility as they cross state lines and are subjected to

idiosyncratic and changing requirements of biocertification.

Fantasies of Identification, which sits at the intersection of US literary

history, disability, gender, queer, and critical race studies, will have a powerful

impact, not only on disability studies but also on intersectional and transgender

studies in general. She draws onmany genres—film, photography, documentary,

legal briefs, historical documents, novels, television—to show how various

media create the oxymoron of her title. The desire to turn the notoriously

unstable body into an exemplary case or “proof” lies at the heart of postbellum

US life. Samuels’s book shows the origins of this conundrum and projects it onto

our current neo-eugenic moment of genomics, genetic testing, and demo-

graphics. In doing so, Samuels brings into explicit conversation cultural dis-

courses and academic fields that have been—at best—in implicit conversation all

along. Scholars of transgender studies and disability studies alike will appreciate

such a fine model of the vital contributions each makes to the other as they are,

indeed, in integral relationship.

Michael Davidson is distinguished professor of literature at the University of California, San

Diego. He is the author of five books of criticism and the editor of The New Collected Poems of

George Oppen. His most recent book is Outskirts of Form: Practicing Cultural Poetics.
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B O O K R E V I E W

Raising and Empowering LGBTQ
and Gender-Nonconforming Youth

GENNY BEEMYN

LGBTQ Youth and Education: Policies and Practices

Cris Mayo

New York: Teacher’s College Press, 2014. 145 pp.

Supporting Transgender and Gender Creative Youth: Schools, Families,

and Communities in Action

Elizabeth J. Meyer and Annie Pullen Sansfaçon

New York: Peter Lang Publishers, 2014. 260 pp.

Toward the end of educator Cris Mayo’s LGBTQ Youth and Education (2014), she

relates the story of AJ, a white, FTM teen from a small town in Kentucky, who had

been profiled in Mary L. Gray’s (2007) study of queer youth spaces in the rural

United States. AJ created a website that chronicled his transition and provided

information for other trans youth that he could not readily find elsewhere online.

According to Gray, “the website became a way for him to locally embody the

transperson he was becoming in the absence of locations in his town for

expressing or sharing the intimacy of that process with others” (Gray 2007: 11).

AJ’s experiences encapsulate both a central theme of Cris Mayo’s book and

the need for such a work. Mayo (2014) states that the purpose of her text “is to

show why it is important that teachers, administrators, and other members of the

school community provide support for LGBTQ students and advocate for

changes to current school practices in order to improve LGBTQ student expe-

riences and outcomes” (1). To make her case, Mayo discusses not only the chal-

lenges faced by LGBTQ youth but also their resilience—how they often persevere,

despite the harassment and violence they frequently encounter, by having a
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supportive community. For AJ and many other trans students, they have to create

this community for themselves, as schools are typically even less willing and able

to address the needs of trans students than of cis LGB students. Through reading

Mayo’s book, more educators will hopefully recognize the need to change their

school’s pedagogy, curriculum, and policies to be inclusive of students like AJ and

implement the strategies Mayo suggests to begin these changes.

LGBTQ Youth and Education includes chapters on defining and situating

discussions of gender and sexual diversity, societal biases and assumptions,

school-based harassment and silencing, pedagogical approaches, extracurricular

activism, and online communities. To each topic, Mayo brings an intersectional

analysis, recognizing, for example, that racism and classism have a larger effect on

some LGBTQ students than either heterosexism or genderism, and that gay-

straight alliances (GSAs) and other support systems established for LGBTQ stu-

dents are often not affirming environments for LGBTQ students of color. The first

chapter, an examination of some of the different historical and political starting

points that educators can use to open conversations about the complexities of

sexuality and gender, especially benefits from this approach. Mayo shows how

LGBTQ political movements also often spoke to other aspects of identity by virtue

of the diverse LGBTQ people involved in these struggles and the connections

formed with other movements for equality. Using this framework, educators can

help students understand the ways in which race, class, and age have long been

central to the construction of LGBTQ identities and communities.

Also notable is Mayo’s chapter entitled “LGBTQOnline Communities and

Support,” in which she discusses how society simultaneously overemphasizes and

underemphasizes the importance of cyberspace. The web provides LGBTQ youth

with a virtual place to learn about and try out different identities, meet others like

themselves and create their own communities, and express their experiences and

concerns while being able to remain anonymous. But it also furthers existing

social hierarchies, as some youth do not have or have limited access to technology

or are prevented from accessing LGBTQ-related sites because of web filters and

adult surveillance. Citing her own research on rural queer youth, Mayo notes that

most of the individuals she interviewed felt that they could not safely turn to the

Internet to find LGBTQ communities, while those who are able to explore online

often do not find themselves represented, especially on the high-profile gay sites.

These are critical issues to consider, as the Net more and more supplants non-

virtual resources.

Mayo is less successful in discussing specific policies and practices that can

support trans and gender-nonconforming students. While she describes how a

gender binary is taught in schools in both big and small ways and how gender

normativity is often rigidly enforced, strategies to address instances of genderism

are sometimes lost in her consideration of ways to confront heterosexism. For
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example, same-sex marriage is frequently raised as providing an opening for

teaching about “LGBTQ” families without bringing “sex” into the classroom, but

the different nature of trans families is not considered. Likewise, Mayo details the

benefits and limitations of gay-straight alliances (GSAs) but does not consider

how these groups can fail to be inclusive of gender-nonconforming students. I was

particularly disappointed that she mentions a model school policy for supporting

trans students but does not go into detail about how such a policy can be

implemented or its effects. Granted the book is focused on published research,

and obviously one is limited to topics that have been studied, but more could have

been offered on supporting trans students, particularly recommendations for

creating gender-inclusive classrooms and schools.

With its narrower focus, Elizabeth Meyer and Annie Pullen Sansfaçon’s

Supporting Transgender and Gender Creative Youth (2014) succeeds where Mayo’s

work is lacking. The anthology developed out of the first National Workshop on

Gender Creative Kids in Montréal, Canada, in 2012, and like the conference, it

includes contributions from parents, educators, therapists, and activists from

Canada and the United States. In addition to a section on educational systems, the

book provides chapters on clinical and theoretical perspectives and the experi-

ences of parents and community service providers.

The tone of Supporting Transgender and Gender Creative Youth is set by

psychologist Diane Ehrensaft, the keynote speaker at the National Workshop,

who, in her opening essay, challenges parents and schools to listen to the needs of

children and “learn to live with gender ambiguity and not pressure our children

with our own need for gender bedrock” (23). Ehrensaft, the author of the

groundbreaking book Gender Born, Gender Made: Raising Healthy Gender-Non-

conforming Children (2011), introduced the term gender creative to describe “a

child who does not abide by the binary gender norms, prescriptions, or pro-

scriptions that might exist in the child’s culture, but transcends and transgresses

those norms to independently, uniquely, and with artistry evolve into the gender

that is ‘me’” (14). In addition to gender creative, contributors to the anthology use

gender independent, gender nonconforming, genderqueer, and transgender.

Like Mayo, many writers in Supporting Transgender and Gender Creative

Youth discuss the often hostile climate facing K–12 students, including the results of

the first national study of the climate for LGBTQ students in Canadian schools

(Taylor et al. 2011), which shockingly found that 90 percent of the trans respon-

dents had experienced verbal harassment and 95 percent felt unsafe because of their

gender identity in school. Among the contributors who suggest ways to improve

the environment in educational institutions is educator Elizabeth J. Meyer, who

outlines the legal protections that trans students can turn to in Canada and the

Unites States and offers recommendations for K–12 teachers and administrators to

begin to create more trans-inclusive and -welcoming school cultures.
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Two other contributors specifically consider how to provide greater sup-

port to gender-creative students in rural Canada. Educator Karleen Pendleton

Jiménez relates her experience conducting workshops in eight rural Ontario

schools. Using class discussions, theatrical productions, and anonymous written

responses and drawings, she encouraged the students to discuss the meanings of

gender and gender roles/rules in their lives. Jiménez found that while a certain

degree of female masculinity was accepted and even expected as an aspect of rural

life, any form of gender expression among boys that was perceived as feminine

was considered impermissible, subjecting them to ongoing harassment. Yet, when

one of the boys expressed himself as gender nonconforming, he opened the eyes of

his teacher to the hostile atmosphere he faced, and with the teacher’s intervention,

the students in the class were able to recognize the harm that their bullying had

caused and to change the way they treated him. Although a small victory, it points

to what Jiménez calls “the difficult work of supporting gender-creative youth in

rural areas” and the “need to commit to understanding the nuances of regional

expressions of gender” (96).

Psychologist Lyndsey Hampton describes the founding and development

of a peer support group for youth exploring their gender and sexual identities in a

small Canadian farming community. In the first two and a half years of the group,

members were able to consider and discuss aspects of themselves that they

seemingly could not have expressed elsewhere, including, Hampton suggests, in

gay-straight alliances. Because they are school based, GSAs may not be safe venues

for gender-creative students to experiment with their gender presentation through

changes in appearance, first name, and pronouns, if the students are not already

out at their schools. Most, apparently, were not, which highlighted another

important benefit of the community-based group: the students could meet gen-

der-nonconforming youth from other schools or from the local area, so that they

had additional sources of support and did not feel like “the only one” (189).

I found the most insightful and inspirational part of the book to be the

section focused on the experiences of parents raising gender-creative children

because these chapters illuminate the difficulties of supporting a young person’s

gender expression in a culture that often punishes gender nonconformity, espe-

cially among individuals assigned male at birth (AMAB). Clinical psychologist

Françoise Susset interviewed five parents of AMABs, who struggled to varying

degrees over accepting their child’s gender-nonconforming behaviors, but who

were all very concerned about their child’s well-being. Although none of the

children had yet faced rejection or discrimination, the parents feared for their

welfare as they advanced in grade school (at the time, they were six to eight years

old). The parents also worried about whether they were making the best day-to-

day decisions to enable their children to be themselves while minimizing the risk
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of ridicule from adults and other kids. Summing up the parents’ feelings, Susset

poignantly describes their predicament: “Either they impose certain limits on the

child’s behavior or society will do so in ways that are likely to be more hurtful to

their child” (118).

Writer and activist Arwyn Daemyir takes a different approach, advocating

for all parents to treat their children as if they are “potentially trans” (128). In what

she calls “gender-diverse parenting,” a child is made aware that they have been

assigned a gender provisionally, leaving a space for them to explore and name their

own gender identity. In this way, the child, rather than their parent(s) or caregiver

(s), has agency over their gender and can express their authentic self without

having to escape first from a gender that was imposed on them. Daemyir makes

clear that this parenting style can be challenging, for it requires parents and

caregivers not only “to accept whatever gender and gender performance preference

their child expresses” but also “to accept their validity in the moment . . . without

forcing the child to be making a decision now that will be held true for their entire

lives, although it may prove to be so” (138). Despite such difficulties, gender-

diverse parenting, she argues, can help all children flourish and free both them and

their parents from the constraints of gender norms and expectations.

While this vision is, unfortunately, not likely to become a reality in the

near future, works like LGBTQ Youth and Education and Supporting Transgender

and Gender Creative Youth create a framework and offer recommendations that

move us closer to that necessary future. Educators, parents, and others who

advocate on behalf of gender-creative youth can greatly benefit from using these

two works—whether for a place to start, for further guidance, or for ongoing

inspiration.

Genny Beemyn, PhD, is the director of the Stonewall Center at the University of Massachusetts

Amherst and the Trans Policy Clearinghouse coordinator for Campus Pride. Their many books

include The Lives of Transgender People (2011) and A Queer Capital: A History of Gay Life in

Washington, D.C. (2014). They can be reached at genny@umass.edu.
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B O O K R E V I E W

Magnificent Reincarnations

TZE-LAN D. SANG

Transgender China

Edited by Howard Chiang

New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012. 316 pp.

This is an enlightening book. Before picking it up, the reader might have expected

to see a collection of essays discussing contemporary transgender communities

and issues in China. Instead, what the reader encounters here is a surprisingly

diverse set of writings exploring gender variance from antiquity to the present,

utilizing especially medical, religious, literary, and popular cultural sources. Topics

range from Buddhist and Daoist imaginings of gender androgyny; the problem of

writing eunuchism and castration into history; transgender representations in

literature, art, theater, film, and television; to transgender activism in present-day

Hong Kong. The diversity in periods, representational genres, andmethods creates

the impression of a cacophonous chorus, but in a good way. Rather than foist on

the reader a single master narrative about what transgender China is or how it has

evolved, the volume offers snapshots of multiple strands of history and opens

many doors, allowing readers to gain a glimpse of the incredible richness of gender

variance, to reexamine their own assumptions about gender and embodiment,

and to reflect on what constitutes the subject of transgender studies.

After opening with an introduction by editor Howard Chiang, the volume

falls into two parts: “Trans Figurations of History” and “Trans Locations of

Culture.” An afterword by Susan Stryker entitled “De/Colonizing Transgender

Studies of China” concludes the volume. Stryker’s afterword, though positioned

last, usefully situates the volume in the field of trans studies. It is a vigorous

response to certain controversial assertions that David Valentine has made, that

the internationally mobile category transgender carries an ineluctable liberationist

and developmentalist ideological baggage, owing to its origins in the Western
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academe. Stryker contends that there are multiple ways in which transgender

studies scholarship does not have to be fatally complicit in a Eurocentric mod-

ernization campaign. She envisions a transgender studies that would explore the

“adaptive reuse of the category itself” and “concern itself with how various forms

of personhood in locations around the world imagine their own relationship to

those things that transgender can be made to evoke, such as modernity, metro-

politanism, Eurocentrism, whiteness, or globalization” (291). She suggests, fur-

thermore, that “the field of transgender studies should not imagine that knowl-

edge flows in one direction only. . . . Ideally, the field of transgender studies is a

site where a critical gaze can be turned back by Others toward the scene of

normativity’s engagement, and where those othered within Eurocentric moder-

nity can produce counterknowledge for projects of their own” (292). For Stryker,

Transgender China is a commendable attempt that makes important steps in this

direction.

Stryker’s observations astutely identify the contribution that the volume

makes in the transnational field of transgender studies as it currently develops.

But what about the contribution that the volume makes to, say, sinology or

Chinese historical and cultural studies? It seems to me what is particularly

delightful about this volume is that it throws new and unexpected light on a range

of topics that, previously, have often been given short shrift in Chinese studies.

Take the study of the Qing palace eunuch system, for instance. It is rather inge-

nious to reframe the issues in terms of transgenderism. For, as Howard Chiang

points out (in part by referencing the studies by Jennifer Jay and Gary Taylor), in

some ways it is impossible not to see Chinese eunuchs as men; historically, they

were politically powerful because of their daily proximity to the emperors, and

they performed such patently male social roles by aspiring to a traditional Con-

fucian lifestyle, marrying women, and adopting sons (44–45). So what can pos-

sibly be transgender about Chinese eunuchs? Where does the transitivity, the

confounding and crossing of gender and/or sexual boundaries, come in? As if in

dialogue with such skepticism and facile assumptions, Chiang’s research is a

patient reconstruction of the process whereby Chinese eunuchs became construed

as transgender. He shows that eunuchs became incorporated into a global medical

and historical narration about transsexuality starting in the late nineteenth cen-

tury, during which process not only did Chinese eunuchs become recast as

emasculated and gender ambiguous, but Chinese eunuchism also became pre-

sented as one of the telltale signs of the “castrated” state of Chinese civilization.

Chiang interrogates, in other words, the gradual “separation of the eunuchs’

masculine subjectivity in the social sphere (as husbands, fathers, and sons)

from the (gendering) effect of the castration operation itself in the realm of

embodiment” (51). Among other discoveries, he uncovers the “crucial role of
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foreigners—especially Western doctors—in relating the castration experience of

Chinese eunuchs to a global community of observers” (51). The chapter, then,

goes beyond attempting to identify and make visible transgender Chinese sub-

jects. It is, rather, a self-reflexive rumination on the problem of researching the

archives, on the constant recalibration of the parameters of intelligibility, and on

historical narration. As such, its methodological insights are useful not only for

transgender studies scholars per se but also for all China historians interested in

the construction of “China” in the context of transnational contact, exchange,

and appropriations.

The other chapters in the volume are also fascinating. Daniel Burton-

Rose’s “Gender Androgyny: Transcendent Ideals and Profane Realities in Bud-

dhism, Classicism, and Daoism” contends that within gender regimes there were

certain strains of religious and philosophical motifs that “destabilized a strict

male-female dichotomy over a period of nearly 25 hundred years” (67). According

to Burton-Rose, a significant number of Buddhists and Taoist adepts aspired to

androgyny. Although more often than not they failed, the meditational and other

transformational techniques that they developed indicated that there existed a

very real urge among them to invent alternative categories to give expression to

their unconventional self-identities. Zuyan Zhou’s chapter, “The Androgynous

Ideal in Scholar-Beauty Romances,” examines one of the most prominent motifs

in the late imperial Scholar-Beauty romances—androgyny. Surveying a large

body of fiction and existing scholarship, Zhou finds that while “this literary

phenomenon may owe its conception to the gender fluidity in Ming culture,

ideologically, it originates from literati scholars’ impulses to assert their latent

masculinity as institutionalized yin subjects, hence reflecting their own androg-

ynous position” (121). In other words, gender configurations are inextricably

bound with questions of political authority, power, and social position. Alvin

Wong’s “Transgenderism as a Heuristic Device” focuses on the cross-historical

and transnational adaptations of one of the most popular Chinese tales about

metamorphosis, the “Legend of the White Snake.” Examining salient examples

from Ming-dynasty literature to 1990s novels, films, and TV series, Wong argues

that a vexed relationship obtains between perverse, demonized femininity and

transgender embodiment, a relationship that mutates across periods.

After these four studies involving premodern texts, we find five studies

centered on contemporary representations. Helen Hok-Sze Leung revisits film

director Chen Kaige’s masterpiece Farewell My Concubine and unpacks the

transgender narrative embedded therein. Carlos Rojas looks at gender ambiguity

in Chinese avant-garde performance art, teasing out the ways in which perfor-

mance practices “interrogate the relationship between a semiotics of performance

and a language of corporeality” (203). Chao-Jung Wu calls attention to male
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cross-dressing shows in Taiwan, providing an ethnographic account of the dif-

ferences among individual performers associated with the “Redtop Arts” troupe,

while Pui Kei Eleanor Cheung documents how transgender subjects are breaking

away from a culture of shame and organizing themselves with a new sense of pride

in present-day Hong Kong. While all these are insightful studies, as a literary

scholar I am particularly appreciative of Ari Larrissa Heinrich’s contribution—

“Begin Anywhere: Transgender and Transgenre Desire in Qiu Miaojin’s Last

Words from Montmartre.” Heinrich brings the research on this iconic author to

an entirely new level. While previous studies have almost always characterized

Qiu as a lesbian author, Heinrich convincingly demonstrates that at least in Qiu’s

posthumously published Last Words, the body and its distinctions—whether

gender or sexual orientation—along with genre codes are subjected to constant

and violent deconstruction. From Qiu’s incessant self-scrutiny and experimen-

tation emerges a transgender subject that does not settle but rather rejoices in

transmigration and inventive creation.

Tze-Lan D. Sang is a professor of Chinese literature and visual studies at Michigan State

University. She is the author of The Emerging Lesbian: Female Same-Sex Desire in Modern China

(2003).
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